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September Grand Jury
Returns 13 Indictments
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The Calloway Circuit Court Grand
Jury returned 13 criminal indictments
this morning, according to court officials. Two of the indictments are
pending, while two persons with
misdemeanor charges were remanded
to Calloway County District Court.
Individuals charged in the indictments, the charges against them,
and trial dates are:
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Largest-Ever Murray Marching
Band To Take Field Saturday
When the 1979-80 version of the Racer
Band takes the field in Roy Stewart
Stadium at Murray State University at
the home football opener Saturday
evening, it will be the largest band in
the school's history.
David A. Wells, who is beginning his
fifth year as director, said more than
170 students make up the Racer Band —
167 of them on the field. There are 118
with wind and percussion instruments,
38 in the flag corps, four field commanders, three twirlers, and four
rifles. A fourth twirler will be added
before the game Sept. 22.
Even though the band Ls the largest
ever at Murray State, Wells talks more
about the collective positive attitude of
the unit than about numbers.
"These people have tremendous
pride," he noted. "Their approach is
'we will' rather than we can't.' They
are determined that the band this year
will be the best ever at Murray State, as
well as the biggest."
The opening performance of the year
will begin witn a contemporary major
entitled
number
production
"Divergence," followed by a percussion feature, "The Wizard of Oz,"
and two Chuck Mangione songs, "My
Way" and "Land of Make Believe."
"Our thinking for every show is to try
to have enough variation in music so
that everyone in the audience is
familiar with at least some of it," WelLs
explained.
The band, which reported to the
campus Aug. 19 and spent 50 hours in
rehearsal the first week, is made up of
about 50 percent freshmen, which Wells
called typical. He said the academic
demands on a student's time increase
considerably from the freshman to the

sophomore year, making it much more
difficult for band members to meet the
schedule of an hour and a half of
rehearsal every day.
Along with preparing the pre-game
show of eight or nine minutes and the
halftime show of eight minutes for the
first performance of the year, the band
is also busy getting uniforms repaired
and into shape for another year.
In addition to five home games, the
Racer Band will perform in the
Homecoming Day parade Oct. 27, at the
Festival of Champions, the Kentucky
Music Educators Association regional
marching band festival, and probably
at the Murray State-Western Kentucky
game in Bowling Green Nov. 17.
"Since they are basically competitive, the people in the band enjoy
appearing with other bands," Wells
added. "It's really a kind of ego boost,
especially in a situation where as much
rivalry exists as between Murray and
Western."
Field commanders for the Racer
Band which will take the field Saturday
evening are: Mark Fogle, Brandenburg
Melendez,
sophomore: Tammy
Greenville freshman; Tracy Sadler,
Cadiz sophomore; and David Brumley,
Owensboro sophomore.
Wells calls Fogle "one of the top field
,.mmanders in the country."
'Twirlers for the first game are:
Vicky Pool, Crofton, sophomore; Susan
-ow freshman; and
VanZant, Heaters
City, Tenn., freshUnion
Miller,
Hope
man.
Wells, who is aided in his work with
the band by John Roark, Central City
graduate assistant, conducted clinics
and demonstrations in Hawaii during
the summer for band directors and

Frederic Terrorizes Coast
From Florida To Louisiana
MOBILE, Ala. 1AP — Hurricane
Frederic crashed into this 300-year-old
port with 130 mph winds early today,
ripping apart homes, flattening
businesses and felling trees and power
lines along the Gulf Coast from Florida
to Louisiana.
By morning the storm had moved
inland over southeast Mississippi,
growing weaker but still whipping
winds up to 80 mph as far as Meridian,
Miss., about 100 miles to the north.
There were two confirmed deaths as
the born-again storm hit Alabama,
Louisiana, Mississippi and the Florida
Panhandle, churning up 15-foot tides.
Forecasters said the greatest threat
today was from floods and tornados.
This festival city of 300,000 and neighboring Pascagoula. Miss., a smaller
city to the west, bore the brunt of the
hurricane which first hit land at
Dauphin Island, a resort island 5 miles
long that was reported "sliced in half."
"I would say there is not a dwelling,
business or any other building in
Jackson County that does not have
damage ranging from minor to total
destruction," said Ken Phillips,
director of disaster relief in
Pascagoula.
While no incidents of looting had been
reported, Alabama Gov. Fob James
sent armed National Guardsmen and
state troopers into the area and Mayor
A.J. Cooper of Prichard, a Mobile
suburb, told his officers to fire two
warning shots at looters, then "shoot tr
kill."

Mayor A.J. Cooper of Prichard, a
Mobile suburb of 50,000, said
widespread looting was reported in his
community today. The mayor told his
See FREDERIC,
Page 16, Column 1
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occasional
thunderstorms
Rain or occasional thunderstorms tapering to scattered
showers late tonight Locally
heavy rainfall and thunderstorms will be possible this
evening. lbws tonight low to mid
60s. A slight chance of showers
Friday morning, otherwise
partly cloudy and cooler. Highs in
the low to mid 70s.

students from all over the islands. He
plans to return to Honolulu in the
summer of 1980.
His tentative plans for 1979-80 include
trips to Japan and South Africa.
Wells is also on the summer faculty of
VanderCook College in Chicago, where
he works with Arnold Casavant, one of
band
marching
the foremost
have
They
world.
the
in
es
authoriti
students from Australia, South Africa,
Japan, and all across the United States
each year.

Joe Hendon Thorn, two counts of first
degree wanton endangerment, Dec. 3.
Carla Rickman, possession of
Schedule II narcotic, cocaine, and
possession of Schedule II non-narcotic,
quaalude, Dec. 3.
Harold Gray Nance, unlawful attempt to obtain Schedule IV nonnarcotic, Dec. 3.
Jerry Watson, first degree wanton
endangerment and second degree
criminal mischief, Dec. 3.
Anthony Ray Collie, third degree
burglary and theft by unlawful taking
over $100, Dec. 3.
Michael Parrish, third degree
burglary and theft by unlawful taking
over $100, Dec. 3.
Harry Gill, third degree burglary and
second degree persistent felony offender,,Dec. 4.
David Reese, first degree burglary
and second degree persistent felony
offender, Dec. 4.
Roger Jones,theft by unlawful taking
over $100, Dec. 4.
In the grand jury's inspection of the
county buildings, the courthouse was
found to be too small for the needs in the
county, and the jury urged the fiscal
court to take immediate action to
improve the situation.
It was noted that there is no room in
which to place computerized equipment
from the state that the county clerk's
office is to receive soon. Also, the jury
said that the circuit clerk's office is

KING MIDGET — Howard Brandon, right photo, displayed the edition of
The Murray Ledger and Times containing the used car article in showing his
latest restored car. Brandon, along with employee Mike Eaves, have
restored a 1958 King Midget. Brandon said the car, what he terms 'the car
a
of the future,' was in his warehouse and Eaves began to work on it about

hampered by lack of space and that the
courts cannot operate efficiently
without another courtroom.
The report said that the offices of the
sheriff, county attorney, county judgeexecutive and property valuation administrator are in need of space. It was
also pointed out that the circuit judge
and the commonwealth's attorney do
not have offices in the courthouse.
The jury recommended the increased
use of microfilming in order to
maximize the space available for the
storage of records. Further, it was
suggested that the microfilming
equipment be moved to a more central
location in the courthouse to make it

more accessible to all affected offices.
The county maintenance barn, the
animal shelter and the jail were found
to be clean and operated efficiently.
However, the jury noted that the jail
needs additional space and that the
lighting is poor and should be improved.
In addition, the jury found that the
fencing under the runways at the
animal shelter should be repaired and
pointed out that the work load calls for
two people to operate the facility during
office hours.
The jury found the city-county park
facilities in good condition and noted
that impeovements called for by the
May grand jury are under way.

Atlanta Symphony
To Present Concert
The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra,
now in its 35th season, is one of the
youngest American orchestras to
achieve national prominence in the past
quarter century. The orchestra, begun
as a youth orchestra in 1944, will
present a concert at Lovett Auditorium
on the Murray State University campus
at 8:15 p.m. Friday, October 12. The
concert is sponsored by the Murray
Civic Music Association.
MCMA is currently conducting its
annual membership drive which will
close Friday.
"MCMA subscriptions must be
bought by 6 p.m. tomorrow (Sept. 14) in
the lobby of the Bank of Murray or by
telephoning 753-0711," a spokesman
said.
Robert Shaw, internationally famed
director of the Robert Shaw Chorale,

began his tenure as music director and
conductor of the Atlanta Symphone
during the 1967-68 season..
Recognizing its responsibility as the
only major orchestra witin a 500-mile
radius of the city, the Atlanta Symphony tours throughout the Southeast
and the United States. The national
endowment for the Arts has made
annual grants to underwrite the cost of
the regional touring..
In addition to major population
centers, the orchestra makes stops in
smaller communities and on college
campuses. During th 1979-80 season, the
tour will take the orchestra into Tennessee, Georgia and Florida as well as
Kentucky. Next spring the orchestra
will present concerts in Boston,
Washington, D. C., Storrs, Conn.,
Hershey, Pa., and Englewood, N.J.

month ago. Brandon said the car was produced from 1954 to 1963. The car,
ic
made in Athens, Ohio, has a 7',2 horsepower Wisconsin engine, automat
he
with reverse and gets 50 miles to the gallon, Brandon said. He added
Fame, 1534
will take the car to his museum, the Car Collectors Hall of
.
Nashville
Road,
reum
Demonb

For Spenkelink Companion

View Of Capital Punishment Unchanged
By TONY WILSON
Staff Reporter
Despite his two and one-half year
relationship with John Spenkelink, who
was executed last May in Florida, the
Rev. Toma Fennstra says his stand
against capital punishment isn't based
on emotion.
"A society has to stop somewhere,
and I think putting people to death is
where the line should be drawn,"
Fennstra told a small group yesterday
that attended the first of weekly lectures scheduled by Murray State
University's United Campus Ministry
for this semester.
Spenkelink, found guilty of firstdegree murder of Joe Szymankiewicz.
43, in 1973, was sentenced by the
Florida courts to die in the electric
chair. Spenkelink admitted to having
killed Szymankiewic-z, but insisted that
he had acted in self-defense.
Nevertheless, the final appeals court.
the Florida Supreme Court, the Federal
Appeals Court and U.S. Supreme Court
all upheld the lower court's decision.
The vicar of the Grace Episcopal
Church in Paris, Tenn., Fennstra said
that Spenkelink "was a clear-cut case
of the misjustice of capital punishment.
The John Spenkelink that the court
found guilty of murder was not the
same John Spenkelink that was
executed," Fennstra said. "During the
two and a half years that I knew him, he
became a- drastically-changed man"
However, Fennstra pointed out that
he didn't feel Spenkelink was ready to
be released by society. "But my moral
and religious beliefs compel me to say

that capital punishment is simply
wrong."
Fennstra, who began his prison
ministry in Florida's Raiford State
Prison in 1972, says he found prison
conditions "beyond my comprehension.
I couldn't, and still can't, understand
how a country could put up with that
kind of system."
To use the term "rehabilitate," says
Fennstra, is a misconception in many
cases. "To say it is possible to
rehabilitate someone is assuming they
have some kind of positive background
to work with in the first place," said
Fennstra
"I don't think John did," he said,
relating Spenkelink's past from the
time he was placed in a youth detention
center at the age of 12, until the time he
was placed n death row in 1973.
"During the time I knew him, John
went from a confused, somewhat angry
young man to one who was trying to
deal with his life."
Fennstra also related his experiences
in the difficulties he had in seeing
Spenkelink in the latter stages of his
wait on death row. "A wall was placed
between death-row prisoners and
others, and they weren't permitted to
we others because they were considered a high-escape risk," said
Fennstra, who also stated that he still
has a case pending in Florida which
says that the wall is an infringement
upon the prisoners' rights
Spenkelink received a stay on his
execution, but a few days later, a
second execution date was set. Fennstra stayed with Spenkelink until 8 a.m.

of his death date, just two hours before
the sentence was carried out.
"John asked me to witness his
execution, and of curse, I didn't wish
to," said Fennstra. "But he said he
wanted to be able to look out and see
someone who really cared about him,
so I did."
Fennstra, who said he didn't want to
delve into the details of Spenkelink's
execution, admitted that his witnessing
it was "the hardest thing I've done in
my ministry. It was very dreadful. I
decided to actively spend the rest of my
days against capital punishment."
Spenkelink was the first person involuntarily executed in the United
States since 1967.
When someone from the audience
queried Fennstra as to what he felt the
government should do to replace
capital punishment. Fennstra stated
that he felt they were two different
issues. "The attitude shouldn't be: 'we
don't know what else to do, let's kill
them," he said.
If it's wrong then,someone else asked
Fennstra, why do over two-thirds of the
population favor capital punishment?
"I think it's a case of most people being
caught up in fear and anxiety and not
being in touch with death," he said.
"When someone does murder, the
immediate reaction is 'kill them.—.
Fennstra, did, though, offer his
opinions as to what could be done in lieu
of capital punishment.' "We should
reevaluate the whole systeam and seek
to habilitate our prisoners, not
warehouse them." But Fennstra admits he was told by 15 different Florida

prison officials to "take my proposals
and put them in my hat.
"I'm not idealistic enough to think
that my proposals, or others similar to
them, will ever go into effect, at least,
not in the near future.
"I believe John would have perferred
death to spending the rest of his life in
prison," Fennstra said."But it's not his
decision, just like it's not our government's decision. No one, save for God,
has the right to justice in the form of
taking a man's life."
Originally from Newport News, Va.,
the 6-foot-8 Fennstra attended Florida
State on a football scholarship, then
went on to the National Football
League.
After a season with the Los Angeles
Rams in 1955, Fennstra played for the
Baltimore Colts, where he started at
defensive end. That was his last pro
season, though. He retired at season's
end at age 24.
"I had decided to retire before
training camp even began that year,"
Fennstra said. "You have to really like
to play the game, because it just isn't
possible to play only for money. I was
just tired of football."
Fennstra went into the wholesale
business, lost most of his money in the
venture, then worked in the insurance
field for the next 13 years before entering the ministry.
Now 49, Fennstra says he came to
Tennessee three months ago to "cbange
my Lifestyle. I want to be self-sufficient,
have my farm, own some pigs and have
a nice atmosphere for my family to live
in."
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Thursday,Sept. 13
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
Cumberland Presbyterian
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Women of North Pleasant
Grove Church are scheduled
Grove 6126 of Woodmen of to meet with Christine
the World will meet at 6 p.m. Sherman at 7 p.m.
at the Triangle Restaurant.

Thursday,Sept. 13
Thursday,Sept. 13
Meeting of the Town di
North Calloway Elementary
Country Homemakers Club School Parent-Teacher Club
has been changed from will meet at 7 p.m. at the

Friday,Sept. 14
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by 9 a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m.for
afternoon shopping.

Welcome Wagon Club will
Murray Middle School
have a salad supper at the Parent-Teacher Organization
Twin takers Good Sam Club
First Christian Church, North will meet at 7,p.m. at the
will have its monthly ciunpout
p.m.
with
6:30
Fifth Street, at
school auditorium.
at Piney Campground with
the regular meeting to follow.
Jimmy and Sharon Graham
Independence
United as wagonmasters. A supper of
A Cub, Scout, and Explorer Methodist Church Women will
sandwiches and desserts will
Leaders' "Roundtable" meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
be served at 6 p.m. Friday.
meeting for adults of the
Members will be at the
Chickasaw District of Boy
Calloway -Marshall
hospitality tent for Campers
Scouts will be held at the Diabetes Association will
Fair Saturday afternoon.
Fellowship Hall of the First meet at 7 p.m. at the First
Baptist Church, Mayfield, at 7 Presbyterian Church, Main
Saturday,Sept. 15
p.m. For information call 753- and 16th Streets.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
Murray Middle School Band the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Special Recreation Participants and Calloway County Uniform Sale will be held in
Chapter M,PEO Sisterhood
Association for Retarded the band room of the schaol
will meet for lunch at 12 noon
Citizens will meet in Room 240 from 7 to 8 p.m.
at the Triangle Restaurant
Special Education Building at
Friday,Sept. 14
S. 16th and Glendale
with first fall meeting to
meeting
business
A
p.m.
7:30
Activities
for
Hazel
Senior
Evangelist Jiirry, Nita I no Noodle,
follow.
follow.
will
CCARC
the
of
Citizens
will be at the Hazel
trim Artless
Community Center starting at
Al-A-Thon will meet at 8
Performances of Kelly 10 a.m.
Brothers Circus,sponsored by
Murray Shrine Club will p.m. a Carman Pavilion,
Vibe is tali easing worW color tits ItilAd 'peeks ott dew weapon a s.,..? \
Murray Jaycees, will be at 4 have a cookout at Kerslake College Farm Road. This is a
les imam and his wespon will toe revealed.
p.m. and 7 p.m. at the Jaycee State Park at 5 p.m. Food and support group for families and
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS EITNER OF TNESE MESSAGES. , Fairgrounds, Highway 121 drinks will be furnished by the friends of alcoholics. For
information call 437-4229.
North,Coldwater Road.

Saturday,Sept. 1.5
Murray State University
Thoroughbreds will open their
home football season with a
game with Southeastern
Louisiana of Hammond at 7:30
p.m.in Roy Stewart Stadium.
Medical College Admissions
Test will be given beginning at
a.m. in Room 101, Ordway
Hall, Murray State University.

Monday,Sept. 17
of
Society
Humane
Calloway County will have an
open meeting at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library. Dr.
Mark Singer will be speaker.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For information call 759-4875 or 7591792.

Divorce Support Group,
Pennyrile Tours' annual sponsored by Counseling and
potluck will be held at Testing Center, Murray State
Christian County High School, University, will meet at
Hopkinsville, with social hour Ordway Hall. For information
at 5:30 and dinner at 6:30 p.m. call 762-6851.
All Pennyrile riders and
Singles Unlimited will meet
persons interested in travel
at the social hall of the First
pictures, slides, and tours are
- United Methodist Church at
invited.
/:30p.m.
Golden Age Club members
are invited to a potluck at the
Hazel Senior Citizens' acWOW Hall at 3 p.m. Each one
tivities will be held at the
is to bring a vegetable, salad,
Hazel Community Center
or dessert.
startiog at.10 a.m.
Bicycle Safety Program,
sponsored by MSU Student
Government, will be at 9 a.m.
at Stewart Stadium.
Sunday,Sept. 16
Medical College Admissions
test will be given starting at 8
a.m. in Room 101, Ordway
Hail, Murray State University.

New Exercise Program for
the Welcome Wagon Club will
start at 9:30 a.m. at the First
Christian Church. For information persons may Call
753-5793.

By CEC1LY BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
DINNER FOR FOUR
Potatoes
Fish Steaks
Rolls
Tuscan Spinach
Coffee
Anise Cake
TUSCAN SPINACH
2 pounds fresh spinach, well
washed
1,4 cup butter
1,4 cup golden, raisins
plumped in hot water ant
drained
;4 cup slivered blanche
almonds
1,4 cup thin strips cooked
ham or boneless pork shoulder
butt
Salt to taste
Cook the spinach in the
water clinging to its leaves,
turning with a large fork, just
until wilted — 5 to 10.minutes.
Drain well and with a kitchen
scissors shred coarsely. Melt
butter and mix with spinach,
raisins, almonds, ham and
salt; reheat. Makes 4 servings.

To treat mild sunburn, take
short, cool baths. Application
Betty Sledd Baptist Young of wet compressed also
Women of First Baptist relieves pain by drawing heat
Church will meet with Mrs. out of the burn.
Ron Wright at9 a.m.

Four Wheel Drive Drag
Race will be held at 1 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway Jaycee
Fairgrounds.

Ends Tondo

"AMITYVILLE NORM"
7:15,9:10

Homecoming will be held at
the Spring Creek Baptist
Church.

PHANTASM

MANIATIAN
/
11
4, United Artists

Earrings
14K hits' or
ello% Gold

T United Artists

American
Legion
Auxiliary's District I will be
held at 11 a.m. at the Legion
Hall of Murray Post 73, South
Sixth and Maple Street.
Monday,Sept. 17
MSU Women's Society will
have its annual potluck salad
supper at Beshear Gym at
6:30 p.m. All women faculty
and staff and faculty wives
are urged to attend.

:ill;

GIGANTIC 5TH BIRTHDAY
DIAMOND SALE
300 DIAMONDS
ALL 33/
1
2%
OFF

•
FOR DI R 4 Holt I.
SIZING
I It

Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa will meet at 7.p.m. at
the Boston Tea Party.
Skating Party for Rangers
and Rangerettes of the
Woodmen of the world will be
held at Murray Skateland
from 5:50 to 7:50 p.m.
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Restaurant.
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association will
meet at 7 p.m. at the North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
salad supper at 6:30 p.m. at
the club house.
Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of
Maudena Butterworth at 1:30
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
Need Line Board 41
Directors will meet at
Pagliai's at 12 noon. Members
note change of place.

Sizing Extra - White or Yellow Gold

TIRE STOCK

SUGGESTED RETAIL

I 1.11.1

BRACELETS
FASHIoN cif AINis
EARRINGS

% OFF alAR"

Gift To
You
A STAR
DIAMOND
PENDANT!FREE
WITH ANY
PURCHASE OR
LAYAWAY OF
8150 OR MORE

Famous Name Brand

• t RTZ
•DIGITALS
• U TOMATIC
•\I RSES
,
• ELECTRICS
fi WI FRESH *FITLY GUAR \\TEED

\VAT('1 IFS

BUIA)VA

GIFTWARE
•Fl(,l RINES
'
,SILVER •JENI ELRY

25%

\

ACCUTRON

OUR ENTIRE
STOCK

OFF

EGISTER
FOR FREE

ARTORVED
WEDDING BANDS

20%

OFF

01 It ENTIRE
STOCK

*LADIES $450. DIAMONI
& SAPPHIRE RING
*CITIZEN WATCH

i

VISA'

3TYPES OF
elliffailit *MICHELSON CHARGE*
ALL AD PRICES GOOD IN MURRAY ONLY

MICHELSON S

FREE BIRTHDAY
CAKE

EACHSATURDAY FROM
10:05 TO 11:00
TO FIRST 50
CUSTOMERS DURING
WNI3SREMOTE
RADIO
BROADCAST

LAYAWAY NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS
CHARGE IT!
UP T()2 YEARS
TO PAY!

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.

Step into a pair of Bass sport shoes . . juSt for the
pleasure out. Easygoing styles. Exceptional
leathers. For built-in comfort that lasts and lasts,
you can 'r do better than Bass.
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THE ACES®

IRA G CORN JR

Our dignity
(
is not
r in
what we do, but 'hat we
understand. The
hole
world is doing things." George Santayana.
East understood it all in
her defense of today's interesting game. The bidding and the dummy told
her where the high diamonds were, so she threw
out some bait and lured
declarer into a reasonable
play to lose his game.
Declarer ducked West's
heart jack in dummy arid
East's queen won. The
heart king was continued
and declarer ducked once
again, playing for the
hearts to be 5-3. Now it was
time for East to shift. What
card would one think best?
If West could be counted
on for an entry, the best
shift would probably be a
spade. • Dummy's queen
would win, but when West
got on lead, another spade
through dummy's remaining honor would net five
tricks and the game would
be one.down.
But what were the
chances of finding West,
with an entry? Zero reasoned Betty Kennedy of
Shreveport, La. South's
bidding marked him with
the only remaining high
cards, so the best chance
lay with setting a cagey
trap. And with the innocent,
and deceptive flair that
has brought her many national and international
successes, Betty Ann
shifted to the jack of diamonds!
, Now consider declarer's
plight. He wasn't looking
at all four hands, so he
assumed that Betty Ann
had led from the J-10-x-x.
He won the diamond queen
in dummy and confidently
led a diamond to his nine.

NOR11F1
9I3A
•K Q 8 7 4
'IP A 8 3
• Q7
•A K 8
WEST
•63
fir J 1.9142
• 10 5 4
•52

Open Friday
Until 8:30 P.M.

EAST
• A J 10 9
•K Q
• J 82
•Q J 4 3

SOUTH
•5 2
•65
• A K 96 3
•10 9 7 6

VulnerIble: Both. Dealer: North. The bidding:
North Last
1*
Pass
2 NT Pass

South
1 NT
3 NT

West
Pass
All

pass

.

Opening lead: Jack of
hearts.
The roof caved in when
this went to West's 10 and it
was no longer possible to
get out of dummy. When
the smoke cleared, declarer lost three spades,
two hearts, a diamond and
a club - down 300 on a hand
that was cold for nine
tricks.

A
SPECIAL EVENT — Lois Sparks, left in top photo, president of the Murray State
University Women's Society, greets Connie Boltz, right, newcomer, at a recent coffee
held at Oakhurst, home of President and Mrs. Constantine eurris. In the bottom photo,
left to right are Phyllis Alvic, Mary Hamilton, Jan Hardy, and Carol Julian at the coffee.
The annual potluck salad supper of the MSU Women's Society will be held Monday,
Sept. 17, at 6:30 p.m. at Beshear gym. A program will be presented by Norinne Winter.
Jo Curris will give the welcoming address. Reservations should be made with Sue Vandegrift, 753-7744, Judy Kratzer, 753-3801, Pat Harcourt, 753-7853, or Cathryn Garrott,
753-7809. All faculty wives and women faculty and staff are urged to attend this event,
officers said.
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You'll feel like an award winner in one of
these smart Junior vested dresses. Choose
your rJrize in Corduroy, Poly-Wool or Super
Suede. You will love the dress, and you will
love yourself for buying if Sizes 5 thru 13 at
38 CO to 64 00.

North
1
1 NT

ANSWER: Pass. Game
should be beyond reach
and the no trump contract
should be as good as any.
Send bridge questions to The
Aces. l'0 Box 12363, Dallas.
Texas 75=4, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply.
Copyright. 1979
•
Coiled Feature Syndicate. Inc
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StylePerfect
Paint 0099

Over 380 Patterns!
• Scrubbable
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• Fashionable
and Durable
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Mrs. Starks
Leader For
Class Meet
The Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church met at the
church on Aug. 20, with Mary
Kathryn Starks, teacher, in
charge of the program and the
devotion.
Carolyn Carroll led in
prayer, and each member
present shared scripture from
the Bible that told of an
unusual happening.
Patsy Neale, president, was
in charge of the business
meeting. Linda Roach of the
nominating committee
presented the slate of officers
for the new year, they were
voted on and accepted by the
members present.
Officers for the new year
are as follows: President Carolyn
Carroll;
vice
president - Liz Conklin;
secretary - Patty Knott;
flower chairman - Linda
Cooper; community missions Mary Turner; orphants
chairman - Joanne Windsor;
social committee - Betty
Gentry, Evelyn Willie and Pat
Dalton; historian
Linda
Roach; publicity
Patsy
Neale.
Following the meeting
refreshments were served to
the members present by Pat
Dalton, hostess.
Members present were
Patsy Neale, Linda Roach,
Nancy Bogard, Carolyn
Carroll, Mary Turner, Linda
Cooper, Pat Dalton, Mary
Kathryn Starks.

Scoring
Team
Effort
Team a pair of tough leans with o
velvet-soft velour top and put lots
of style points on your scoreboard
Velour has the feel of luxury with
washable easy care, and Bright's
has these colorful tops for you in
sizes S-M-L at 28 00 to 32 00 Jeans
are everybody's friend, and no one
con hove too many friends Bright's
has a dynamic selection of cotton
denim jeans that will work extro
hard to be friendly Sizes 5 thru 15
from 20 00 to 26 00

PADUCAH PATIENT
Roger Dick of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dismissed recently from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Marty Bohannon of
Kirksey.

C '
479 7,
e Sharron Wit,.,,,. Comps,

So. 12th St.

753-3321

RPM11TS

HOSP
-ITATTcTIENT
Mrs. Craig D'Angelo of
Murray has been a recent
patient at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
•
1

Paschall & Walker Vows Are Read
At The Murray Woman's Club House
Miss Alene Paschall. only traditional something old, a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ruby ring, belonging to her .
Carves Paschall, Paris, maternal grandmother;
Tenn., and Dale Walker,son of something new, her dress;
Mr. and Mrs. James Walker, something borrowed, pearl
Owensboro, were married in a earrings belonging to her
candlelight ceremony on mother; and something blue,
Saturday, Aug. 18, at the her garter. She also wore a
Murray Woman's Club House. diamond pendant, gift of the
Clayius Wilson, minister of groom, and had a penny dated
the Whitlock Church of Christ, the year of her birth in her
officiated at the double ring shoe for luck.
ceremony read at 1:30 p.m.
Serving as maid of honor
Mrs. John White, Hazel, was Miss Tammy, Walker,
pianist and soloist, played Owensboro, sister of the
several selections preceding groom. She wore a formal
the ceremony including gown of light blue silesta. The
"Hawaiian Wedding Song," fitted bodice featured a
"Annie's Song," "You Needed sweetheart neckline and long
Me," "Unchained Melody," sheer sleeves trimmed in
and "You and Me Against the white lace and satin ribbon.
World."
The flared skirt was encircled
The fireplace formed the with matching white lace and
altar setting with a mantle ribbon.
arrangement of White gladioli,
Miss Walker carried a
daisies, and baby's breath nosegay of yellow rosebuds,
complimented by a seven blue and yellow daisies, and
branched candelabrum on baby's breath with streamers
either side with jade foliage in of blue, yellow, and white. Her
the background. A Unity ensemble was completed by a
candle centered the altar blue silk daisy in her hair.
setting.
The flower girl was Miss
The candles were lighted by Amy Nesbitt, Murray. She
Craig Dowdy, Dexter, and carried a white net basket
Randy Linn, Houston, Texas, trimmed with lace and ribbon
as the "Wedding Song" was and filled with white rose
played. Mothers of the bride petals. Her floor length dress
and groom entered to "Lara's was identical to the dress of
Theme" and each lighted a the maid of honor, and she
"candle at the altar from which also wore a blue sillildaisy in
the bridal couple lighted the her hair.
unity candle. Mrs. White then
The groom was attired in a
played and sang "The Wed- tan vested spit and wore a
ding Prayer."
boutonniere of a white silk
Before the processional rosebud and baby's breath.
Mrs. White played and sang
Kenneth Paschall, brother
"Always and Forever" and of the bride, served as best
the bridal party entered as the man. Chris Henderson, cousin
pianist played "Trumpet Tune of the groom, served as
and Air." The traditional ringbearer. Both' wore tan
'•Bridal Chorus" was the vested
suits
and
had
processional and "We've Only boutonnieres
of
yellow
Just Begun" was played for rosebuds.
the recessional.
Serving as ustiers were
Bride's Dress
Craig Dowdy, Dexter, and
The bride, escorted by her Randy Linn, Houston, Texas.
father and given in marriage They had white daisy
by her parents, wore a formal boutonnieres.
gown of white organza. The
The mother of the bride
empire bodice was accented wore a street-length dress of
with a victorian neckline and light blue qiana. The blouson
covered with venise lace. A bodice and long gathered
double ripple edged in mat- sleeves were trimmed with
ching venise lace was at- light blue venise lace. Her
tached at the yoke and draped corsage was a white-yellow
over the shoulders to form a throated orchid.
caplet in the back. The full aThe groom's mother wore a
line skirt fell into a cathedral street-length two piece dress
length train. A deep flounce of floral knit. The overblouse
attached with a border of featured short sleeves and
matching lace encircled the coordinated with the matching
hemline and the train.
skirt. A white yellow-throated
Her ensemble was com- orchid was her corsage.
plimented by a ripple veil of
Special guests of the bridal
nylon illusion edged in venise couple were the bride's
lace attached to a pearl grandmothers, Mrs. Jewell
trimmed juliet headpiece.
Nance. Puryear, Tenn., and
She carried a cascade Mrs. Maggie Paschall; the
bouquet of white roses, blue groom's grandparents, Mrs.
daisies, and baby's breath Hoyt Marshall and Mr. and
accented with long white Mrs. E. V. Walker, Owenstreamers.
sboro. The grandmothers had
wore the corsages of yellow . rosebuds
bride
The

and daisies and Mr. Walker's
boutohniere was a white
daisy.
The guest register was
attended by Miss Wendy
Walker. Owensboro, sister of
the groom. She had a corsage
of white daisies.
Cassity,
Norita
Miss
Murray, directed the wedding.
Reception
A reception followed the
ceremony at the club house.
The bride's table was
covered with a floor length
white lace cloth accented by
white satin bows at the corners. Centering the table was

a. white cherub candelabrum
complimented by blue and
white daisies and baby's
breath.
The white three-tiered cake
was accented by yellow
daisies and blue rope trim and
topped with two white doves.
Yellow fruit punch was served
from a crystal punch bowl.
Yellow mints decorated with
white daisies and assorted
nuts were served from silver
appointments.
Serving for the reception
were Miss Cindy McDowell,
Marion, Miss Beth Holland.
Benton. and Miss Norita

Mrs.
Murray.
Cassity,
Darryel Lee, Murray, aunt of
the bride, directed the
reception. They all had corsages of white daisies.
The couple left later for a
short wedding trip. For
traveling the bride worm a
light blue qiana pantsuit with
a white daisy corsage.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Walker are now residing in
Florissant, Mo.
Out of town guests were
Mrs. Jewell Nance, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Nance, Mr. and Mrs. Claylus
Wilson, and Miss Ann
McCutcheon, all of Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. George Paschall,
Ann. Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward
Paschall
and
children, and Mr. and Mrs.
Dudley Paschall, all of Nashville, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
-Kenneth Ayers, Irvine, Calif.;'
Mrs. Leland Marshall, David
Marshall, Mrs. Chuck lacy,
Mrs. Hoyt parshall, Mr. and
Mrs. David'Henderson, Chris
Henderson, and Mr. and Mrs.
E. V. Walker, all of Owensboro; Cindy McDowell, Kern
McDowell, Marion; Mrs. R. R.
Holland, Beth Holland, Anna
Holland, and David Holland,
Benton; Randy Linn and
Melanie Boston, Houston,
Texas.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. A James
Walker, parents of the groom,
were hosts for the, rehearsal
dinner held at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
The head table was centered
with an arrangement of
yellow; blue, and white daisies
and baby's breath. Yellow,
blue, and white burning tapers
were positioned on the tables
and accented at the base with
white daisies.
Places were laid for 20
guests.

DEAR DR LAMB
My
husband has diabetes and his
feet have really been bothering him lately He has tried
aspirin and Ben Gay rub but
nothing seems to help He has
been up all night lately
because his feet hurt and the
toes are numb and sting.. I
read where people with this
trouble could take a number
of medicines but I don't
remember what they were
Any help you can give on this
would be appreciated.
DEAR READER -- Anytime a diabetic starts having
trouble with his feet. he ought
to see his doctor. Its too easy
for diabetics to lose a foot.
The likelihood is that your
husband has diabetic neuropathy which means an
involvement of the nerves to
his feet. This usually affects
the sensory nerves and the
person may complain of
numbness and pain as you
describe. As the condition
progresses. there may be
other changes that indicate
involvement of the nerves.
Diabetes does affect the
nervous system That's how it
causes impotence It involves
the nerves that control normal-sexual arousal
There are a limited number
of things that can be done to
control nerve involvement
from diabetes. Most authorities think that the best
approach is to try to control
the blood sugar level as well
as possible. Beyond that, most
of the medicines that can be
used for this condition are
really those that relieve pain
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 3-11.
Diabetes Diagnosis, Prevention And Management, to give
you more information on your
husband's diabetic problem
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents in
check or coin with a long,
stamped. self-addressed envelope for it Send your request
to me, in care of this newspaper. P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station. New York, NY 10019
The other possibility is that
your husband may be developing changes in his circulation

to the legs That is common in
a person who has diabetes
These changes are associated
with fatty-cholesterol blockage of the arteries That's
another reason why its
important for your husband to
see his doctor
I'm pleased to see there is
hope that there will be
improved methods of managing diabetics in the not-toodistant future. The National
Institutes of Health has let a
contract for the production of
small mechanical devices by
1981 to continuously provide
insulin. These will change the
whole picture of the control of
the diabetic who needs to take
insulin

The little device is about
the size of a cigarette package
and can be worn in the shirt
pocket It will deliver insulin
as needed at different times
of the day in a . controlled
manner This will help to control the marked swings in
blood sugar levels that are
inevitable with the currently
available forms of treatment
It's possible that this
improved control may
decrease the number of the
complications that we now
see with diabetes.
In addition, there is a totally implantable insulin
dispensing device that's being
developed and may be ready
soon than people think

NEW YORK AP) — Backwardrobe exto-school
penditures for teen-age girls
last fall amounted to more
than $6.5 billion, a Seventeen
magazine research study
shows.'
Teens in high school and
college purchased nearly $3.8
billion worth of coats, jackets,
suits, dresses, skirts, shirts
and blouses, sweaters and
pants. Footwear amounted to

almost $663 million and the bill
was $454 million for such
accessories as handbags,
wallets, sunglasses, umbrellas and gloves.
The favorite shopping place,
the research revealed, was
department stores, followed
by boutiques and specialty
Stores. The young women
reported they were most interested in style, followed by
comfort.

Larger Discount On Some Items
Sale Tuesday Through Saturday

10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Last Day Sept. 29th

Noreen's
Dolls & Crafts
144711
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Pie aInVEITICIU Sale
LIGHT FIXTURES

50% OFF
Buy One At Regular Price
Get Matching Chair At

PATIO FURNITURE
COCKTAIL TABLE (Antique Lead)

BEDSPREADS

In Stock Volues Up to 5250 00

SPECIAL GROUP OF SOLIDS .... 169

DISCONTINUED
MODULAR YOUTH

BEDROOM GROUP

50%

5 Extra Sessions
will be added to
your schedule if
you sign up between
September 10th and 22nd

At These Prices — Cash 8, Carry
Financing Is Available
Delivery May Be Arranged
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Looking Back
10 1 ears Ago
Fire damaged the Glenn Brandon
home on Murray Route 5 last night,
according to members of the Murray
Rescue Squad who were called to the
scene.
Deaths reported include Jonathan
Welch, infant son, and Mrs. Hope E.
Darr, 79.
Miss Patricia Ann Doran, daughter of
Mr and Mrs. H. Glenn Doran, was
married to James Gardner Weatherly,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James R.
Weatherly, on Aug. 30 at the First
United Methodist Church.
Births reported include a girl,
Shannon Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Page
on Sept. 10.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
the Henry County Patriots of Paris,
Tenn., by the score of 30 to 0 in a football game last night.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry Spoke on
"Leadership" at the meeting of the
Hazel Wor?itirr's Club held Sept. 11 at the
club room.

EDITORIAL

Cuba Problem
Cuba and Premier Fidel
Castro are very much in the
news again, and not only
because of the meeting there of
the 95 so-called non-aligned
nations.
The latest development from
that summit meeting isNietnam's premier urging these
nations to align themselves
with "the forces of socialism"
and battle the United States.
But that expected line takes a
back seat to the news of the
presence in Cuba of 2,000 to
3,000 Russian combat troops.
Republicans Sens. Barry
Goldwater of Arizona and
Howard Baker of Tennessee,
both with considerable influence, have made some
strong statements about the
Russian troops.
Goldwater sees the trod'p
placement as a Soviet
"testing" of the will of
President Carter. He says
every recent U.S. president has
been so tested, and that Carter
must meet the challenge headon or face other challenges
elsewhere in the world.
more
even
Perhaps
significantly, Baker has said he
sees no way the Cuban-Russian
situation can keep from affecting the outcome of the
Senate debate on ratification of
the SALT II treaty already in
some trouble in the Senate.
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance has said he would ask for a
Soviet explanation of the intentions and purpose of the
troops. He didn't indicate what
this government will do about
them but did indicate the U.S.
will avoid a confrontation over
the situation.
There are obvious and
ominious signals from Cuba,
especially since Castro has

Kentucky Closeup

campaigned to tilt the nonaligned nations toward the
Soviet Union. He argues that
the fundamental interests of
Third World countries lie with
the Soviet-led Communist bloc.
It isn't impossible that the
timing of the Russian admission that it has stationed
troops in Cuba is calculated to
demonstrate to the Third World
leaders a perceived weakness
in U.S. leadership.
Not all the summit participants agree with Castro's
view that the future lies with
Soviet Communism and some
of the nations, such as
Yugoslavia, oppose playing
tootsie with Russia although
adherring to communist doctrines.
There is an obvious gamble
here for Castro. Should he come
out on the minority side of the
debate, he will appear more
than ever a stooge of the Soviet
Union and his image will suffer
in Latin America and the rest of
the Third World.
Some observers in this country fear that the Carter administration will take too soft
an approach to the Soviet
troops in Cuba in order to boost
the chances of SALT II approval.
It seems to us a bit
premature to suggest outright
a
through
confrontation
demand the troops be removed,
although it may come to that.
Demanding and getting an acceptable explanation from the
Soviets could be enough demonstration of U.S. resolve.
At the same time, it seems to
us, essential that Carter dispel
any hint of personal weakness.
Goldwater isn't wrong when he
says the Soviets continually
test this nation's will.
By George Hacket

Harland Sanders tWears Age Well
Associated Press Writer
SHELBYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Harland Sanders wears his age as
comfortably as his famed white suit
and black string tie.
It was a few days before Sept. 9, his
89th birthday, and the Colonel and his
Lady were discussing the party being
planned for the founder of Kentucky
Fried Chicken.
"I'll betcha a lot of politicians show
up," he said. "I've spent many dollars
on them. One or two ditched me later."
He mentioned the name of former
Gov. A.B. Chandler and drew a rebuke
from Claudia Sanders. "You're too
outspoken. I hope I can keep you from
expressing your political opinions at the
Party."
The Colonel laughed and recalled that
he'd once been a candidate
"I ran for the state Senate and
thought I could win by plugging for
more roads and speaking out against
whisky. The bootleggers were against
me and I got beat by 184 votes."
Defeat is a rare word to Sanders
whose success story began at 66 when
he franchised his chicken. He sold the
business to John Y. Brown Jr. for $2
million because "I had nobody to
succeed me I believed the cash would
last the rest of my days."
Mrs. Sanders still considers the

•
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to.
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

transaction a giveaway. "We were
taking in $1,000 a day. Brown found out
what chicken could do and he wanted
it
The couple has no deepseated affection for the Democratic gubernatorial nominee whom, Sanders said,
"never fried a pot of chicken in his life.
He used his head and it paid off."
"Brown can sell but I don't want him
to sell the state if he gets elected."
After Heublein Inc., acquired the
corporation, Sanders was hired as
goodwill ambassador and travels
250,000 miles a year.
Free time is spent at the nine-room
house outside Shelbyville. "I put in
$25,000 worth of trees and shrubs," he
said. "We lived in a swanky place in
Jefferson County for awhile. They
wouldn't let you plant a danged fruit
tree or a garden."
Bat, said Mrs. Sanders, "you installed awnings and weren't supposed
to."
Although she does most of the
cooking, the Colonel frequently slips
into the kitchen. "I had eggs, sausage
and biscuits today. Also like a little
country ham, especially the kind that
Claudia prepares."
Her company is curing about 50,000
hams this year, most of them for
distribution to grocery chains.
Mrs. Sanders no longer operates a
restaurant at Shelbyville.
"He sold it and I didn't know until it
was all over," she explained. "He
makes up his mind very sudden and
doesn't tell anybody."
The banter comes easy to a couple
approaching their 30th wedding anniversary. The Colonel already has
ruled out an ocean voyage as a gift.
His last cruise was at government
expense,as a 16-year-old Army private.
He was sent to Cuba on a boat carrying
1,500 mules.
"I weighed 168 pounds when I got on
and 127 pounds when I got off, one week
later."
He was seasick and "couldn't eat
anything, not even fried chicken, if
they'd had it."

20 Years Ago

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

A Bit Of How Life Is Like
On An Air Force Base In Germany
Nancy Hendon has been in town from
Germany this week for a visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Crisp,
1001 Fairlane.
She and her family live at Landstuhl
in Rhineland Phaltz (the state) and
near the big U. S. Air Force European
headquarter base at Ramstein.
Husband, Gene, is an Air Force colonel
with 17 years of service and stationed at
the base dental clinic.
It was interesting visiting with Nancy
for a few minutes and learning more
about their life in Germany.
++++++
They live in a small town of 6,000
people some 15 miles from the base and
in a three-story "stairwell apartment."
Eighteen families, all American
military personnel and their dependents, live in their building. "Most of
my time is spent going up and down
stairs," she laughed.
Their son, Mike, a Murray State
graduate, is a cadet in the U.S. Navy
Officers Training School at Newport, R.
I., but their daughter, Elizabeth, is with
them and a senior at the Kaiserslautern
High School — the same school where
Jack and Beth Belote's daughter,
Marion O'Rouke, and her husband,
Pete, taught for several years.
Elizabeth is quite a tennis player with
an undefeated season last spring as the
No.1 singles player on her school team.
This summer she has played in several
German tournaments, and just the
other day won both the women's singles
and doubles championships in their
town's big tournament.
++++++
Nancy throws up her hands at the
mention of traveling on the German
autobons — that country's interstates.
"Germans like to drive fast," she said,
adding that there is no speed limit and
cars whiz by at speeds well in excess of
100 miles per hour.
Efforts have been made to set a much'
lower speed limit, but the people won't
hear of it. The Bonn government
repeatedly votes it down.
Germans pay $2 and up for a gallon of
gasoline with the price steadily climbing toward $3, although the Hendons
pay about the same as stateside at the
pumps on the base. It's another stop,
however, when they take trips across
country, as they occasionally do.
The Germans, she said, have rather
strict — and admirable — rules for
drivers. For example, it is mandatory
to wear a seat belt at all times. Failure
to do so automatically makes a driver
liable for a civil suit and a fine in the
case of an accident.
Children under 12 are not permitted
to ride in the front seat, and AI.1,

Bible Thought
Sbew me thy ways, 0 LORD:
teach me thy paths. Psalm 25:4.
The only true way is God's wal,
Wait for Him. He will guide you.
life. Listen for the still small voice
of calm. He will not let you down
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windows must be clear of snow, ice or
condensation when the vehicle is in
operation.
++++++
It was coincidental that the World
War II German atrocities film,
"Holocaust," again was being shown on
American television when Nancy was
at home.
When it was shown on German
television, she said the people were
shocked. Many called the tv stations,
crying and sobbing in disbelief.
One woman was reported to have
immediately divorced her husband of
30 years when she learned after the film
had been shown that he was a former
Gestapo officer.
One of their most interesting side
trips has been to Berchtesgaden,
Hitler's Bavarian mountain retreat in
Austria. Herman Goering and others of
the top Nazis also had homes there —
all of which were destroyed by Allied
bombs or burned by fleeing German
Storm Troopers just before the
American 101st Airborne Division
jumped into the area late in the war.
All were being connected by underground tunnels — tourist attractions
today — and Italian workers were still
digging them when the American
paratroopers drifted down.
++++++
Although Germany's annual inflation
rate is much less than that of America
— approximately 3 percent — food
prices are higher than in the states.
They have an open air market in their
town to which fresh produce and
flowers are brought twice a week year
around. "It's a joy to go look at them,"
she laughed, "but the prices almost are
prohibitive. The people all have little

gardens on the edge of WWII, beautifully
cared for and artistically tilanted."
German cemeteries, she noted,
especially are beautiful with many
kinds of colorful flowers growing by the
immaculately manicured grave sites, a
far cry of what is found in the average
American cemetery.
++++++
Tomorrow, Nancy will go to Atlanta
to catch a new Delta, non-stop, 9-hour
flight back to Germany and home.
Generally, when Gene is along, they
make the trip by military aircraft,
waiting at some U.S. base until space is
available. This usually materializes in
the farm of a giant cargo plane, which
has no windows and in which the seats
face the rear.
"I'm kind of looking forward to the
Delta flight," she smiled. "At least, I'll
be able to see out."
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All was not well in Calloway County as hundreds of people had
left in search of improved health, most of whom had ventured to
the Southwest and Far West. The emigration was beginning to
show signs of coming to a slow end, but many- zommunities in
Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Arizona and California were peopled
with former Calloway natives. With a recurring report of a smallpox infestation, M. M. Smoot of the east side, the fever to abandon
the county temporarily gained a new momentum. Inasmuch as one
of the primary interest of Ledger readers concerned the health of
citizens, correspondence to the weekly newspaper varied. For an
example, more than a column was devoted to the devastating effects
of cigaret smoking, written by J. H. Fitch of Dexter Rt. 1, another
first as far as can be learned from the old files. The concluding
lines of Fitch's letter will interest the women folks: "Thanks to the
purity of womanhood that she does not indulge in the habit to a
very dangerous extent."
Ranks of the Confederate veterans decline with each year.
This was also the 1914 year of the last surviving veteran of the
Mexican War (1845-48). LaFayette Erwin, Calloway's eldest citizen,
died at the home of his son Tom Erwin and was buried in South
Pleasant Grove grave yard. He served under General Beauregard.
Capt. C. W. Jetton died the previous year, Aug. 19, 1913, at the
age of 75, according to a belated obituary which stated he had
engaged in vigorous Civil War actions for four years. Captain
Jetton was buried in the Wheeler grave yard. Uncle Joe Venable,
80 year old Confederate war veteran, died in Hazel, also William
Ethridge succumbed on the east side. William Purdom, a southern
grave
soldier, died at the age of 78, and was buried in the Miller
three
home
his
yard east of Murray. J. F. Myers, CSA, died at
Mt.
in
buried
was
miles northwest of Hazel at the age of 75 and
Andrew
included
Pleasant cemetery. Surviving Confederate veterans
H. Lawson, W. G. Phillips, R. B. Cunningham, N. G. Hooper, C. B.
Linn and J. N Wilson who were listed as beneficiaries under the
state pension rolls.

To Be Continued

The Murray City Council met Sept. 11
in special session and passed a
resolution urging the Tennessee Valley
Authority to consider favorably the
location of the new steam plant in this
area. A site on Cypress Creek near New
Concord has been listed as one of
several sites under consideration by the
TVA Board of Directors.
Births reported at the hOurray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jewell McCallon.
Elected as new officers of Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star were Belva Dill, Norman
Klapp, Nettle Klapp, Buell Stalls, Nell
Robbins, Mildred Stalls, Abbie Lee
Williams, and Aberdine Herndon.
New officers of Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the Eastern Star
elected recently were Rozella Outland,
Charlie Lassiter, Auberna Perkins, J.
H. Perkins, Ruby Grogan, Beurdean
Wrather, Ruth Lassiter, and Newman
Grogan.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
the Russellville High School team by
the score of 21 to 6 in football.

30 Years Ago
A Tuberculosis X-Ray Unit will visit
Murray on Sept. 15 and 16, according to
Dr.J. A. Outland, head of the Calloway
County Health Department.
Edward M. Shroat, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Shroat, Sr., and Gene Patterson, brother of Mrs. Joe Parker,
have been admitted to Denver
University where they will study
business administration.
Miss Barbara Ann Bigharn, daughter
of the Rev. and Mrs. W. M. Bigham of
Paris, Tenn., was married to Charles
Evans Simons,son of Mr. and Mrs. Jess
Simons of El Dorado, fll., on Sept. 10.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Albert E. Dodd on Sept. 8, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hoe Dixon on Sept.
8,and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Jones
on Sept. 9.
Mrs. Paul Dailey, Sr., will lead the
discussion on "Health and Safety" at
the meeting of the Hazel High School
Parent-Teacher Association to be held
Sept. 15.
Bud Abbott and Lou Coatello in "Keep
'em Flying" with Martha Raye and
Carol Bruce is showing at the Varsity
Theatre.

Today In History
By The Associated Press ,
Today is Thursday. Sept. 13, the 256th
day of 1979. There are 109 days left in
the year.
On this date in 1788, the Constitutional
Convention authorized the first national
election in the United States.
On this date:
In 1759, the British defeated the
French on the Plains of Abraham
overlooking Quebec City in the French
and Indian War.
In 1814, Francis Scott Key was
detained aboard a British warship
bombarding Fort McHenry, near
Baltimore. The next morning, he wrote
"The Star Spangled Banner."
In 1943, Chiang Kai-shek became
president of China.
In 1955, West Germany and the Soviet
Union established diplomatic relations,
their first since World War II.
In 1971, New York State Police storm
Attica Prison and put down a four-day
rebellion. Nine hostages and 29 inmates
died.
Ten years ago Vietnamese peace
talks resumed in Paris, with'
Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge appealing anew for humane treatment of
U.S. war prisoners.
Five years ago. Former President
Richard Nixon's doctor said Nixon had
developed a new blood clot and an attack of painful phlebitis in his left leg
One year ago: In an unprecedented
move, an Elkhart County, Ind, grand
Jury indicted the Ford Motor Company
on three counts of recklessness and one
coira of criminal negligence in the
deaths of three women killed in a fiery
Pinto crash.
Today's birthdays: Actress Claudette
Colbert is 74. Actress Jacqueline Bisset
is 35.
Thought for today: The more people
have studied different methods of
bringing up children, the more they
have come to the conclusion that what
good mothers and fathers instinctively
feel like doing for their babies is best
after all -- Benjamin Soil, (1903-).
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Owen's Food Market
1W.110.1%1-9
cocoal.mez #zslw.et•
Zingers!

41
1
$

1Deak A611.

Special Prices Good
Sept. 13 thru Sept. 2Ifl

1407 W. Mt1N• PHONE 753-4681

WE &UM ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

Bonus Special
Both With
$25.00 Order

Choice of 1 With
$12.50 Order

She'd Welcome
A Mama's Boy

ham 11-1
Fri and sat. 5-i

le litorm !Ike Loki lo Las Ol•hht,

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

By Abigail Van Buren!
10,,, Cn,capc

Ne.s Sy ,,C1 ,nC

Cottonelle or
Soft I Pretty

Folgers

DEAR ABBY: How can parents cope with one of three
children who is more of a stranger than a son'? He is the
eldest. 25. unmarried, self-supporting and selfish.
When Allen left college seven years ago. he completely
disassociated himself from the family - never calling,
writing or showing any interest or concern regarding family
- illnesses, deaths, or any of the occasions that usually elicit a
caring response from family members. Holidays, graduations. birthdays, anniversaries, etc.. are unacknowledged,
yet his sister and brother have always been considerate and
thoughtful to the family as well as to Allen.
Although he lives only half an hour from us. we are ignored except for Christmas and HIS birthday. Then he
honors us with a visit, knowing he will not leave emptyhanded - although he ARRIVES empty-handed. He always
has plenty of money for his own pleasures- girls, bars.and
expensive gadgets. We are hurt and disgusted by his
behavior and wonder if you or your readees can tell us how
to make this thoughtless son aware of his selfishness'? Or
would you say he is a lost cause?

.•

-,J-ew- - COFFEE

cofree

$')69
N.C.R. Limitl

Limit 2

69

With 612.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

USDA
Grade A

e7e,

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 14, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

nt,t1(r-s

SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
Be wary in financial
dealings A sense of duty
towards others needn't strain
your monetary picture. Be
ARIES
fair to self and others.
i Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) gr41
4 SAGITTARIUS
Don't let ambition go to (Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 )1er
sleep. A desire to escape from
Are your career goals in line
it all may conflict with duty.
with your idealistic yearGet a second opinion re
nings? Now's the time to
chronic health complaints.
figure your place in the larger
scheme of things.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
Apr. 20 to May 20) ti
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 Vi ‘<'
Children or loved ones may
Your sense of right and
fall short of expectations. It is
wrong must be extended to
a time to temper discipline
include such intangibles as
with compassion. Reach out to
forgiveness. Be aware of the
others.
exception to the rule.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
(May 2I to June 20
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Domestic concerns may
You may be torn between
conflict with relationship
your responsibilities towards
needs. Do your part to inclose ones and the needs of
troduce an element of cheer to
your social circle. Weed out
the home front.
undesirable friendships.
PISCES
CANCER
X
(June 21 to July 22) 4810(C) (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
out on
afraid
to
step
Don't
be
A work project may require
your own. The opinions of
a realistic reappraisal. Don't
be afraid to try the impossible, others mean little if we are
but
keep
aspirations selling ourselves short. Dare
to be true.
reasonable.
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
both inventive and traditional.
(July 23 to Aug. 221
You can do creative work in
Not the time to gamble with the area of scientific research
security. Grandiose financial or bring new life into an old
plans may have to give way to business. Concerned with
practical
considerations. personal freedom, you are
Know your limits.
also concerned with the rights
VIRGO
of others and make a good
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP
spokeman for their cause.
You may find others Teaching, law, investment,
somewhat draining. Find a counseling,
brokerage,
way to be true to yourself yet selling, and promoting are
mindful of others' needs. some of the fields in which
Charity begins at home.
you'd excel. Your mental
LIBRA
curiosity may also attract you
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 —
to the arts and you would
Inner doubts may be the
succeed as an actor, author, or
factor checking your wish to
artist, Birthdate of: Margaret
be truly creative. Now is the
Sanger, birth control adtime to distinguish between
vocate; Pavlov, psychologist;
fact and fantasy.
and Kay Medford, actress.

no,

(12tg

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

oz 3/100 SYRUP

Sweetheart Dishwashing

CHICKEN
BREASTS

7601

7

.,,
1.111.1111.....limil I .41!111.11
"6.

Owen's Best Slab

iumbo roll

32 or

79.

Si 39

Hyde Park

MILK

gal

89'
79'

32 oz

5 oz

Log Cabin Pancake

1

Lik .•

SYRUP

s
: elats

24 oz

$129

.(i

LI;gAiiiiirtMIX
Libby Garden

Bush

Bush Chilli Hot

150!

Bush Pinto

15

Green Top

gal

Mussleman's App!

:
24
4

',6 oz

MILK

gal

i
H icitiik
l
R MILK

57 Soy
SALAD DRESSING
69' CHICKEN

U.S. Choice Boneless

Hyde Park Lo-Cal

MILK

51 69

15 1/s oz

99'
17.3/51°°
SWEET PEAS
,,oz 4/51(4
KIDNEY BEANS.
BEANS
4/1
BEANS
4/s1
CHUCK
JUICE
99'
ROAST
PAPER PI IES woo 89'
!, lib
. I

In The Piece

Barna

STRAWBERRY JAM

Ambit
LI fe

BACON

69'

$139 sD iii4OPtli nk

Swanson Chunky

t(tr
SPEARS

Gala Decorated

PAPER TOWELS

22 or

DIII

99c

119

24 oz

Sum

DETERGENT

Hyde Park Homogenized

÷
i&'15\V

ca.KU

•

Wait 2

4 Nell Pkg.

24 oz

Save More On Hyde Park Milk

Your Individual
Horoscope

49

;Al

Hersheys Chocolate

DEAR 66: You don't say which dictionary you use, but my
Webster's Seventh New Collegiate defines middle-age as
the period of life from about 40 to 60. And that's what I call a
nice middle-aged spread.

ho said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write Abby:
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose Si and a
long, stamped (28 centsl, self-addressed envelope, please.

I

15

DEAR ABBY: When FORTY AND CURIOUS asked when,
you would call a person middle-aged. you replied."When he
or she climbs out of the bathtub and is happy to find that
the full-length mirror is all steamed up.I'm sure a lot of readers got a chuckle out of that, but let's
be serious about it: My dictionary defines middle-age as the
middle period of one's life. In other words, if a person lives
to be 90. then he is middle-aged at 45. So the truth of the
matter is. since no one knows how long he is going to live, no
one knows when he is middle-aged.
66 AND GOING STRONG

DEAR ANNIE: Since you compare the before and after
experiences, you should know. And by the way, circumcision is not exclusively a Jewish religious rite IC., for
Moslems as well.

Pillsbury
Plus _

CAKE MIX

With $12.60 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco I Dairy Products

DEAR HURT: You can't instill concern, consideration
and generosity where none exists. However, no one is ever a
"lost cause." If some well-meaning friend or relative isn't
able to make Allen aware of his selfish behavior, perhaps
the power of prayer Iyours1 will produce a miracle. 1 hope
so.

DEAR ABBY: Please tell NEEDS TO KNOW IN
NEVADA to go ahead and have .himself circumcised.
My hUsband. was 38 before I finally persuaded him to have
it don. He 'felt a little discomfort for about a week afterward, but no other problems. And now he .is cosmetically,
hygenically and sexually a much superior lover than he used
to be. We are not Jewish, so religion didn't enter into it.
ANNIE IN PASADENA

Plus

•
Ctitonelk TOILET .80
TISSUE

1 Lb. Can
Save 80'

153ige

Pillsbury

1

gol

Merit White

$1 89

$110

Lb.
Welch

GRAPE JELLY

20 or

69'
I.. .4

PET FOOD SALE
Hyde Park Moist

CAT FOOD

59' DOG FOOD

12 or

Friskies Beef Flavor

DOG FOOD

25 lb

S189
J
n

B
oli

FOOD

70 lb

1157

Field Smoked

PORK CHOPS

I

Bonnie Ration

DOG FOOD

-

o„„.„:„
cir

251b $329
Owen's Best Slab

ii
y ato

251b

S329

Cycle 1 & 2

DOG FOOD

WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN

WHOLE FRYERS

•40.0•011'—'"'"*"

Bonnie Chunk

251b

$589

DELI

It, 59 BARBECUE CHICKEN
$179
I

U S No 1
lb

$1 89

WEINERS
'omy
GROUND BEEF
U s Choice
GROUND CHUCK

pkg

3-5!b pkg

$139

BARBECUE BEEF

lb

$289

lu UNS°SETT POTATOES

Owen's Famous

HAM SALAD

lb

$198
Golden Ripe

BANANAS

Owen's Famous

COLE SLAW

Pt

lb

89'
Yellow

$1I 19
lb

U S Choice

CHICKEN FRY STEAK

RED POTATOES

Owen's Famous

Field 1 Lb

$129
I

99

Lb.

PRODUCE DEPT.

Owen's Famous

lb

SLICED
BACON

fl19
lb

Owen's Famous

CORNED BEEF

$389
lb

Owen's Famous Whole

FRIED CHICKEN

ONIONS
1 Lb Bag Cello

$329
9 pcs

CARROTS

Limit 3 Lb

15c
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Brown Businesslike In Handling Road Funds
MADISONVILLE, Ky. AP
— Democratic gubernatorial
nominee John Y. Brown says
businesslike
that
management is needed to
offset shrinkage of the state's
road fund.
With the energy crisis and
inflation cutting flel supplies
and travel, our rdad fund is
shrinking," Brown said at a
Madisonville news conference
Wednesday. "To get the most
out of dollars, we are going to
have to set priorities and take
politics out of the allocation of
road funds," he added.
Brown, who released a
position paper on highways,
charged that funds were
4, wasted on "thousands of miles
of two-inch thick blacktop" in
the administration of his
opponent, Republican
nominee and former Gov.
Louie B. Nunn — "and they
quickly deteriorated."
Roads are a top priority,
Brown said. "After all, we
have some 25,000 miles of road
in critical need of repair and
the success of tourism,
agriculture, coal and industry
all depend on good roads."
Among his proposals for
better use of road funds, he
said centralized and computerized maintenance orders

e nut pru‘en effective, and could be done by state perauthority for maintenance sonnel instead of under perdecisions should be restored to sonal service contracts,
saving "a great many
the county and district levels.
Use of recycled paving dollars," Brown said.
He also said he would seek
materials could save money
and energy, and use of idle more federal funds for Kenstripinine equipment often tucky roads.
On another matter, Brown
could save money on highway
said in, a telegram to the
projects, he said.
Design and engineering president of the Fayette
County chapter of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People that
he was "disturbed that blacks
are no longer represented on
the University of Kentucky

Paducah, Louisville
Truck Service Strike
Now In Ninth Week

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
strike by 45 employees of
Harper Truck Service, Inc. is
in its ninth week at Paducah
and Louisville terminals.
89
Local
Teamsters
spokesman Norman C. Hug
claims the firm has refused to
comply with the National
Master Freight Agreement
approved by the union and
trucking industry last spring.
The agreement granted
hourly pay increases totaling
81.50 over the next three
years, plus cost-of-living increases every six months if
the Consumer Price Index
warrants them.

Board of'trustees."
He referred to the appointment of Terry McBrayer
— former comnierce commissioner and unsuccessful
candidate for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination in
May — to the UK Board.
McBrayer replaced Zirl
Palmer of Lexington, the only
black on the board.
Brown said "...as soon as I
can I will appoint a black to
the UK -Board of Trustees ...
failing to name a suffient
number of blacks and women
to the boards of all our public

institutions of higher learning
... is inexcusable and a matter
that we must correct."
He took a slap at Nunn,
saying, "...my opponent did
not appoint a single black to
the Council on Higher
Education or to any of the
university boards, other than
Kentucky State University..."
Also Thursday, Brown's
headquarters said in a news
release that Brown, Sen.
Wendell Ford, UK President
Otis Singletary and Dr.
Edward Schneider of the
National Institute on Aging

v,ill speak Sept. 17 at the
dedication of the SandersBrown Research Center on
Aging at the University of
Kentucky
The center was constructed
with the help of a $1 million
gift from Brown, who said it
was inspired by his father,
John Y. Brown Sr., and Col
Harland Sanders. "It is my
hope the Sanders-Brown
Center will be able to find the
answer in making the last
years of life as productive and
fulfilling as the middle
years," he said.

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumbet
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Nurnber To Call

7534434
The One-Stop Electronics Store

21% to 43% OFF!

USTERS
OCKB
C BLTER
ELECTR•ONI
•INTERCOM
CB•TES
RADIOS

3-Station Wireless AM
Intercom System

CB is Your "Best Friend"
in an Emergency

SELECTaCOM by Archer
\At‘

TRC-422 by Realistic

Reg.
69.95

Use this CB to help find which gas
stations are open which have
gas. which are cheapest and
which have road service2Also
stay informed on local conditions
wherever you go Direct access to
Emergency Channel 9 or Highway Information Channel 19

Save time and steps. Each
station is a "master - with all
controls: locking Talk-Bar for
continuous monitoring or dictation, Call-Key to alert other
stations on same channel
Nothing to install -- plugs into
AC outlet 43-226

distance.
Consider the price of a gallon of
gasoline.
Now consider the price of a long
distance call.
For 56c or less you can talk one
minute &Toss the country from
8 A.M.to 5 P.M. Additional minutes
cost even less.So do calls after 5P.M.
and on weekends.That's for any
out-of-state call dialed the 1+ way,
At home,long distance sends
greetings, visits relatives, and helps
you handle personal business.
In business,long distance
makes sales calls, attends meetings
in other cities, and helps solve important problems.
Long distance gets you from
point to point a lot cheaper than
gasoline.

21-1531

8-Range, 1000 Ohms Volt
Pocket Tester

Personal Size AM/FM
Portable Radios

By Micronta

ZERO
RBI

Save
24%

By Realistic

Ff-.3tureS 2 meter zerofor all
a.._" , ust. pin jacks
r?,-•cles Mirrored scale pre?•,.fs parallax AC and DC
v,
DC
''s. 0-15-150-1000.
Accuracy:
mA
C .i•,.?nt• 0-150
DC ±4°c AC With
• •
Reqlires one AA

Ideal size for home. office.
outdoors Only 6 1 4x8x2'
Slide-action volume conlow tone switch.
trol,
built-in AFC for drift-free
FM Built-in AM and telescoping FM antennas With "—
earphone for private listening AC or battery operation Batteries extra Black.
12-663 or Red-and -White /2-664

88
Reg.

22-027

........
..........
.............

24.95

•••••7

....
....

etD

South Central Bell

VISA

CHARGE /T(ims/ STORES)
Lang distance.Bost mileage for your misstep.
•I-oor I • ,.IrA

rd pç,ht,,norrar,,r a•ol%trrior

triephonr calls

PAGES OF EXCLUSIVE
FREE! THE 1980 RADIO SHACK CATALOG — 176 VALUE-PACKED
7000 LOCATIONS'
ELECTRONICS! GET YOUR COPY TODAY AT OVER

OPEN SHOP IN THE

CLASSIFIEDS

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
MA DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

10-7 Mon.-Fri.
10-6 Sat.
Closed Sun.

A

Most oetns
also available at
.Rad,u Shatit
Dealer%
LUCA Ito
slat, trt vuuf

Radio
lhaek
OFALEP

111..,QhLA)rhoud
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May Even Prevent Heart Attacks

Half An Aspirin A Day Greatly
Reduce Threat Of Blood Clots
BOSTON (AP) — Half an
aspirin a day will greatly
reduce the threat of blood
clots in hospital patients and
may be enough to prevent
heart attacks, researchers
say.
The study shows that a
small sliver of aspirin will
prevent blood platelet cells
from sticking together and
forming clots in the bloodstream. Such clots can be

.

forerunners of heart attacks.
Dr. Herschel R. Harter, who
directed the study at
Washington
University
Medical School in St. Louis,
said the latest research does
not conclusively prove that the
household pain killer will
prevent heart attacks. But he added, "Since I did
the study, I take my half an
aspirin every morning. That
and jogging, I hope, will keep

me alive for awhile.'
In the study, 19 patients took
The study, published in aspirin, and six of them,
or 32
today's Nov England Journal percent, developed
of Medicine, is the latest in a clots. Meanwhile, TS blood
others
series exploring the beneficial took an inactive
substitute,
effects of aspirin. However, and 18 of those,
or 72 percent,
the earlier ones have used had clots.
doses
the
of
much higher
"There's strong evidence,
medicine.
albeit indirect, showing that if
A blood clot — what doctors you put
people on aspirin, you
call thrombosis — is a-serious. can
prevent
coronary
sometimes fatal complication
thrombosis," Harter said in
when people are bedridden in
an interview.
hospitals.

Money
Market
Certificates

•
J00,41-
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• pV

94%
•
a
1

71

6 Months

LIONS CLUB ANNIVERSARY — Joe Pat James, left photo, past district governor, was the toastmaster for the
Murray Lions Club 40th anniversary celebration held Tuesday night at the Calloway County High School cafeteria.
The club was established Sept. 14, 1939, and chartered Nov. 14 of the same year. Finis E. Davis, right photo, past international president, was the featured speaker at the event All Murray Lions, past presidents and district governors
were recognized. A special presentation was given to Bryan Tolley, the only active charter member. Lions from
several other clubs were in attendance.

This Rate Is In Effect Sept. 13 through Sept. 19

TERM:6 Months(182 days); MINIMUM DEPOSIT:$10,000;
GUARANTEED RATE

Three-Year-Old Rescues Infant
Sister From Rabid Bat Attack
are undergoing a painful 21day series of rabies-vaccine
shots.
Dr. Gerald Winkler, the
veterinary epidemiologist
with the Disease Control
Center in Atlanta, said
Wednesday he had never
heard of a case like it.
For a 3-year-old, what Annie
"My reaction would be that
did to rescue her infant sister It was a remarkably
was amazing, says the chief responsible and protective
veterinary epidemiologist at reaction on the part of the
the federal Center for Disease older child," he said. "I am
Control.
amazed."
Sonya Whattoff, the girls'
It as Sunday afternoon,
and Annie was .napping with mother, said there had been
..her 10-month-old sister in a bats in the attic and under the
bedroom of the Whattoff eaves of the house before.
family's home when she saw Efforts to get rid of them were
the bat attack the baby. Annie not successful,she said.
The Whattoffs were out
went after the creature with
Sunday afternoon and a baby
her hands.
Tests later confirmed the sitter was caring for Annie
bat was rabid and both girls and Katie. Both were napping
in Katie's room when the
GREELEY, Colo. (AP) —
"He was flying and he bit
Katie and he bit me and I hit
him," said 3-year-old Annie
Whattoff after she slapped a
rabid bat, knocking it unconscious and getting bit in
the process.

sitter heard Annie screaming.
By the time the sitter got
into the room, the bat was
unconscious on a bed. Katie
had been bitten on the hand;
Annie,on the arm.
County animal control officers shipped the bat to
Denver, where the State
Health Department confirmed
Monday it was rabid. State
Patrol cars rushed anti-rabies
,vaccine to Greeley, about 45
miles north of Denver,and the
first shots were administered
Monday night
Rabies is almost always
fatal to humans without
prompt and proper treatment,
Winkler said, but vaccines are
extremely effective.
The vaccine now used does
not cause the extreme reaction that rabies vaccine used
to produce, but shots still are
administered in the stomach

Each Week's Rate is based on the Treasury Auction

SaVe With

and can be terrifying to such
small children.
"I'd rather do it myself than
put them through it," said
Mrs. Whattoff.

FSLIC
—

curity Federal

Savings & Loan Association

LeesCarpetsSale

1

AUTO PARTS STORES
I.

How many mpg
does your muffler get?

1

Your muffler can have an effect on
your gas mileage.
Take a Walker muffler. Over the years, it
helps your engine run efficiently
.. which means you get the most for
your gasoline dollars.
Why? Because Walker designs exhaust
systems for each Individual car. A Walker
system actually helps your car perform
at its best.
So k:te us for a Walker muffler ...
and get a sound investment for your
gasoline dc4lar

FREE
LIMITED QUANTITIES
WITH PURCHASE OF
ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT
MUFFLER.
Limit I per customer.
WALKER

ROYAL SCOT

SAVE $2°° Per Sq. Yard
• • •

Here are only a few of the tremendous values:

THE RELIABLE MUFFLER
AT A BUDGET
PRICE
Here's
economy
answer

your

— the Walker Royal Scot! It's
a good yet Inexpensive
muffler Easy to Install
And designed to ensure
Positive sound control
and long life Relabety
and economy
that's
tne walker Royal Scot

CAROUEST

GAS SAVER TIPS

Sug. Nst 116.95

FREE

Booklet explains how tf/save gas with
auto parts and correct driving habits
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
GOOd at CAROUEST Auto Parts StOres and participating dealers thru Sept
30, 1979

1109 Chestnut Street
Murray 753-8311

All Prices Include Heavy Padding & Installation
*FREE ESTIMATES*

Murray, Kentucky

tY•3 111.1 •Or 10,*MONO

POW

PIS ,()

Motor Parts & Bearing

•

CantIMPIt

A special sale on the carpets America pre- BOOTH BAY
PLEASANT LIVING
fers. Lees Carpets are the people's choice. A Short Tightwoven plus - 14 Beautiful Colors To Choose From
A Tightly Woven Twist For
Extremely Toni Wear
And Lees is reducing our prices so that we REG. $12.95
Sale
'10"
REG. $14.95
Sale'12"
can offer you big savings. You can save
PER SO YD
on the best-selling, best-looking, bestCASUAL SCENE
GOOD
FEELING
performing styles and colors in the Lees A Multi Level Cut & Uncut Pile 19 Colors From Whff h Sri A new
combination dye techniques creates this fresh fashion looli
line. Save on a room, or a houseful. But Choose
16 Beautiful Colors
choose now because this sale ends REG. $12.95
Sale'10" REG. $15.95
Sale'13"
very soon.
Pi
Y

femurs are waft.tirougn Pert% COltrfttert VarIMOUI• Int Pawnor* nalnyor ano
JaCtSOn *MOW

WE KNOW WHAT YOU MEAN WHEN YOU'RE TALKING PARTS

AT WIC1CT
tOC ATOMS

hur
tna
n
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_IFt _IE

*Open Friday Nights*
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Geneva Brownfield
And Shirley Wall
Attend KEA Meeting
Geneva
Brownfield,
president of the Murray
Education Association, and
Shirley Wall, president-elect
of the Calloway County
Education
Association,
participated Sept. 7 and 8 in
the Kentucky Education
Association's planning session
for the new school year's local
and
district
education
association leaders.
KEA president June Lee
called the meeting at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel so that
new presidents could discuss
plans for carrying out
programs
that
KEA's
Delegate Assembly, the
policy-making body, has
established for 197940.
For its legislative goal next
year KEA has adopted a oneitem program: passage of a
professional negotiation law
for teachers.
As a parallel matter,
however, KEA leaders will
work to ensure that funding
increases
needed
for
programs vital to education
are included in the governor's
198042 budget before it is
submitted to the 1980
legislature.
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State Near Bottom On Waste

RECEIVES SCHOLARSHIP — Barbara A. Brodmeride, a Pre-Veterinary major from
Oakham, Mass., has been awarded a two-year Army ROTC Scholarship. LTC Randell G.
Routt, Chairman of the Department of Military Science, Murray State University, is
presenting the scholarship, which covers books,fees and tuition, plus $100 per month
for the next two years and is valued at over $2,500 per year. Barbara is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Alden W. Brodmeride of Oakham, and won the scholarship in nationwide competition.

WASHINGTON (AP)— The National
Wildlife Federation says Kentucky does
the fbarth worst job in the nation in
handling hazardous wastes.
The state's ranking was included in a
report released Wednesday by the
federation which said waste dumps are
ticking time bombs which could
"happen almost anywhere in the United
States."
The report, which included surveys
from officials in 50 states and the
District of Columbia, attempted to
determine which states do the poorest
job of regulating toxic wastes, and
which do the best.
The "10 worst states handling
hazardous wastes" identified by the
federation are: (1) Georgia, (2)
Missouri, (3) West Virginia, (4) Kentucky, (5) Michigan, (6) Mississippi,
(7) Massachusetts, (8) Indiana, (9)
Illinois and (10) Arizona.

Story Written By
Porter Published
In Pushcart Prize

Prof. Joe Ashby Porter, who
teaches fiction writing in the
English Department at
Murray State University, has
had one of his short stories
"Sweetness, A Thinking
Machine," published in the
1979-80 edition of The Pushcart
Prize, IV: Best of the Small
Presses. Selection of the best
writing is made by a cornDETROIT (AP) — Uhirecr'itijitee of over 100 staff
Auto Workers and General members and contributing
Motors Corp. negotiators were editors, who are among the
making
"continuing most outstanding writers in
progress," although there the United States.
were "no essential changes"
Porter is in his second year
in either side's position less of teaching in MSU's
than 48 hours before a strike
developing creative writing
deadline against the nation's
program. New Directions
No. 1 automaker, a UAW
published his first novel,
spokesman says.
Talks were "continuing in a Eelgrass, and his stories have
number of
positive atmosphere," UAW been published in a
literary
magazines.
The story
spokesman Don Stillman said
selected for the Pushcart
I. Wednesday.
Contracts for 780,000 Big Prize was originally published
Three workers — including in a magazine called "Sun and
employees of Ford and Moon."
Porter was born in
Chrysler — run out at 11:59
p.m. Friday and the UAW has Madisonville and many of his
said it will strike 46 of GM's short stories are set in Ken130 installations if there is no tucky. After graduating from
high school, Porter attended
agreement.
University, Oxford
Harvard
Although
each
sides
positions were not known, the University in England, and
key issues were clear from the University of California at
previous statements — the Berkeley, where he received
union's
demands
for his doctorate.
Porter is also the author of a
protection of pensioners
against inflation and for more scholarly book on William
Shakespeare, "The Drama of
paid time off.
Speech Acts: Shakespeare's
Lancastrian Trilogy." Both
his novel and the work on
Shakespeare are available at
the MSU bookstore. Porter is
also the fiction editor of Crazy
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Horse, a national literary
The special legislative sub- magazine published in the
committee on Workmen's MSU English Department.
Compensation will meet in a
Other members of the MSU
few weeks to begin drafting creative writing program are
proposed legislation.
mentioned in the Pushcart
The group's chairman said Prize Anthology. James
Wednesday that setting time Galvin, who is presently on
limits on benefits for partial leave from Murray, is listed
disability probably will be a as a contributing editor, and
major consideration.
Jorie Graham, who taught
Rep. Lloyd Clapp, D-Wingo, poetry writing last year, is
made the comment as the mentioned as an "outstanding
subcommittee ended three writer" for a poem in "Poetry
days of hearings.
Northwest."

The ranking was based on both the
amount of toxic wastes generated by
industries in each state, and the level of
controls placed on the disposal of the
wastes by the state, the federation said.
The federation survey found "less
than a quarter of the states regulate
hazardous waste landfills either by
segregating toxic from nontoxic wastes
or by specifying areas where hazardous
be
waste landfills may not
established."
In addition, the survey disclosed,
"nearly half the states require no
assessment of the toxic chemical
content of wastes proposed for landfilling, and less than a quarter of the
states require content labels on
disposed hazardous waste containers."
"The risk of contamination of human
water and food remains very high in
mgst states," the survey concluded.
The 10 states which did the best job of

handling hazardous wastes, according
to the federation, were: ( 1) Vermont,
(2) Oregon, (3 ) Wyoming, (4)
Delaware, (5) Maryland, (6)
Washington, (7) District of Columbia,
( 8) North Dakota, (9) Montana, and
(10) Connecticut.
The remaining states, listed tn
descending order of need to better
control wastes, are Wisconsin,
Virginia, New Jersey, Idaho, Pennsylvania, New Hampshire, Colorado,
New York, Iowa, Ohio, Maine, Minnesota, Texas, Nevada, Louisiana,
North Carolina, South Dakota,
Nebraska, California, Alabama.
Utap, Tennessee, Kansas, Florida,
Alaska, New Mexico, Rhode Island,
Arkansas, Hawaii, South Carolina,
Oklahoma, Connecticut, Montana,
North Dakota, District of Columbia,
Washington, Maryland, Delaware.
Wyoming, Oregon, Vermont.

Sporting Goods
0
0°

Hwy.641 South-Murray, Ky. 753-9491

Progress Reurted
In UAW-GMTalks

Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
1 p.m. To 6 p.m. Sunday

MA*

All Shotguns fk Rifles
Additional 10/

DEAR
DLACKTAIL
HUNTER"

OFF

Blacktail
Hunter

New at
Big Mac's

Catalog Number 4650 44' tin mem
"The hassle-free Compound
with the affordable price"
Bleotail Hunter features:
'Wide eccentric wheels—for
good cable clearance and
arrow flight
'Factory tuned—no adjustments necessary
'New Mylar limb coating in
a Mahogany styled finish

50 Lb. Pull Special

raj FISHING
I' COMPUTER

$4950

Workman's Comp
Panel Will Meet

New Flair styling accented by
Wet-Look vinyl in a new contemporary
design. Finished in Wet-Look vinyl with
Flair styling. 9" round step-down ring with
adjustable dividers. Tr -point suspension
with "Fat Cat" sling. Cylindrical construction with uni-bottom design. Fulllength locker pocket with zipper. Zippered
ball pocket. Travel hood and umbrella
strap.

All Fishing
Rods
Additional

20%

411161. i4101, —__UM.'"OW OW

Retail $39.95
Big Mac's Reg.$29.95

OFF

1977 CHEVROLET NOVA

All Foam-Plastic
Coolers

NO BATTERIES, NOTHING TO WEAR OUT.
GREATEST AID TO FISHING
SINCE THE NOOK

pH factor is 30% more important than
water temperature and 50% more vital than
oxygen content.

Sale

$3.95
Coolers
only

$165°

3 For 2
Lure Sale

986
Local car approximately 18,000 miles, automatic,
power steering, air conditioner, extra sharp, red
with white top, red interior
$3175.00
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts

Dv,* Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

14

maw

753-2617
Allem maw

641 Soatb

Bonnie

Dog Food
$339 ,,

NOW AT BIG MAC'S
COMPLETE MARINE SUPPLY CENTER

Only At Big Mac's

25 lb bag

off

Duck
Decoys

For 1979 we have added a Marine Department at Discount
Prices and offer many marine items including; outboard
and I-0 props for Johnson, Evinrude and Mercury.
Marine Oil, Grease and Spark Plugs. Boat covers for all
boats from 13' to 20'. Trolling motors, marine batteries
and battery chargers, trailer accessories including tires,
rims, bearings, lights, couplers, winches, jack stands.
stainless steel bolts and much more all at Discount Prices

CORRECTION!!

3

Made of8 ga. vinyl.
2 valves with pillow,
Poly bag asst'd colors

BUT ANT TWO LURES
IN STOCK APB GET
THE TRIPS ONE
FREE

That's Right
75% Off, now
A Regular

Closeout

75%

each.

Shop Early and Save
Carry-Lite Sport Plast
Magnum
For the hunter who likes his decoys
big and bold

MALLARD
BLUE BILL
PIN TAIL

Seaway

Gun Racks
PICKUP ON STATION WAGON

'229

Rollor,

any inThe ad was incorrect. We ore sorry for
conveniece

Parker's
Super Market

Reg. $19.95
542' Casting Rod,choice of 5 actions.
Pistol Grip Handle, Ceramic Guides

laddOn

sale

1250

Fits over rear glass and back of
seats in pickups, fits over side glass
in station wagons. Holds guns snug,
at all times. Has adjustable clips for
proper spacing.
Holds 2 guns.

$
199
Sale

II
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Support The Tigers
Attend Friday's Game

The Murray Nigh linemen are, front row from left: Bruce Taylor, Mark
Denham, Zach Jones, Dwight McDowell, Kevin Wright, Mark Barber,
Jon Wissman, Jeff Chadwick and Tony Herndon. In second row are
Eric Lovins, Jerry Spann, Tim Falwell, Greg Cain, Tripp Purdom, Doug

Murray High

Henry, Keith Houston, Sam Kennedy and John Nark Rickman. In back
row are Greg Miller, Keith Finney, Robbie Wilburn, David Hopkins,
Wayne Jackson, Scott Turner, Jerry Boggess, Quentin Walls and
David Ileathcott.

Mayfield

vs.

8 p.m. Mayfield, Ky.
LET US ENTERTAIN YOU
•
•

:
;
•

•

...When
You Can't
Watch
The Tigers

•

•
t

•

•

I • •
I •
• •

•

•
•
•
•

;

4
Oamm

THE MURRAY THEATRES

Gold Medal

FLOUR
Plain or Self-Rising
Save 56` - 5 Lb. Bag

49

C

With $10.00 Order

Carroll Tire
Serv
ice
Your

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT

Michelin
Our Hours Are
Mon.-Fri. 7-5
Closed Sat.

753-1459

Get'Em Tigers!
"The place where thousbnc4 are song rnillion4"

tiir,

1 e 411P

HOME FEDERAL

1105 Pogue

Dealer

Hopkinsville Federal
Savings & Loan Assn.
MURRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
7th and Main
753-7921

MURRAY SOUTH
BRANCH
715 So. 12th St.
753-1214

0
•

FSLIC

•

From the
CASE 8 hp to
the CASE 16 hp

4t0

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
MURRAY BRANCH 1201 MAIN 759-1,;:,

Good Through 9-12-79
ESIK
—
..••• ••••••••4•1,

Parker's Super Mkt.

'Mk SIM

LENDER

Downtown Shopping Center

West Ky.
Rural Electric
Coop-Corp.
Murray-Moyflold

Bank of Murray

al:11 McKeel Equipment
503 Walnut

Ed Cain Construction Co.

Prudential
Life-Health -Auto-Home

BRADEN METAL
753-1675
621."h
BUILDING SYSTEMS

Landolt Insurance
Agency
753-8170
GM
010511040(1

Pi
Leo.It

619 So. 9th — 753-5719
Murray, Ky.

Gene Landolt
304 N 4th

George Landolt

Marble Manufacturer

Thornton Tile
And Marble
-Quality That Will Please"
Member FDIC

753-3062

Member F.D.I.C.

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive

753-5321

"All The Way Tigers"

Purdom
Motors
Oldsmobile
Pontiac & Cadillac

"Satisfied Customers
Are Our
101 Main
Concern"

*•
Home & Farm Owners-Life-Auto
Commercial-Blue Cross
Agents
Roy T. Broach

Terry Broach

1406W. Main - 753-5315

309 South Fifth

7534703

Sports

MMMIMIV
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Powerful Cards Need No Introduction
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Tunes Spurts Editor

John Hula smiled and shrugged
when questioned about his team's
Friday night opponent: "What can
you say about them that hasn't
already been said?"
Indeed. Just the bare statistics of
Mayfield, Murray High's 8 p.m. foe
at the Cardinals' War Memorial
Stadium,are impressive enough.
Consider that Mayfield:
has dominated, totally, Class
AAfootball for the past two seasons,
winning back-to-back state titles.
will carry a 29-game winning
streak, longest in the state, into Friday's game.
has outscored this season's opponents 156-39, including a 40-0 shell-

ing of highly-regarded Hopkinsville.
has two backs that have already
combined for 947 yards rushing and
scored 15 touchdowns.
It should be noted, too, though,
that of Mayfield's only three losses
over the past four years, one has
come at the hands of Murray High —
a 14-6 decision in 1976. The Cardinals' other defeats came against
Nashville Brentwood and against
Corbin in the 1976 state championship game.
"We certainly don't need any
incentive other than it's Mayfield
we're playing to be up for this
game," said Hina, whose Tigers will
enter the game with a 2-1 record.
The lone loss, though, was a 35-7

drubbing handed them by Fort
Campbell last week.
Our biggest task as coaches this
week has been to try to rid the disappointment from our kids of that the
Fort Campbell) game," he said.
We certainly feel we're much better than that score indicated."
While the Cardinals' running
game has flourished in the form of
juniors Marcus Moss (617 yards on
62 carries) and Charles Parrott 330
on 50 tries the Tigers' attack has
been less than impressive.
Tim Foster is the only Murray
High back with more than 200 yards,
totaling 245 on 33 carries thus far.
"Definitely, we've got to establish
more of a running game than we've

shown so far," said Hina. "For the
pass to work,the opposition has to be
worrying about the run,too."
Moss and Parrott are two reasons
that have some Mayfield fans raving
that this may be one of coach Jack
Haskins' best teams. And with the
presence of muscular Greg Kerr at
fullback 16-2, 205) to block for Moss
and Parrott, Mayfield has run
roughshod over its opponents so far.
That powerful corps of runners
has offset the lack of experience of
Cardinal quarterback Jeff Flood,
who as a sophomore, was faced with
the task of replacing three-year
starter Jeff Boyd.
Flood has been more than adequate thus far, completing 19 of 31

pas.ses for 304 yards and three
touchdowns. His primary receiver is
senior split-end Chris Biggers, a
player that has college scouts drooling.
Mayfield set a modern-school
record last week against Todd County, picking up 624 yards in total offense. -It's going to be a big task to
contain them offensively, but we feel
like we are very capable," said
Hina.
Of the Tigers' loss to Fort Campbell, Hina said that "mistakes broke
our back. I don't want to degrade
their victory, because it was a good
one. But they rarely had to drive for
their scores. We managed to put
them in good field position with the
mistakes."

Lone Oak Hopes
To Flash Lakers
For 2nd Victory
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Even when Tom Pandolfi
was shredding opponents'
secondarys with his passing
while earning all-Ohio Valley
Conference honors as Murray
State's quarterback in 1974, he
admits that wasn't as tough as
his first two weeks of coaching
at Lone Oak High School.
He had the dubious honor of
making his debut three weeks
ago against powerhouse
Mayfield — losing 32-7 — then
following that up with a
confrontation against 4-A
school Paducah Tilghman —
this time falling 38-0.

lev

Murray High coach John Hina and quarterback Rich Rollins watched the Tigers lose 35-7 to Fort Campbell last week. For
Murray to compete with Mayfield, Hina says, the Tigers must establish their running game.

Scoreboard Can Be Reset Now
After Yaz Captures 3,000th Hit

11
UTH
St.

LIC

By DAVE:O'HARA
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON — The Boston Red
Sox can wipe out from the
computer "1 TO GO" on the
electronic scoreboard.
After 19 years and three
days, Carl
frustrating
Yastrzemski is the first
American League player in
history to achieve 3,000 hits
and 400 homers.
Captain Carl, a 40-year-old
wonder, reached the coveted
goal of 3,000 hits Wednesday
night, grounding a single
under second baseman Willie
Randolph's outstretched glove
into right field in the eighth
inning of Boston's 9-2 victory

With his dad, Carl Sr., and
over the New York Yankees.
Bedlam broke loose as the son, Mike, 18, at his side,
Red Sox mobbed their Yastrzemski also accepted a
acknowledged leader at first trophy, listing all his many
base and a packed crowd of achievements, from Red Sox
34,337 stood, roared and co-owners Buddy LeRoux and
Haywood Sullivan.
clapped hands.
"I know one thing — the last
Somehow New York slugger
was the hardest of the
hit
way
his
made
Jackson
Reggie
through the mob to present 3,000," Yaz told the crowd
Yastrzemski the ball and offer jokingly. "It took me so,long
congratulations. Manager because I really enjoyed the
Billy Martin led an exodus standing ovations you've
from the Yankees' dugout to given me the last three days."
He went on to thank his
join in the celebration.
Finally, formal ceremonies teammates, Manager Don
were held with league Zimmer, the Boston coaches,
secretary Bob Holbrook particularly hard-working
presenting Yaz a special Walt Hriniak, club president
Mrs. Thomas A. Yawkey,
scroll.

Hurry!Hurry!Hurry!

Step Right Up
To The Funniest
Game Room Around

I.

4'#,1h

$
ito

"
4:017)
AS AN INTRODUCTORY
OFFER PLAY A GAME
FREE ON US!

1_

COUPON

gpOria/
1 FREE POOL
OR ARCADE GAME
WITH THIS COUPON
ONE PER CUSTOMER
OFFER GOOD TNRU OCT. 15, 1971

SPoo1 Tournament Every Thursday 1:00 p.m.$

loch
F03

Southside Court Square

(Old Western Auto Bldg.)

widow of the long-time owner,
and his family.
"I also wish two people who
were my biggest boosters
were here — my mother and
Mr. Yawkey," he said. "They
deserve to be here."

Finally, though, Pandolfi
won. The Flash' 22-6 victory
over Crittenden County last
week gave Lone Oak its first
triumph, and it will seek to
begin a victory string Friday
against fellow Class AAA foe
CallowaylCounty in the 8 p.m.
contest at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
"I was pleased with our win,
of course, but I wasn't really
pleased with how we did it,"
Pandolfi said this morning.
"We could have, and should
have, played much better than
that."

A native of New Jersey,
Pandolfi had no inkling that he
would be coaching for Lone
Yastrzemski's mother died Oak or any other area high
after a long battle with cancer school during his tenure as a
nearly three years ago. graduate assistant for Murray
Yawkey died of leukemia in State last season.
expected to get a
1976.
Following the 15-minute coaching job farther south,
up,
festivities, Yastrzemski but then this job opened
take
retired from the game for a and I decided I wanted to
glad! did."
pinch-runner. That's the only it. And I'm
Pandolfi has seen some good
"retirement" plan in his
things about his team, even
future.
during their first two lopsided
losses. -We held Tilghman to
the
of
rest
the
"I plan to play
season and come back next
year," he said at a post-game
news conference before
heading upstairs, still in
uniform, to meet with his
family, Mrs. Yawkey and
others.

almost nothing in the first
half," he said. -Our defense
has come a long way, and our
offense gets better every
week."
Calloway came close to
winning its first contest of the
season last week against
McLean County before falling
7-0 in three sudden-death
overtimes. That was quite a
contrast to the 54-0 and 61-0
shellings it had suffered in its
first two games.
"It's a lot easier to talk
about a 7-0 game than a 54-0
one," Outland said. "We
thought we put in a pretty
good effort, and it's something
we can put our finger on as
being positive." And he says
the Lakers' mistakes are
correctable ones.
"After looking at the films, I
can see that it comes down to
of funthe execution
damentals; it's just a matter
of someone not doing their job
when a breakdown occurs,"
he says.
Outland says that Lone Oak
will be stronger than McLean
County, and "they'll be bigger
for another thing, and
quicker."
been
has
Defense
Calloway's main forte,
especially in the form of 5-11
senior Mike Shipwash, who
made 13 solo tackles against
McLean County. However,
Shipwash has missed practice
all week with a knee injury,
though Outland hopes he will
be able to see at least some
action Friday.
"We're weak on the ends,
and that scares me," said
Outland. "We've defended
well against the inside run,
and so far we've been
adequate on the sweep. But
that's definitely a weakness
for us right now."

•

Calloway County High, including quarterback Brad Bryan,
shown handing off to a back during last week's 7-0 loss to
McLean County, will face a Lone Oak team that is quicker
than the Lakers' last-week opponent, says Calloway coach
Stan Outland.

Tickets To Be Available
For Racer Home Opener
MSU Sports Publicity

The ticket windows and
stadium turnstiles will open at
6 p.m. Saturday as Murray
State initiates it seventh
season of football in Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Racer athletic officials anticipate a large crowd for the
7:30 kickoff with rugged
Southeast Louisiana as a
result of a successful ticket
campaign.
"Southeast Louisiana may
be among the best teams we
face at Stewart Stadium this
season," noted Murray State
coach Mike Gottfried following the Racers 24-14 win over
Evansville last week.
There will be a good supply
of reserved bleacher (sections
U, V and W)seats available at
all three ticket windows. A
limited number of general admission ( sections X, Y and Z)
tickets may be purchased with
Gate I the only ticket window
where general admission
seats will be available.
Reserved bleacher seats are
priced at $5 with adult general
admission tickets sold for $4
and student (grades 1-12)
general admission seats

available for $2.
There will be a new 80-page
game program available at all
home games this season.
Sponsored and sold by the
Murray Jaycees, the program
will feature rosters, lineups
and background information
about the football team.
The Racer Marching Band,
under the direction of David
Wells, will also make its initial
home appearance of the
season along with Violet Cactus, the nine-year-old
thorobred which circles the
stadium track with each
Racer score. The Racer Marching Band includes nearly
170 members and is the
largest ever at Murray State.
Sharing the halftime show
will be the Caldwell County
High School Tiger Band,
under the direction of George,
Stephens, a 1963 Murray State.
graduate.
The band's eight minute
performance will be routines
to the music of the following
numbers: -Spanis Opener,"
Harlem Nocturn, "Summertime" and "You Is My Woman
Now" from Porgy and Bess,
and "Londonderry Aire."

IIATTENTIONII

"After seeing what the
Nautilus program did for
(teammate) Fred Lynn last
winter, I'm going to try it,"
Yaz added with a grin. "After
working on the Nautilus, I
may come to spring training
looking like Tarzan."

Mennea
Sets WorldMark; U.S.
Rolls 88-70
By the Associated Press
MEXICO CITY — Italy's
Pietro Mennea set a world
record in the 200 meters at the
10th World University Games,
clocking a time of 19.72
seconds. The time bettered the
old mark of 19.83 set by
Tommie Smith of the U.S. at
the 1968 Olympics.
In the women's 200, world
record holder Marita Koch of
East Germany ran the third
fastest time in history, 21.91. a
Games record.
In other events, Andrew
Toney scored 20 points as the
men's
States
United
basketball team rolled over
Yugoslavia 88-70 and won the
gold medal.

Four Wheel Drive Drag Race
Live Sept. 16th 1979
1:00 P.M.
Murray-Calloway Co. Jaycee Fairgrounds
Classes:
4-Wheel Drive Jeeps
4-Wheel Drive Trucks
Dune Buggy's
A special class for 2-wheel drive trucks
Top Modified Elimination 4-Wheel Drive
($100.0e for first place)
($50.00 for second place)
distance
For the driver's convenience a recently improved 300 ft track with adequate stopping
Bring The Entire Family For A
Sunday Afternoon OfRacing!
For Further Information Call 753-7117
Ask For Guthrie McNeely 8:00-5:00
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Only Percentage Points Separate
Expos, Bucs; Reds Gain Sweep

A Rug • -d Beginning
Notre Dame's Schedule Doesn't Start Slowly
By. WILL GRIMSLEN
Al'Special Correspondent
When you sit do ii to a
fancy meal, normallj jou
whet j our appetite with
something delicate - like
tresh shrimp or cold consomme - and pick over a nice
French
dripping
salad
dressing.
Not Notre Dame. The
Fighting Irish, opening the
,ollege football season, have
chosen to leap right into the
on
taking
beefsteak.
and
Purdue
Michigan.
Michigan State in that order.
'Fheetw's plop, plop, fizz. fizz.
The Irish should chew their
%%ay through the bone and
:ristle of their first course.
!)eating the Wolverines. in
Saturday's TV feature. It gets
tougher after that.
Last week's tally: 30-12,
714. Taking a day out of the
week's vacation, here goes
another spin:
Notre Dame 25, Michigan
17. The Irish. with Rusty Lisch
directing, avenge last year's
setback against a rebuilding
power.
UCLA 27, Purdue 20. An
upset. The highly rated

Missouri 38, Illinois 7: Phil
Boilermakers, preseason Big
Ten fat ortte, will be looking Bradle 's arm and Jim
ahead to the Irish game.
Wilder's legs should allow the
Pelit1 State 35, Rutgers 10
:Tigers to roll like 01' Man
Daj le Tate. if he can keep River,
Washington 30. Utah 10: The
from breaking • any more
bones, should fill Chuck Huskies, getting off to a better
F'usina's QB shoes nicely.
start than in '78, should be a
Southern California 42, definite bowl-contender.
Florida State 28. Arizona
Oregon State 12: The Trojans
could make a creditable State 20: One of the day's best
games, with a nod to those two
showing in the NFL.
Nebraska 45, Utah State 14: FSU slingers, Jimmy Jordan
Kennj Brown and Junior and Wally Woodham.
Louisiana State 27. Colorado
Miller had 53 catches between
them in 1978. Hipp, hipp, 20: "Win 'em for Mac" is the
hooray.
Bayou rallying cry for
•
departing Coach Charlie
Georgia 33, Wake Forest 7: McClendon.
The Bulldogs are getting
Army 20, Connecticut 14:
better ratings down South
than their former governor, Lou Saban gives the Cadets
some spit. polish and pluck.
Jimmy Carter.
The others:
Texas. A&M 19. BaSlor 14:
Stunned by Brigham Young,
the Aggies settle a year-old
EAST
score with Baylor.
Tennessee 47, Boston
Oklahoma 47, Iowa 7: How College 6; Navy 28, Citadel 7;
can .you drop the Sooners from Holy Cross 15, New Hamptitle contention as long as Billy shire 10; Pitt 32, Kansas 14;
Sims )1,762 yards ) is loose?
Syracuse 27, West Va. 19;
North Carolina State 30, Temple
22, Drake 7;
Virginia 12: This is the Massachusetts 20, Villanova
Wolfpack team that beat Pitt 15.
in the Tangerine Bowl - bigger
'n better.
SOUTH

Auburn 25, Kansas St. 17;
Maryland 19, Clemson 14;
East Carolina 15, Duke 6;
Furman 20, Presbyterian 10;
Miami 10.) 17, Kentucky 7;
Mississippi 15, Memphis St. 9;
Miami tFla.) 21, Louisville 7;
'Ml 25, Richmond 14; Va.
Tech 17, Appalachian 0; Wm.
and Mary 13, Colgate 7.
MIDWEST
Northwestern 22, Wyoming
10; Ohio St. 19, Minnesota 6;
Indiana 27, Vanderbilt 18;
Iowa State 23, Bowling Green
13: Oklahoma St. 21, Wichita
St. 9; Ball St. 10, Toledo 7;
Wisconsin 29, Air Force 10;
Tulsa 25,SW Louisiana 7.
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 28, Colorado St.
13; Houston 32, Florida 14;
North Texas St. 19, TexasArlington
14;
Southern
Methodist 17, Texas Christian
14; Tulane 22, Rice 7; Texas
Tech 27, New Mexico 13,
FAR WEST
California 26, Arizona 20;
Brighamm Young 28, Weber
St. 7; Washington St. 23,
Montana 7; Stanford 35, San
Jose St.6.

Orioles Lose 3rd Straight Game
By the Associated Press
Earl Weaver was forced to
answer an unfamiliar question
Wednesday night: why his
Orioles are losing. -Maybe
we're a little anxious at the
Baltimore
plate," said
Manager Earl Weaver, trying

to explain a three-game spiral
after last night's 3-2 loss to
Toronto. "But when you get
into a slump, that can hapPen."
Rick Cerone's two-run
single in the sixth inning and
Rick Bosetti's solo homer in

AMERICAN LEAGUE

the eighth lifted Toronto to its
second victory over Baltimore
in as many nights for the Blue
Jays, who had dropped their

American
Eag
le
The Beauty of Four

15 previous meetings with the
Orioles dating back to Aug. 8,
1978.
Elsewhere in the AL,
Chicago outscored California
11-5; Kansas City blanked
Minnesota 4-0; Milwaukee
defeated Oakland 7-0; Texas
routed Seattle 13-3 and Detroit
turned back Cleveland 4-1.
White Sox 11, Angels 5 Jim Morrison drove in three
runs with a single and
sacrifice fly and Mike Colbern
hit a two-run triple to lead
Chicago over California. The
loss was the second in a row
for the Angels, whose lead in
the American League West
dropped to three games over
Kansas City.

-Wheel Drive

B)BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
The Montreal Expos are
holding onto first place in the
National League East ... onehalf game behind the Pittsburgh Pirates.
No, you didn't read that
wrong. Yes, it's true.
The Pirates have won three
more games than the Expos
while Montreal has lost two
less games than Pittsburgh.
But the Expos have a .6043
winning percentage while the
Pirates are chugging along at
a .6041 clip.
Figure it out yourself.
Pittsburgh is 87-57 and
Montreal is 84-55., •
Pirates Manager Chuck
Tanner, however, isn't
worried.

NATIONAL LEAGUE

-Fractions of percentage
points don't matter to me. All
that matters is that we keep
winning," Tanner said after
Pittsburgh beat the St. Louis
Cardinals 2-0 behind the sixhit pitching of John Candelaria and reliever Kent
Tekulve Wednesday night.
The Expos also won,6-3 over
the Chicago Cubs. It was
Montreal's 16th victory in its
last 17 games.
"I'd have to say it's really
discouraging foe-Montreal to
play the way they're playing
and they can't catch up," said
Tanner.
the
ignoring
mathematical fact that the
Expos hold a slight edge. "It's
tough when you keep winning
and you can't catch the team
in front of you. It makes it
hard. There's a lot of pressure
on them."
Despite their hot streak, the
Expos have not been able to
gain much ground on the
Pirates, who have won 14 of
their last 17 contests.
"Montreal can't possibly
play any better than they have
played, and they've only
picked up a game and a half,"
Tekulve said. "You win 16 out
of 17 and only pick up a game
and a half. That's got to be a
little frustrating."

The White Sox scored six
runs in the first inning to
chase loser Chris Knapp, 3-4.
after only two-thirds of an
inning. Ken Kravec, 12-13.
pitched 51-3 innings and was
credited with the victory.
Royals 4, Twins 0 - Dennis
Leonard pitched a three-hitter
and Amos Otis drove in two
runs to spark Kansas City
over Minnesota. Leonard, 12SI •
TIT ossin
of the season and his second
against the Twins in 10 days.
struck out three and walked
two.
•

V

In other NL games Wednesday, San Francisco nipped
Atlanta 4-3, Cincinnati stopped
Chicago 7-4, Philadelphia
blanked New York 4-0 and Los
Angeles downed San Diego 5-2.
Expos 4, Cubs 3 - Veteran
Tony Perez drove in two runs
with a double to ignite a threerun eighth-inning rally and
carry Montreal to its victory
over Chicago.
Dave Kingman, Larry
Biittner and Steve Ontiveros
stroked run-scoring singles in
the first inning to provide the
Cubs with a 3-0 lead. But the
Expos bounced back with a
run in the third on Larry
Parrish's 25th homer of the
season and third in as many
games. Montreal tied the
contest with two runs in the
seventh.

Reds 7, Astros 4 - Dave
Collins' perfect 3-for-3 night at
the plate paced Cincinnati to
its victory over Houston,
giving the Reds a P-.)-game
lead in the National League
West.
Frank Pastore, 4-6, got the
victory in relief as the Reds
swept the two-game series
with Houston. Joe Niekro, 1810, was the loser, failing for
the fourth straight time in his
attempt to pick up his 19th win
of the season.
Giants 4, Braves 3 - Lefthander Vida Blue, whose bunt
single helped ignite a two-run
third inning, won his 12th
game as San Francisco edged
Atlanta.
Mike Ivie slammed his 24th
home run of the season, a solo
shot, for the Giants in the fifth

inning.
Dodgers 5, Padres 2 - Bill
Russell and Steve Garvey
collected three hits each to
back the eight-hit pitching of
Charlie Hough and Bobby
Castillo as Los Angeles
stopped San Diego.
Hough, 5-5, worked into the
eighth inning before Castillo
took over, recording his sixth
save.
Phillies 4, Mets 0 - Randy
Lerch tripled in two runs and
hurled his first shutout of the
as Philadelphia
season
defeated New York. Lerch, 912, scattered seven hits and
New York got more than one
hit in only the first inning.
The left-hander walked two
and struck out eight in pitching his fifth complete game
of the season.

Meyers' Hopes Of NBA
Career Ended By Pacers
By the Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS - Ann
Meyers convinced Indiana
Pacers Coach Bobby Leonard
she knew the fundamentals of
basketball well enough to play
in Abe National Basketball
Association. -But, Leonard
said her size just wasn't right.
"If she was six inches
bigger and 40 pounds heavier,
it would have been a different
story," Leonard said Wednesday after he told the 5-foot9, 140-pound Meyers that she
had failed in her bid to become
the first woman to play in the
NBA.
"I personally feel Ann did a
great job from the fundamental standpoint of
knowing
the game of
basketball," Leonard said. "I
wish some guys out there
tonight were as fundamentally
sound as her."
Meyers, an All-American
women's player at UCLA and
a U.S. Olympic star in Montreal who will remain with the

club in some capacity, took
the news calmly.
"I'm happy with myself,"
she said. "I did the best I
could. The players were super
to me. Slick Leonard,1
and his
assistants showed me a lot of
things that I did wrong."
Sam Nassi, the club's owner
who decided to give Meyers
her opportunity, said no

definite decision had been
reached concerning a future
role with the team.
"She has already had an
offer from one television
station and an offer from a
radio station to do color
commentary for 82 games,"
he said. "We can definitely
use her in the administrative
end of the organization."

Wade Upset By Gilbert
By the Associated Press
TOKYO - Dana Gilbert
upset defending champion
Virginia Wade of Britain 6-2,36, 6-4 in the first round of a
$150,000 tournament.
In other matches, Dianne
Fromholtz of Australia
eliminated Brigitte Cuypers of
the Netherlands 6-4, 6-3;
Wendy Turnbull of Australia
ousted Barbara Jordon 6-1, 64; Australia's Kerry Reid beat
Diane Desfor 6-2, 6-2; Billie

Jean King defeated Julie
Harrington 2-6, 6-1, 6-1 and
Laura DuPont downed Jeanne
Duvall 6-1,6-4.
ATLANTA - Ricky Meyer
upset No.2 seed 'lie Nastase
6, 6-3, 6-1 in the third round ol
the
Atlanta
Journal,
Constitution Open.
In other matches, third-.
seeded
Eliot
Teltscher
eliminated South African Cliff
Drysdale 6-3, 6-0 and Kevin
Curren outlasted Ray Moore 61,6-7, 7-6.

Wholl Pay You 10.294% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
GVVE Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable, time deposits.
Will! These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or...
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest is subject to change at maturity. This
10.294% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through September 19, 1979.

Baseball Standings

The American Eagle is America's newest four-wheel drive
automobile. It combines the comfort and luxury features you've
come to expect only in passenger cars, with the exceptional handling capabilities inherent in four-wheel drive vehicles. That
means you can have handsome styling and comfort plus the
security of knowing that Eagle can get you there - when you want
to be there.
Heavy rain, sticky mud,slushy snow or slippery ice are no match
for Eagle's automatic four-wheel _drive system. Once you've experienced its secure, road-hugging stability, you'll see why we call
it the first real alternative to conventional two-wheel drive transportation.
Built on a compact 109.3-inch wheelbase, Eagle is available in
three body styles - 4-Door Wagon, 2-Door Sedan and 4-Door Sedan
-each measuring a trim 186.2 inches in overall length. Powered by
a 4.2 liter six cylinder engine and smooth 3-speed automatic transmission. the Eagle is very much attuned to the energy and environmental concerns of the 1980s.
Everything about the American Eagle is truly remarkable! Its
tastefully refined exterior and interior styling. Its innovative
engineering features like independent front suspension and uniaue
use of viscous coupling in the transfer case. Employment of one of
the most advanced full time automatic four-wheel drive systems in
the world. Plus the availability of all of the luxurious comfort and
convenience amenities previously reserved for passenger cars.
The exciting new Eagle has it all!
However impressive the Eagle is to read about, the actual experience of driving one will tell the whole story. Treat yourself to a
test drive. It's the best way to observe how the American Eagle is
about to revolutionize the world of driving.

Coins AMC, Jeep, Inc.
APAC ri Jeep II

AMERICAw
N LEA
L GUE
eet. Ca

Baltimore
Milwaukee
Floston
New York
Detroit
Cleveland
Toronto

:
EA
49
65 10
11 61
70 64
78 68
74 71
wiFdirr N

157
S116
570
549
514
510
311

WHO'LL PAY YOU 7.95% ON FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATES?

AVE
Will!

If you want a longer term certificate - how about our new higher
interest
FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATE? You can earn an interest rate
only 1%%
below the average four year yield on U.S. Treasury securities. The interest
rate
for September is 7.95% and yields 8.274%. The rate on new certificates is determined the first of each month.

WHO'LL PAY YOU 514% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?

Do you have some surplus cash you want readily available yet want to earn interest on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer. Interest rate is 5%
and paid quarterly. Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of withdrawal.

WHO'LL OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?

10
125
Is
17-,
11
WPS

California
Kansas City
Minnesota
Texas

You Can Get
3 Year Warranty or 36,000 Miles
You Receive 1 Year Warranty
Automatically and For An Additional
Charge You will get 2 Additional
Years ± 24,000 miles.
Plus with our 19110's you get a
5 Year No-Rust Through Warranty

641 North

NATIONAL LF-AGL E
EAST
W aL
Pct. toGB
Montreal
64 55
604
-,
Si 57
Ptttsburgh
604
76 66
St Louis
535 10
71 70
Chicago
.510 13k1
Philadelphia
73 71
507 14
55 Si
New York
31r 31
WEST
Cincinnati
13 63
568
Houston
DI 64
550
/
69 76
Los Angeles
476 12San Francisco
64 12
438 19
San Diego
62 84
425 21
Atlanta
56 86
389 7
Wednesday's(lames
San Francisco 4, Atlanta 3
Maltreat 6, Chicago 3
Pittsburgh 2. St lAku13
Cincinnati 7, Houston 4
Philadelphia 1. New York 0
Los Angeles 5. San Diego 2
Tbortdoy's Games
Atlanta Hanna 1-b at San Francisco
iKnepper 9-11
St. Louis rFulgham 6-5i at Pittsburgh
1Blyleven 11-51, to
Chicago I Remiche! 16-9 at Montreal
[B Lee 15.10i. to
Philadelphia (Car)ton 14-11, at New
York ( Haranguer 0.01.n
Sari Diego I Shirley 7-14 at los Angeles
Reuss 5-13 tn)
Only games scheduled

753-6448

80 66
160
77
577
71 71
510
5,9
73 73
500
7
63
434 16
Se
llsksg
tIle°
61 86
4b5
Oakland
50 96
142 r
Weetseeday's Game.
Toronto 3, Baltimore 2
Boston 9. New York 2
Detroit 4, Cleveland 1
Chicago 11, Conforms 5
Milwaukee 7, Oakland 0
/Larissa City 4, Minnesota 0
TPIAS 13, Seattle 3
TIntreday's Games
New York IGtildrY 16-7 at Boston
,Eekersley 14-101. tni
Baltimore (nonagon 21-it at Toronto
, H.0..a
uffman
iand
6-1,1w
i,we
( nita.7) at Detroit mar_
•
ris-13-71,
Oakland MeCathy 1081 at Milwaukee
(Travers 1.1-7). n
Minnesota Ilisetasdl eL at Telma
(Comer 15-101. DO
Only games scheduled

'A.substantial interest penalty is required for early withdrawal of certificates of
deposit.
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Support The Lakers
Attend Friday's Game
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Calloway County defenders(from left) Larry Sanders, Richard Young, Marty McCuiston and Terry
Sledd chased a McLean County runner during
last week's triple-overtime loss.

llopkinsville Federal
Savings & Loan Assn.
MURRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
7th and Main
753-7921

MURRAY SOUTH
BRANCH
715 So. 12th St.
753-1214

O

FSLIC

Go Laken!
WEAVER POPCORN
CO.
Popcorn & Concession
Supplies

101 E.Poplar

753-1722

LET US ENTERTAIN YOU

... When

• *

I

I

THE MURRAY THEATRES

You
Can't
Watch
the
Lakers

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive — 753-5321

"All The
Way takers"

AUTO PARTS STORES

p

Motor Parts
& Bearings

8 p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium

1109 Chestnut St.
Murray 753-8311

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

Purch
ase
EQUIPMENT CO.INC.

West Ky.
Rural Electric
Coop-Corp.

Randy Thornton
Service Co.

Hwy. 94E Phone 753-2115

Heating, Air Conditioning
Commercial Refrigeration
Commercial Kitchen Equipment

Come See Our

Axial Flow Combines
The Worlds Most Advanced Combine

Wavier of Interest on Used
Combines Until May 1, 1980

the

Murray
Ledger
& Times

Port-of-Murray-Calloway County
Call Us For Up To The Minute
Grain Prices
Local Farmers
474-2295
Ky. Farmers
1-800-592-5409

Calloway
vs.
Lone Oak

NW. 41%1110
1.1,1
/
401

Hutson Grain
Terminal

802 Clestnut

753-8181
Murray, Kentucky

Bank of Murray

Murray-Mayfield
Member F.D.I.C.

Member FOIC

a MINDER OUTBOARDS
"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."

Shipwash
Boat 'N' Motor
293 E. Main

Venture

00a
SPORTING GOODS

Jackson
Purchase
PCA

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

759-1172

111•••••••••
Spots

Open Mon. thrq,Sat. 9 til 9
Suoday 1-6

305 north 4th

'
TttrP ahead Pc
aPie

753-5602

P At.E
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Life-Support Systems
Operating As Judge
Prepares Explanation iaII_, ..•
1.1

-

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

BYRON'S
Sav mg

DENVER 1API — A 17month-old boy's life-support
systems
remained
in
operation today while a judge
prepared to tell the Colorado
Supreme Court why he
decided the comatose child
was dead and ordered the
machines timed off.
The high court has given
Pueblo District Court Judge
Donald Abram five days to
show why he felt he acted
correctly in ordering little
Jerry Trujillo's respirator and
other life-support machinery
cut off.
The court stayed Abram's
ruling Wednesday at the
request of Jerry's mother,
Rosalie Lovato, and the
child's court-appointed
guardian, Pueblo attorney
Mickey Smith.
Miss Lovato, 20, is charged
with felony child abuse in
connection with the infant's
injuries, but could face more
serious charges if the
Supreme Court eventually
declares her son legally dead.
Colorado has no law setting
forth a legal definition of
death, leaving the commonlaw definition of cessation of
heartbeat and spontaneous
breathing as the only
guideline.
Abram,based his ruling last
week on the argument of
many medical experts that
cessation of bratn function
constitutes
death.
The
decision came after doctors
testified that Jerry's brain
was dead, without possibility
of recovery.

Health
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ANACIN lOOs
Our Formula

logy'

We honor PCS,
Medimet, Ky.
Public Assistance Prescriptions and workman's Compensation

for Savings

1.27
.1 00
27

Refund From
Manufacturers

•

per IOU

c

Share
A
Smile
With
X
ff Ambassador
Cards
—

Vaseline
INTENSIVE CARE'
LOTION
Regular
10 oz
Sugg
Retail
$2 09 Limit 2

We can
easily
transfer.
your refill
perscription
to Byran's
or Uncle
Jeff's

Schick
S60e.rll Super Ii

u

tition

Twin Blade

laicIOW

--Cartridges
5's
Limit

For The Lowest
Prices

Scientists Discover
Genetic Cancer Defect

Open
9-9
Mon.-Sat.
and
1-6
Sundays

BOSTON AP) — For the
first time, scientists have
discovered an inherited
genetic defect that causes a
form of cancer, and they say
they can spot fetuses before
birth that almost certainly
will grow up to have the
disease.
Researchers at Beth Israel
Hospital in Boston found an
inherited foulup in the
chromosomes of members of a
family that had an unusually
high incidence of cancer of the
kidney. The genetic error
apparently caused the iliness.

Prices Coed thru 'Thurs., Sept. 20th
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4001. U.
Bottle of 100
Sale

111

$279

Retail Values Up To 135•99

LARGE
KENTUCKY BASED
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY

BED
PILLOWS
Retail Value '4.99

RUFFLED DECORATIVE PILLOWS

ler & Valance Sets

BATISTE
PANELS

Assortment of Colors
- 411t1t
11,1 Retail
;
Value
15 99

Retail
Value
If Perfect
'259

tolect000 of
table roomers,
onions 661
tablocloths it
lof urn's.

Retail Value '699
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$139

Maalox
Liquid Antacid

(80590)
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$156
After Shave
4 Oz. Bottle

Sale

88'

Presto Burger/2
Hamburger Cooker

Big enough to satisfy a family's
french frying needs. Non-stick
hard surface coating inside and
out for easy cleaning. No. FDF-1

Featuring little griddle, broils two hamburgers.
turn over tray for sandwiches. Broils thick or thin.
without splattering. No. PB-2

Sale $897

Westbend 12"
Electric Skillet

F0199

FANCY BORDERED NAPKINS
PRINTS

47.,

Silver stone non-stick interior, high dome cover,
No. 1440.

Sale

9897
—

.40PKINSVILLI KY
• MINIM KSON KY
•SONERSET
• LOUISVIL if
• tYlliatON EY
,fifeii60100/01 KY
• COLOSSUS 140
•/I MASORIV.11t tO
• MIDIAllaY0IIS ISO

Normal,Dry, Oily
15 Oz. Bottle

1
•
• 1I
:
I
0;
0111/1

•4111V

"Never Press"

•60VILING 61111,
41 RV
• tlIAINTNY01001

4120 CLARKS RIVER RD.
PH. 442-6330
PADUCAH, KY.

Olk

844

Sale $18
97

Othw Bluegrass Outlets In . .

frryogiblart

94'

co
,
•

Preso Fry Daddy
Electric Deep Fryer

QUEEN/DUAL
(90s105)

I
I;.

Clolaboves

Sale

Ataalox-

Ben Gay
Pain Relieving Ointment
Original or Greasless
114 Oz. Tube

$699

C.., In Yrnt,

4/(

Mennen
Skin Bracer

Retail Value
11.99

FACTORY OUTLET

Regular and Lime
2'-u Oz.

Breck Shampoo

Sale$147

DRAPES

BLUEGRASS BEDDING

Old Spice
Stick Deodorant

Sale $1 197

-^

FULL $10

Retail Value
Up To '1 99 ea

$895

Bold numerals and hands,
easy to read, charming for
any room.
No. 37-5486-505

trot Choice et dog ei art cellar_

SELECTED GROUP

62x81

62x36
Prices Good at
Paducah location Only!
OPEN
MON-SAT
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
FRIDAYS
III 8 p.m.

Sale

Spartus Winston
Decorator
Wall Clock

Not Chalky,
Pleasant Tasting
120z.

Retail Values Up To '13.99

PLACE
MATS
(IRREGULAR)

•
•

1200 watts, 2 heats/2 speeds, compact
lightweight, model 1889

TWIN $3
99
& FULL

$1"

98'

Northern Compact
Pocket Pistol
Professional Dryer

39'

QUEEN
.499
DUAL/KING

Beautiful solid colors,
also eyelet torn.

Sale

Sergeants
Sentry IV Collar

BED(IRREGULARS)
RUFFL
ES
•

k4 Standard (211127)

-•

101.•.•.0060

Adjustable Flame,
Thousands of Lights

s Sale

•
U

Gets the red out,soothes irritation.
0.5 Oz. Plastic Bottle

Bic Disposable
• Butane Lighter

Sale

88

St4E

Visine
Eye Drops

Sale

4r•

t

Natural,Super Hold,
Super Unscented
120z.
Sale

Tame
Conditioning
Clean Rinse

0111e.

•

Style
Hair Spray

Normal/Dry,
Oily, Extra Body
160z. Bottle

TWIN $899
(66x90)
QUEEN & $ 799
DUAL/KING •

io

Bestever
Vitamin E

(CLOSEOUTS)

TWIN
& FULL

Dry Skin
Herbal,
Extra Strength
Oz. Bottle
Sale

--

•
•

•
S
•

For
Sale
$ 5
49

•

•

Vaseline
Intensive
Lotion
RegouvuireF,..a

High potency vitamin formula
with minerals
100+30 Free

QUILTS

(CLOSEOUTS)

Prices Good Thru Sun.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

r

•
•

4120 CLARKS RIVER RD. (Next to Tom Snow's Sporting Goods) PHONE
442-6330
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

"SAVINGS DIRECT
FROM FACTORY
TO YOU"

?

Myadec Tabs

stalk; )

BEDSPREADS

P

•••
:
•-•-•-gr..
I•
:
16.
••
1•
•
-Air
I
•a a a a a •ft es•s a•minis
w iliew•
•

BLUEGRASS BEDDING
FACTORY OUTLET
IRREGULARS'

. i‘ c,m A F

IIIIIII• •
!MOM

SEPT. 14 thru SEPT. 21

(DISCONTIWUID
PATTEIWS )

rir

4 IN NI INI ••• II •• Ili_ee
.
.• Neyo
us...21.11
—ILA—.
40.

1
a

GRAND OPENING
CLOSEOUTS

•••
••••
IMMO.
II Ilk _in am • 111 1111
• in II MALY
mmujuirimigi

YAW.%
•
Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
•
Aid Dept.

8 21.1iI •

/

/

I 1,1

Wake to music or wake to alarm,
dynamic speaker. lighted slide
rule radio dial No. 7400

a
•

25 steam vents for overall steam coverage
No. F-92

Sale

a

14

Sale $

Colgate Toothpaste
Faintly Size 7 Oz. Tube

4n000-alarm, clock control, 34

III

GE FM/AM
Electronic
Digital
Clock
Radio

GE
Spray Steam
& Dry
Iron

Sale

94'

aN
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Prices Good Thru Sun. oweemems•
Specials From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept
F ourscent Orange

Sportsman's
Belt Buckles

Coveralls
Insulated with Dacron."80S" Hollofill. 100%
Acrilan Acrylic, durable water repellant &
oily spot resistant, acid, meldew and moth
resistant

Assorted
Animals & Fish
Reg.$6.87

Yellow
Dome

Remington

Trap & Skeet
Targets

Ladies All New Fall
Wrangler
Repels Mosquitoes,
Gnats, Biting Flies,
Chiggers,Ticks &
Fleas, Available
In Regular de New
Evergreen Scent

Fashionwear
Blouses, Vest, Jackets,
Slacks di Sweaters.
Great new look for
campus. Great
ualit for low prices

$51

case

Camillus
American Wildlife
Series

q $11099 uP

Boy's Casual
Argo

Game bird knife with gut hook
for cleaning high carbon
stainless steel hlade & hook.
Sculptured pewter game birds
imbedded in clear acrylic that
runs flush with the contour of
the handle Reg.$17.00

Indian Archery "Stalker ,
3 beautiful styles
to choose from
in Bronze, Cream,
Baby Blue & Black

Compound Bow

Adjustable from
45.55 pound
' with a 30 inch draw

$1 347

Canteen
Extra heavy tension
to develop
fingers, hands
& wrists for
a stronger grip

Straight Leg Jeans
A Great Look For
Men On The Go
Sizes 32-44

Belt Kit
$467 Adjustable belt,

Han-dgrips

1 quart canteen
with cover
-

Camouflage
Roll-up Hats

$1A99
Only

3 Place

Gun Rack _ $vi 497
All At
Discount Prices

Camouflage Jones
Style & Plain Olive
Drab Jones Style Hats
Insulated for the
cold winter. All sizes

t

•

Hand rubbed walnut finish,
felt lined bracket for
gun protection, with
locking drawer

•
•
•
•
•

kfl",, has the largest s.lection under I roof of hard‘tare. paint. automoti‘
plumbing. electrical. sporting goods, health and beauty aids. housc%sares. clothinge.
and
shoes. to. a complete camera (h-partment and the lowest discount pharmacy in the
entire area. All At Discount Prices.
7

$3499
Remember use
our convenient
Lay-A-Way plan

IL

nele

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
Tool-Set-Of-The-Week
1
2
"Drive
Buffalo 9 Pc.,/
Deeptail Socket Set
Sizes include
15/16
Reg. 16.99

A ;•

13/16-.

Sale

$1 1 99

5 Ft. Oak
Chains Included
&

Swings $2595

Save 5.00

Buffalo

.24" Joints
'Adjustable &
Regular Elbows
'
,Adapters.Rain Caps
'
,Dampers

Bench
Grinder
12

Compact Size Enables Use
In Tight Situations
Reg.77t
Sale

33

H.P.,6" Wheel
Reg.67.99
Sale$59
"

Black Beauty
Old Fashioned

Kant Leek

Roof
Coating

in
1.

Liquid, Liquid
Fibered & Plastic Roof
Cement. Qts., Gal. Si 5 Gal. Cans
$1 37
& up

TAT tosrsio

Stop Leak, Flush, Sealer, AntiFreeze Testers, Flush & Fill Kits,
Products Made By Prestone, Dupont
& Solder Seal

Use For Resetting &
Cementing Furnaces,Stoves,
Boilers, Chimney Collars,etc.
Withstands up to 1900 degrees

2 Gallon
Plastic
IlI

UlI

.
I
.
I

.
I

I

Battery Charger
Use On All 12 Valt Batteries.
Ideal For Motorcycle & Lawn
Mower Batteries
Reg. 17.97

Si le

i

Cap Snaps On Or Off
Reg.3.37

500

IVIANINIWINVIAMINVIANIVEIWNWIMANINIWI

Stove Polish
',Easy to use
',Gives a lustrous black finish
.Heat resistant
.8 oz. can

Buffalo
11
/
2Ton
Hydraulic

Schauer 3 Amp

.

.
I

With Sturdy Metal Case
Sizes 1/16" to 1/2"
Reg. 37.17

1 H.P.,22 Gal. Tank,
Maximum Pressure 150 lbs.
Reg. 249.95

Save 30.00

Floor
Jack

•

•

•

P AGI•
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Frederic Moves Inland Leaving Trail Of Damage

'Continued from Page 1
storm was located near latitude 32.3
policeman to fire two warning shots at
north and longitude 88.6 west, very
looters, then "shoot to kill."
close to Meridian. It was moving north
Mobile Mayor Gary Greenbought
at 15 mph to 2(1 mph and was expected
said some looting was reported in the
to turn northeast later in the day.
downtown area and Alabama Gov. Fob
James sent armed National GuardFlorida Gov. Bob Graham said he
smen and state troopers into the area.
expected the damage in the area from
Prichard fireman Sidney Anderson
Panama City to Pensacola to exceed
said the looting began at daybreak, "as
the $95 million in wreckage left by
soon as they could see to steal."
Hurricane David 13 days ago. Frederic
Nearly half a million people fled their
destroyed 125 houses and mobile homes
homes as Frederic followed close to the
and blacked out the entire tip of the
path that Hurricane Camille took 10
Florida Panhandle.
years ago in killing more than 250
Mississippi Gov. Cliff Finch
people.
estimated damage in his state at more
At 9 a.m. EDT, the center of the
than $50 mWion. "It's terrible," Finch

said. "Fortunately there were not any
lives lost. But some lost all they
had
saved their life for."

Downtown storefronts were blasted
out,
and officials said one shopping center
which housed several stores
was
"virtually blown away."
County engineer Joe Ftuffer woke
up
city chain saw dealers to ask for cleanup tools, but added, "I may have to cut
my way into the area where my work
crews live."

In Mobile, streets were nearly impassable and 160,000 customers were
without electricity. A power company
spokesman said it would take several
weeks to fully restore power.
Frederic damaged the roof and
ripped a cupola from the historic City
Hall in Mobile, where more than 5 inches of rain fell between 9 p.m. and 10
p.m. Wednesday.
Century-old oaks littered the city's
boulevards and littered streets kept
firefighters from three reported blazes.

Relief coordinator Gerald Baxley
said there were reports of people
trapped under collapsed roofs in
Mobile's northern suburb of Prichard.
Rescue efforts were delayed until
daylight.
The storm's wind and waves eight

feet high destroyed 120 homes in the
Florida Panhandle, said Escambia
County administrative spokesman Pat
Donnelly. He said a 38-foot sailboat was
sitting in a street 100 yards north of
Pensacola Bay and three marinas
where luxury yachts were docked were

Congress Keeps Hand
In Gas Rationing Plan

WASHINGTON (AP) — Although
ready to grant the president standb
y
powers to ration gasoline during
a
shortage, Congress isn't about to
deal
itaeN out of the decision on how
coupons
Would be distributed.
"Nice day, isn't it?" Carter replied.
House-Senate energy conferees were
"You don't want to talk about it, sir?"
return
ing to the bargaining table today
the reporter inquired.
to decide whether Congress or
"How'd you ever guess that?" the
the
president should have the final say
president asked.
on
details of a coupon rationing plan.
Meanwhile, a new ABC News survey
The session follows agreement
of state Democratic chairmen found a
Wednesday on a compromise formul
sharp erosion of support for the
a
for determining when rationing
president among the party's leadercould
be imposed. Leaders called
ship. The network said Wednesday its
the
agreement a major breakthrough in
survey found 18 state chairmen plantheir attempt to forge a compr
ning to back Carter, down from 31 in a
omise
standby rationing bill.
previous poll. Kennedy's support rose
The panel was named last month
from 4 to 19.
to
resolve differences between versions
The survey also showed that twoof
the legislation previously passed
thirds of the state chairmen think
by
each chamber. The compromise bill
Kennedy will seek the nomination.
the
panel produces will go back to both
Asked about the poll results on ABCthe
full House and Senate for final
TV's "Good Morning, America"
approval.
program today, Carter campaign
Basically, the conference panel went
manager Tim Kraft said "these things
along
with the House approach to give
will change .,. I think we'll get the
the president rationing author
support we need."
ity
during a 20 percent or greater fuel

White Says Carter Seems'A Little Feistier'
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — Democratic
National Chairman John C.iWhite, after
a day of watching Jimmy Carter meet
the voters, thinks the president has
become "a little feistier" since Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy began inching
closer to a run for the White House.
White's assessment that he saw new
fire in Carter's approach to the electorate came after "non-political"
appearances by the president Wednesday in Connecticut, Pennsylvania,
West Virginia and Ohio.
The presidential feistiness apparently was sparked by Kennedy's
statement that he has "not foreclosed
the possibility of running" for the
Democratic presidential nomination
next. year.
After
Wednesday's
foray,
presidential press secretary Jody

Powell said Carter would prefer to wait
until January to announce his campaign plans, but might be prompted to
come forward sooner because of
Kennedy's actions.
Speculation about a Kennedy candidacy has been rampant since the
Massachusetts Democrat said last
week that his family had no objections
to his entering the race.
White said a Carter-Kennedy fight for
the Democratic nomination would be
"one of the classic struggles of our
political history." And former
President Richard M. Nixon said
Wednesday that "if the Massachusetts
boys go against the Georgia boys, it will
be the battle of the century." Carter's
home state is Georgia.
As for Kennedy, White told a group of
reporters aboard Air Force One on the
flight back to Washington: "It seems to
me he has moved from being an

unannounced candidate with an option
to announce to an announced candidate
with an option to withdraw."
The party chairman, who has been
aligned politically with Carter as the
incumbent president, loyally added
that "anyone who thinks the president
is going to play dead is mistaken."
Carter himself seemed a bit uncertain how to deal with Kennedy's
statement Tuesday that he may seek
the nomination.
Asked by a citizen along an airport
fence in Hartford, Conn., if he thought
he could beat Kennedy, Carter
responded. "I feel confident about the
future."
Landing in Pittsburgh before driving
through West Virginia's panhandle to a
"town hall meeting" in Steubenville,
Ohio, Carter was less responsive when
a television reporter asked if, indeed,
he thought he could beat Kennedy.

destroyed.
The storm's main thrust was tletween
Mobile, a city of 300,000, and
Pascagoula, about 30 miles southwest.
Maximum winds had diminished to 80
mph as Frederic moved inland early
today

shortage that lasts, or seemed likely to
last, for 30 days.
Either house of Congress would have
15 days to block implementation of
rationing after the president announced
his intention to impose it.

Telephone Customers
Facing Rate Increase
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — About
10,300 customers in six Western Kentucky counties are facing higher
telephone bills.
The Utility Regulatory Commission
has approved rates to add $319,000
revenueyearly for Western Kentucky
Rural Telephone, a co-op based in
Mayfield. The increase will raise
residential rates to $12 and commercial
to $18 monthly.
- Counties involved are Calloway,
Carlisle, Graves, Hickman, Marshall
and McCracken. Two Tennessee
counties serviced by the company are
not affected.

The News In Brief
today's session of the ZimINTERNATIONAL
JAKARTA, Indonesia AP) babwe Rhodesia conference so
- The most powerful ear- he and his delegation could
thquake in two years plunged study Britain's proposed new
half an Indonesian town into constitution for the war-torn
the sea, officials reported,and
African country.
heavy casualties were feared.
The quake Wednesday afWASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
ternoon measured 8.0 on the
AP —
Richter scale. Officials said it
Democratic
National
devastated Ansus, a town of
Chairman John C. White says
8,000 on Yapen Island some
he thinks President Carter has
2,300 miles east of Jakarta.
become "a little feistier"
Yapen, with a total of 10,000 since Sen. Edward M. Kenpeople, is in Cendrawasih
nedy began inching closer to a
Gulf, on the northern coast of
run for the White House.
Irian Jaya, the western half of
White's assessment came
New Guinea.
after Carter's "non-political"
appearances Wednesday in
CATANIA, Sicily ( AP) —
Connecticut, Pennsylvania,
Police closed the trails and
West Virginia and Ohio.
cable car to the boiling main
crater of Mount Etna,
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Europe's most active volcano
Although ready to grant the
and one of Sicily's biggest
president standby powers to
tourist attractions, after its
ration gasoline during a
first fatal eruption in years
shortage, Congress isn't about
killed six Italians.
to deal itself out of the'decision
on how coupons would be
LONDON (AP) — Prime
distributed.
Minister Abel Muzorewa
House -Senate energy
asked for postponement of
conferees were working today
to decide who should have
final
say on coupon details:
Fast film Service
Congress or the president.
It Big Discount

FILM, FLASH CUBES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES,

Artcraft Studios
1111So. 120i-753-0035
Mt PARKIN(' AT hAlDOOR

WASHINGTON ( AP ) —
Despite an overwhelming
House defeat, a measure to
resurrect military draft
registration may be put to a
Senate vote.
The House rejected Wednesday a proposal to renew
draft registration for 18-yearold men in 1981, calling instead for a study by President

5%0/

n•ACIWAgit stOUt S

NATIONAL
MOBILE, Ala. AP) —
Hurricane Frederic hurled its
fury at the Gulf Coast today
from Florida to Louisiana,
ripping
apart
homes,
knocking out power, shattering hospital windows and
flattening businesses with
winds of up to 130 mph.
There was one confirmed
death as the born-again storm
hit Alabama, Louisiana.
Mississippi and the Florida
Panhandle, churning up 15foot tides before weakening as
it moved inland.

Chestnut

St.
Murray, Ky.

Murray Home & Auto
Phone
153-2571

LUCITE
GLUEMATIC

GLUE PEN
WITH COUPON

Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or
330 p.m Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m:, Monday through Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m, to noon, Saturdays

11111)1091 COUPON $2.17
Glues metal rubber

cevamic. more
7 Fi Oa GM I

/101/&NH

RED
DEVIL

LATEX
CAULK

sill

MASKING TAPE

11
/
2"PUTTY KIPFE
Flexible 3" blade is handy
for SpaCkhng, scraping,
patching, more
4210PR

Rutty Patch a"
are
Professionsi-oi. a . ' ei
ibis steel blade 1214

X-0 RUST
SPRAY ENAMELS

WALL
BRUSH

'2"

Full flagged—really holds
Paint for covering large
areas fast Orel bristle 1107

Protects trim as yotr paint
wall, wall as you paint trim
BO yd rolls
C12701'23.4

% 111....4t 1
Ph

2 111...$1 33

969

COMMIS RIST•PUIIIITINO
PISMENTS. SEAL BIT ISISTUE.
INA FOB METAL, MUM,MMUS
IS III. 11 FL. IL

Money Market Certificate
Term
6 Months
(182 Days)

10294%

Minimum Deposit
$10,000.00

Ask about our monthly or quarterly interest checks

7th and Main
753 7921

715 So. 12th St.
753-1214

it
rfi

WITHOUT COUPON $1.49
Supef fast I drop holds
up to 5.090 lbs SUP:

ISM Ti I SUM MO
MU EMU TUT
KUM WIATIO 1 MUM
111 FL U.

With 9-at painting pad.
trim pad and pad holder
metered roller tray for
even coating
1973PR

$(197
WeatherAll.
U GAL

E-Z KARE "
LATEX FLAT
INTERIOR PAINT

ftr

SAT-N-HUE °FLAT
INTERIOR LATEX

WEATHERAW"
ACRYLIC LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

High-hiding
nor
washable fintsh lot
and ceilings Covers mos,
surfaces in One coat

SELECT
LATEX FLAT
WALL FINISH

Rich low sheen finish
iesisfs weathertng. mtl
dew. fading High hiding,
last drying
HPX

9097G AL.

LATEX
FEAT ENAMEL

Combines Scrubbable
hard finish with a soft
look that's 'deal for walls
and woodwork in any
'110,11

EZ

X-0 5 RUST
ENAMEL

RU-TESi

$
5
97

GAL
High hiding wa•
finish for walls 0.
Applies eisity, does 1, •
with no pain odor
4

HIGH-11101%

LATEX AV'
WAIL FIVISE

WOODSMAN",
SOLID COLOR
LATEX STAIN
Hides ltke paint. accents
like stain Ideal for use in
doors and out on smooth
Or rough-cui wood
LS

C•••

KARE

*OW

Early withdrawal requires a substantial interest penahv

Murray
Murray
Falc
Downtown
South
Branch Hopkinsville Branch
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.

WITH COUPON

The Scridittatile Pew'

4 Year Variable Rate
Certificate of Deposit

Effective Through September 30

cleanup Adheres well To
en surfaces Use indocrs
r—
or out with any paint 86 Ls"

=

4-PC. PAD
PAINTING KIT

With Oath (ompounding the annual effective yield
is 565:. There is no minimum deposit and sou earn
interest from date of deposit to day of withdrawal

The rate paid is .41 each month, based on the 4 year
yield curse. by the US Treasury. Your rate is
guaranteed for 4 years.

Easy appocation and

SUPER
GLUE 3

RED DEVIL
$399

SPRAY
ENAMELS
$149

Regular Passbook Accounts

8.20%

VISA'

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

Higher Interest Rates To All Savers
(484

Tiaillezeux

Carter.

Sears out weather and
MoISTUre 10 prevent rust
formation

High gloss,

non-toxic finish for wood,
metal etc — indoors and
out
X0

WE NOW HAVE TURNIP SEEDS

a
:
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WOW Family Night
2. Notice
_

2. Notice

WANT AD
CLASSJFICATIONS
!Setween
0, and
uthwest.
ed to 80
id early

S.

rid
likely to
uld have
ation of
inounced

MR WOODMEN - Harold Douglas, right, was presented with the Mr. Woodmen
award at the Woodmen of the World Family Night Dinner held recently. Making the
presentation was Grover Burkett, area manager. Douglas' wife, Myrtle, center, was
presented with a Cross pen as a gift.

FIFTY YEARS-Calista Clanton, center, and Katie Overcast, right, were presented 50
year membership pins of the Woodmen of the World by Field Representative Loretta
lobs at the recent dinner by the WOW.

rs
About
rn Kenhigher
mission
$319,000
entucky
ased in
I raise
mercial

larshall
messee
any are
CONSERVATION AWARD - Steve Downs, center, and Stan Downs, right, were
presented the Conservation Award by the Woodmen of the World at the family night
dinner. Making the presentation was Alibrey Willoughby, left.

SCRAPBOOK PRESENTATION - Ann Spann, right, president of the Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority of the WOW,accepts a check for $100 as the national prize for the sorority's
scrapbook placing third in the nation from Feld Representative Loretta lobs, left, at the
WOW Family Night Dinner.

PEANUTS
NERE'5 JOE COOL
HANGING AROUND Ti4E
BULLETIN BOARD

11111111,111194411144i1,91*11484•11111111

3

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS - Membership pins for 2.5 years were presented by T. C.
Collie, president of Camp 592, right, to, left to right, Glenn Wooden, James Boggess,
and Harold Douglas,at the WOW Family Night Dinner.

Church Offers Prize For Hymns

Ij

Listwi hero Is a ready
reference that will quickly
h•lp you locate the
classification you ore looking for.
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wonted
10. Bus. Opportunity
I I. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trod*
14. Wont To Buy
IS. ArHcies For Sole
16. Horne Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sowing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Horne Sales
28. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cgoling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Forms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
dl. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sole
43. Farms For Sale
46. Horn*. For Sal*
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto. Services
49. Used Cogs
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
Feed And Swed
56. Free Column
57. Wants('

TH15 15 A GREAT WAW
To MEET SOME REALLY
NEAT CHICKS

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) Finding good material is
never a problem for the
heavenly choir, but for the
earthly congregations of one
Protestant
church
the
pickings have gotten pretty
slim.
That has prompted the
Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ), with its world
headquarters here,to launch a
sacred music composition
contest, complete with a $200
cash prizes.
Why would an established
church - with 1.4 million

OF COURSE, SOME OF

THEM THINK THEL('RE
PRETTg SMART...

•911 tinned Yeah,* Syne:PG.

COOK BOOKS
504

u
ndtea,,
WYlln,
Synd,date,

I WANT MY
MONEY BACK

COOK
BOOKS
504

011Ialet

IM GOING TO
HEAT UP T1-115 CAN
OF SOUP

G

BETTER CHEC.K THE LABEL
TO SEE WHAIIS
.
}
. ---

YOU HAVE
TO SHOW THEM
WHO'S BOSS
OCCASIONALLY

IT'S GOT EVERYTHING IN1
BUT SOUP

9-13

PNANTOM
I
OR.L UAGA,
THi5 15 MY
FRIEND"

FIRST MEETING CAN YOU
WITH LUAGA... GET ME
TO THE
CAPITOL

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

NOTICE
interested in the
of the 010 Salem
Cemetery who have riot con
tnbuted we would appreciate
your support Please Mali your
contribution to lack Dodd lb
8 Murray or lack Dodd CO
Fifth Block Co Murray
Persons
Upkeep

Free Store 759-4600

5. Lost and Found
anri cliariflicelle
kitten t
w iuthrysub
white
cancelled
flea
division Call 753-5763
Lost small white female cat
orange and black spots, bob
tail. Goes by the name Cotton
753-3474 or 753-0001

6. Help Wanted
Good Pay
Good Benefits
Experienced
cleanup men and
truck drivers
needed. Apply in
person only, between 7 a.m. and-4
p.m.

Baffled
Auto Market
511 S.4th
Street
Murray, Kentucky

Applications now being taken
for Advanced Tire, Inc., Coldwater Road in Murray. Applicants apply in person.
Day cook wanted. Apply in person at Southside Restaurant on
South 12th Street
CRAFTS
American Nendierafts •
Merribee wane retsi dealer.
Write C. Medsoa, 2617W. 7%,
Ft. Nor*, TX. 76107, er cell
517-335-4161.

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!
. Bible study each evening or any
time by phone: Free Store for
the needy, all donations appreciated. Bible Facts, 7594600.

11.

Instructions
Lyndia Cochran Dance Studio
registration for dance and gymnastics. Call 753-4647,
12. Insurance.

Kennedy Meeting Slated

I There mast be.reason:
Mothers get special
The Class
baby pictures at
of '98
send the necessary inLOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP CARTER STUDIO
• owe to naiads thos young
organize
how
formation
to
on
nun lowow• ha somas had
A meeting is planned in
th• tewtoght to sun batman,
753-8298
a back-Kennedy group.
Louisville this weekend by
up funds tot hos maw-swan
with • Golden Youth
now
-Sen. Kennedy's always had
supporters of Massachusetts
pi•n awaa by PAPA Lae
trownputo Cowaany
good support in this particular
Senator Edward Kennedy for
BIKE CALL
We're Cot the Shield
area," Hagan said,"as well as
the Democratic presidential
"That's jest your inforloti
Kentucky being a pretty
nomination.
terpretation" 759-4444
Ilese
strong Democratic state ... so
Olathr Www
or Children's Story 759Charles Hagan of Louisville
we've decided to put together
MEhtain
4445.
MVO4N
said the organizational
an effort on his behalf at this
meeting of Kentuckians for
time.
Kennedy would be held at 9:30
"We've been in touch with
INVITATION TO LEASE SPACE
a.m. Saturday at Lampton
the Federal Election ComBaptist Church in Louisville.
mission and they're sending
FOR RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT FACILITY
He said the Federal Election
us all the necessary inThe Department of Finance of Kentucky desires
Commission had agreed to
formation." he said.
to lease approximately 2,000 net square feet to be
located in Murray, Kentucky to be used as a
residential treatment facility. Space must be
available for occupancy on or before November 1,
1979.
Persons having property of this nature should
submit a written proposal to the Bureau of Public
Properties, Room N101, New Capitol Annex, FrankACROSS
4 Scale note
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
1 Towers
fort, Kentucky 40601; no later than 2:00 p.m. EDT,
5 Broke sud
6 Remain
Tuesday, September 21, 1979. At this time, all
erect
6 Sedate
denlY
proposals received will be publicly opened and
11 Descended
7 iM
akoeuntain
read. Lease Requisition Number PR-2436 should be
12 Shred
'
14 Mine enclearly marked on the outside envelope of each
8 Siamese
trance
currency
proposal submitted. For any additional information
15 Separate
9 Niton symconcerning Lease Requisition Number PR-2436,
17 State: Abbr,
bol
contact Dan Antle of the Leasing Section by calling
18 Artificial lan- 10 Expel
MOO MOO MOOG
(502)564-4313.
guage
moo
11 Weak
19 European
Property must be approved by the office of the
13 Speeds
country
16 RemunState Fire Marshal, meet existing applicable
20 MD: Colloq.
erated
building codes, meet applicable planning and
21 Compass pt. 19 Transacregulations, and meet any applicable subzoning
22 Savory
tions
23 Rabbit
division restrictions.
d poet
20

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

BEETLE BAILEY,
BE HOME
I'LL BE HOME
BY SIX
WHEN I'M DARN
TONIGHT,
0000AND READY
AMOS
if

BLONOIE

Another reason is that some
of the hymns have been used
so much that they've become
overworked, he said.
"We have a weekly com"I suppose there are two or
three reasons," said Dr. munion service and when you.
Thomas E. Wood, executive have a service like we do 52
secretary of the church's Sundays a year, you exhaust
department of ministry. "The the material very quickly," 1
first one is very mundane. We Wdod explained. •
The contest is open to
are
a
178-year-old
denomination and as far as we members of the church's
can tell, we've never been Association of Disciple
involved in the process of Musicians and other members
developing sacred music. We and employees of the ehurch
have quite a few musicians in and its congregations. The
our church and we thought it entry deadline is next June 1.
would be good to stimulate Wood said the judging by a
them to do some sacred music panel of church musicians
because its not part of our should be complete by mid
tradition."
July.
members - feel the need for
new sacred songs when the old
ones have served it well?

SS.

Auction sale' Saturday 10 am
All kinds of dry goods appliances garden tools t v
lawnmowers tractor many
more tools Highway 641
Puryear. stop light

NO,/AR. PRESIDENT.
THE JUNGLE'S
FILLED WITH
gaguinu.5 TROOPS,
TO
KILL

ORPORED
YOU ON
SIGHT.

THE PYGMY BANC7AR
WILL TAKE YOU TO
SAFETY IN THE DEEP
WOODS. I WILL
GET MBAR).

COO MOOD AOC
BOO DOOM 000
R00000 00OADU
1000A MOM
POED 000 LOME
ROMOM MOO DOE
In DOD non OE
BOB QUM
MOB OOMOO
GROMOY ODOEMO
000 00008 000
000 00000 MCC

24 Quavered
26 Coins
27 Sow
28 Force
29 Shoe parts
31 Snickers
34 Waste allowance
35 Wise persons
36 Guido's low
note
37 Ethiopian
title
38 10th President
39 Poem
40 Near
41 Strobiles
42 Assistant
43 vegetable
45 Followed
47 Evaluated
48 Sylvan deity
DOWN
1 More
mournful
2 Mixture
3 High: Mus,

ViTiltropFeettewS

22 Weather
29 Belt
word
30 Speaker
23 Clues
31 Yarn
25 Keys
32 Ship part
26 Bishop's
33 Horse
headdress
35 Church
28 Compendicouncil
umns
1 il3 4 III
17
11U.
116
14

38 Carry
39 Unctuous
41 Tiger, e.g.
42 River island
44 Tantalum
symbol
46 Lava
ill9

20

17

the already low discount price on all tapes and
albums. Old albums; Country & Western, some
R&B at an unbelieveable price.

WWI

III

43

Ul.t4

lUll

ill
JIUlI.11UU

FREE

Swig
8 track car stereo with speakers

UN

41 1111
42 111
45 46

POSTER

Owe free poster for each customer

35IIIU111•
31IN.
311
39

al

ill

FREE

111

2930111
34

WORLD OF SOUND
$1.00 Off

13

Ill
21

111

Friday & Saturday
at the

10

12

III
11111 0
IIIUU111
Nil
il il
27

BIG HAPPENINGS!!

Only

$29.95 while they last

We also have Elvis Keepsake One Dollar Bills
222 Se. 1216

7S3-5$65
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13. For Sale or Trade

16. Nome Furnishings

15. Articles For Sale

26. TV-Radio

X.Business Rental

31:P- ts--Supplies

41. Public Sale

43. Real

Estate
43. Real Estate
Commercial building near AKC Boston Terriers
753-7438 Three
University Call 753 2967 after
party yard sale. Business and Hornell' This can
Beagle puppies for sale 753- September 14th and
2 pm
15th, be your answer to the gas pro- Large home - Small price. Here
5422
8 30 to 5 Furniture, adults and blem 2 or 3 bedrooms formal is a nice home near MSU with
14. Want To
For rent 4 car shop 753-8606
Dobermans AKC registered 6 childrens clothes, toys, lots of living room formal dining 5 bedrooms and 2 baths 2
11. Sewing Machines
or 753-9997
Please check your attic" Want
weeks old shots and wormed good iunk Turn oft 94 East on- room double garage beautiful large bedrooms could be
For sale- used Singer sewing
32. Apts. For Rent
rented for income. Living room
to bo comic books from
red and rust black and rust to 492, and go one mile
For Sale
landscaping No need for gas
machine. Zig-zag and all atdining room, large utility room
1930 s tnrough 1960 s Cali
Completely furnished 2 Call 247-3188
Yard sale Furniture, old when your home and business
tachments Sews perfect. Fully
and more for only $47,000
753 1575 after 5 pm
bedroom duplex apartment Keeshond. AKC register
are
together
records,
Zoned
8-4
African
Call
violets, aped, exguarenteed. Cash price.
Sylvania
Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate
Days 753-4342 after 5 pm ceptionally beautifully
Priate moivicoal wants to buy
puppies pliances, dishes, toys, 753-1492 Offered by Loretta 759-1107
$39.95 Call Martha Hopper.
26"
TV
753-4868
-entai income property CondiWormed and shots. pedigreed, children's and large ladies Jobs Realtors
354-6521.
Color Console
tion njt important Cali 753For rent 2 bedroom townhouse reasonably priced They come clothes, winter coats. 3 miles Comfort for sale and comfort is Nice country home on approx
19. Farm Equipment
9208 after 6 pm
with remote control, 6
apartment, all carpet range from good family home. 753- south of 641, turn right on what you will find when you imately Pit acre wooded lot
1828. 44 mile right on Martin move into this clean 2 bedroom Home has 2 Of 3 bedrooms liv
For sale 017 Allis Chambler
month old $600.00
refrigerator, dishwasher, 3520.
ing room den with fireplace
Chapel Road, first house, Fri- home on Woodlawn lust
tractor. new Ideal corn picker.
standing
disposer, washer-dryer hookup Labrador
to
CO
right good well house
Retriever, AKC, day and Saturday, 9 til
and more
4.
Tractor has 3 point hitch. Corn
central heat and air Call 153- females 6
!.imber top prices paid 489in
both
size and price for a
months old
Located on Old Stith) Rd off 94
Stereo Console
picker and tractor in good con334
)550
outstanding pedigree $100 Yard sale, Friday 8 til ?. Ladies young couple starting a family E Asking $25,000 Shroat
dition. Phone 492-8263 after 6
AM/FM with 8 track
and childrens clothes Ap- or and older couple whose kids Waldrop
For rent One bedroom garden Paradise Kennels 753-4106
15; Article-if-Or-Sale
Real Estate 759
pm.
$300.00
pliances. glassware. toys, swing have moved to their own home 1107
Furnis
16.
-Home
hings
apartme
nt Cali 753-7550
Apartment size refrigerator
Two year old registered Dober- set, bicycle.
Call
today
Call
Spann
753-453
1
ask
Realty
at
for
Canter1518
man for sale $15 Call 153- bury
Real
good sewing machine quilting Couch chair, and love seat. In International 12 shute wheat
mom furnished
Associates, 753-7724
Seruh
,rames fruit jars, and other excellent condition $135 437- drill fertilizer, grass attachcelled 2004 Col- 2437 or 753-7476
ment,
good
shape.
Choice
492-8483.
commercial site. 3.34
Yard sale. Saturday at 907 Vine
4331 or 437-4364
terns 753-3924
lege Farm Road Call 753-3924
Street. from 8 til 4 Good acres on bypass 121, 16th
41I-Piafice
Antiques, reclining doctor's Electric range. white, good con- 268 New Holland hay baler 25 inch color Zenith t.v., 100 34. Houses-for Rent
children's school clothes men Street, subdivided into 4 lots.
dition $125 Also electric $1000 New Holland rake, per cent solid state, top line
chair Cali 753-9537.
Purple hull peas for sale Call and women's clothing, real Excellent view from all apFor
rent
bedroom
3
house
t
w
1977
in
model,
$500
436-553
used less
6
space heater $20. Call 436753-0463 after 5 pm
nice maternity clothes for sum- proaches. good access, high
country $225 pej
2120
New Ideal 2 row corn picker than one year. Selling to settle deposit Call 247611month plus
Ireo,00d for sale. Cali Jewel
mer and winter, furniture, toys traffic area. Will sell land for
9
estate. Call 753-5924 or 75341TPu
blic
Sale
ERA
Puckett 437-4319
Hutch, maple finish, ust like 753-5186
$25,000 per lot or will build to
1681
Small house in county. one Back yard sale Lots of clothes glassware odds and ends
GOOD LIFE
suite
new.
for
16x42x7
sale
2.
or
$250.
Two
753lease.
used
184
Spann
X
26 Rice and
German crystal several pieces.
bedroom. 753-4065
Saturday 8 01 5 1624 Yard sale September 14 and Realty Associates, 753-7724.
Cane combine tires 489-2425 27. Mobile Home Sales
Need
a retirement
dinner and coffee set. German 9357
15 8 til 5 Highway 1828, 3
Kirkwood Drive
home? Buy this 2
china Call 759-1757
Large Faberware frying pan Two AC combines. 72 and 66 24x44 Buccaneer trailer. 3 36.Torlent Or Lease
miles west of Midway Some For sale cleanup and body
bedroom all electric, central
Carport sale 1508 Cardinal antiques
bedroom brick home
shop. Stadium View Drive. Call
Good 30-gal cabinet model hot coffee pot baby buggy converts Also 1971 model 14 ton heat and air, with or
Drive.
Thursday starting 4 pm.
located on Irvan
without
Purdy 8 Thurman 753-4451.
stroller
to
Cal -75.3--8V atter Chevrolet truck. with _ dual_
water heater, $25 Replaced
All day Friday. Stainless sink, Yard sale, Thursday. Friday and
436-5883-.
Avenue. Quiet neighOffice Space For
wheels and grain bed 153- Hot:
_
with gas Call after 430 pm 6 pm
--Saturday at 2008 River ia 178 acres with cropland, some
doll
house,
borhoo
d,has large outcoverlif
ies.
and
5577
28.
Mob.
Home Rents
Rent. Call 753753-6803
timber, lake, and creek Good
Matching sofa and chair, $50.
Trailer Courts. Follow signs.
much more
storage.
side
road
753-060
access
5
Priced less than
20. Sports Equipment House trailer for rent, nice 7618 after 5:00 Carport sale Saturda
House to give away to be torn
Reasonable
utility
Yard
sale
at
803
Sunny
Lane
y 8 am til
AV- per ,acre Financing
down and 'removed from pro- Pecan china top and buffet 12 gauge Browning shotgun, location 753-3949
$33,000
Priced
.
bills:
at
Saturda
only
y
Small
metal
Lots of furniture and othet
available John C Neubauer,
Kopperud
perly Gas floor, furniture, and with table and 6 chairs in ex- model 2000, gas operated, 26 In Hardin. unfurnished 12x65.
Phone
miscellaneous items Two miles desk. bedroom suite, antiques, Realtor, 1111 Sycamore Murgas logs for sale. Call 489- cellent condifibri. Ilsed less inch ventilated rib, improved 2 bedroom, bath, large covered I
Realty, 753-12:22.
north of Murray, off 641 North oak buffet. many more sterns.
r3y,-753-0101 Of 753-1531
Mini
2736-,
than 2 years. Also 3 window cylinder barrel. Like new. Call porch. natural gas. air. builton Squire Holland Road
Yard sale, Friday only, 519
Warehouse
shutters. white, and 2 wrought 492-8604
Ins city water and sewer.
Shady Lane Many various
Four
party
yard
sale.
iron
Thursday
posts. white. 753-2746.
Clothes for sale! ExStorage Space
For sale 3 wheel bicycle with Adults. no pets $160 per
Home window cleaning, no job too large
and Friday, one mile west of items available. From 7 til 5.
tremely nice, brand
Seven' foot velvet couch. ex- basket adult size, only ridden month plus security deposit
For Rent
Stella
on
Highway
43.
121
Real
or
Estate
small, reasonable rates, insured and
Wednesday
names!
cellent condition $65. Call twice $150 Phone 153-5362 Call 395-7061.
753-4758
Four
party
yard
exper
sale,
ienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
9
through Friday, 12:00 to
til
Fri5.
753-8598
Ten-speed bicycle for sale. $65 Large trailer lot for rent, all
day and Saturday. one mile on
5:00.
hookups
Conway
Estates.
Sealy sofa gold, $50. Call 753- 759-1029
Pottertown Rd. Highway 280
753-9997
Highway 280 Call 753-9706
Warehouse
5057
Clothes for all ages. quilts
22. Musical
days or 753-9422 evenings.
Storage
quilt tops, furnture, and
10x55 Mobile home for rent, 3
Bar Stools
miscellaneous items.
Space
$14.95
miles east of Murray. Also an
MUSIC LESSONS
Wooden Rockers
Rent
For
$21.50
acre and a half lot on Sycamore
Four party yard sale. Friday and
idea for. stor,nc t.ause full of
Piano-Organ
Round Wooden Tables
Street
$125.00
Saturday
New ceramics Artex
COMMERCIAL
furniture
cas
,
ontiques.
Voice-Guitar
Upholstered Rockers
clothes,
miscellaneous.
PROPERTY
$29.95
busaness oerflows
etc
Two bedroom, all electric,
Highway 121 beside Higgins
9x12 Linoleum
Phone 753-7618 after 5.00
water and garbage pickup fur4,000 square foot in$11.95
piT
Grocery at county line
, ,outh Stn St , Murray, Ky
nished, one mile out of city
sulated metal building
2 Inch Plywood 4z8
$6.50
on 1,-2 acres located on
limits, No pets Phone 753Garage
°a
sale
Women'
s
clothes
Friday
Panicle board 4x8
Night, Sept. 14th-7 p.m.
• Formerly J&B music
$2.99
37. Livestock-Supplies size 10, children's clothes
busy highway 4 miles
5405 after 6 pm
8 Ft. 2z4
FURNIT
753-7575
URE•AP
PLIANCES-ANTIQUES-ETC.
75' & Up
from
Murray. Priced
Two bedroom mobile home in Twenty-five bales ot- hay, ap- glassware. appliances, and
(2) Bedroom suits,(2)Full size
4x8 Siding
below
other
sheet $8.00
proximat
ely
replac
items
1200
Saturda
ement
the
15th
y
for
lbs
each
beds,(14)
Riveria Courts. $165 per moncost - $60's. Phone
Various type chairs; (7) dinette
No. 1 Roofing Shingles
8 til 4 1507 London Drive
sale. 436-5454
S21.00
759-449
th
6
after
6
pm.
suites,
For sale 6 string Alvarez Artist
Kopperud Realty, 753Canterbury
(20,1 dinette chairs,(1) china
Paneling
sheel $3.99
guitar. pearl inlaid neck $400 Two bedroom trailer. $160 per Wheat straw for mulching
cabine
t,( 1)
1222 for full time Real
coal & wood stove, (2) antique
Treated Lumber; 150 rolls floor covering, also vinyl in
Call 753-7490
month plus deposit. Family on- strawberry and flower beds Garage sale. 1703 Johnson off
Estate Service.
bedro
om
gardens. etc Also 2 Billy goats Doran Road, Friday. Saturday
suites, (2) antique chiffonier,(1)
stock. Come see.
Selmer Signet trombone for ly. Call 753-8687 from 8 til 5.
antiq
ue
September 14th and 15th Brand new 2 bedroom
753-3387
Bring Truck- No Layaways Phone 498-9 754
marble top chest, (5) antique tables
, 1 bath,
sale 753-9813
Good baby things. fall clothing. built-in appliances,
,
(1)
city water
antique oak bed, (3) twin beds,
antique clocks many items. and sewer nice
23. Exterminating
(7)
site lot. Call
couches, (4) 9 drawer chest, (2)
1975 Trans Am and 1975 Pon- Purdom & Thurman
753-445
desk,
1.
'. mile south of Hazel, Ky -Across from Carpet Store
(15)electric lamps (10 ) end tables.
Four bedroom Colonial, parlor, dining tiac
Garage
sale at Williams Body
TERMS CASH
room,family room, kitchen, utility room, Shop Industri
Is inflation beating you
NOT RESPONSIBLE IN CASE OF
al Road Open
ACCIDENTS
down?
One
way
two
to
baths
breez
,
eway, and two plus every Friday and Saturday, new
N
OWNER
keep up is to own your
garage. Patio, central air conditioning, items every week
GEORGE HODGE &SON INC.
own home. Let us show
fireplace. Many extras, located in county Huge garage sale. Color t.v..
AUCTIONEER
you this attractive 3
VERNO
on one acre lot. Low taxes. Priced in low organ 1968 Volkswagen. Avon
N C LILE
BR home,- that is
bottles, Mr Coffee, some antiFOR INFORMATION leading to the ar80's.
conveniently located
ques small appliances, toys,
rest and conviction of the person or perat 1510 Clayshire.
Call 753-7703 *milt or 492-01111 days
boys and women's leans.
Offered in low $30's,
sons unknown who broke into a cabin at
MR.* PS) 1911
clothes and lots more. Friday
Anderson Shores Subdivision. No quesand Saturday Turn left off 94
JOHN SMITH
HORNEHICKLE BARBER SHOP
24. Miscellaneous
East on first paved road, one
tions'asked. Contact the Calloway County
209 Walnut Street
mile on lett.
Sheriff office. 753-3151
To settle estate: Man's Li
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Lioseci All Day ,
1 4,
karat diamond solitaire, white
Nine
party garage sale Friday
Monday-Friday 7 3o-Noon
Saturday 7:30 ti15:00
gold mounting. ieweler's
and Saturday at 9 1603
Price
of
• estimate $3,000. If interested
Catalina Drive
HAIRCUT $1.25
write P.O. Box 32 K.
PRICE SHAVE 75'
FREE
01..fmm1 I Rm.. met Own*
Super garage sale' 1607
ced. 711 1115 m••• ••• P
mlyem9 M•FRA PR"
753-7411
,1.
..
9.9
Toys. games. dolls. Show and
Catalina Drive Saturday only
- 20 MILE
AROUND THE (LOCK
sell_ September 14. 15. and
Starts at 7 am
16. 9 am til 5 pm Sponsered
DELIVERY
by Mayfield Antique Mall,
753-0984
1111111111111111111111211•11
Highway 121 South. Mayfield.
includes parts and labor.
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, of- KY. 247-0557
fices, r.ottoges, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24 26. TV-Radio
(includes parts and labor
x 60. Buy the best for less.
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna
FLOUR FROM III 5P M iii SUN 1P M
can talk to Canada and Mexico
New $150 now $75 492CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
4 Barrel
Saturday, September 22, 1979-10:00 am.-Rain or Shine - 4001 North 4th Street
8834
-Murray, Kentucky
R.,nabour
wan 4tJ np Evinrude motor
Phone 753-8015

Bi

,her bahe bear stove ex
_e ,ient condition 759-1975
_
Riding saddle
automatic
washing machine
adding
machine 30 gallon hot water
heater coke machine 1535618
Vanit!, dresser solid walnut
card table. Samsonite chairs.
screen wire, 0£ carpet
sweeper blankets and other articles 1663 Ryan Avenue
We have slabs for sale Contact
David L Evans Timber formerly
Decker and Evans. on
Reynoldsburg Road, Paris TN.
642-0617

Will sell good used furniture Montclair
AM-FM stereo
and appliances The Odd Shop reciever cassette
recorder with
642-8250 We buy sell and turn table Excellen
t condition
trade
Call 753-8705 after 330.

AUCTION

George Hodge &
Son, Inc.

DISCOUNT BUILDING MATERIALS

1

$1000
REWARD

BY OWNER

MONDE

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control

LILE REAL
ESTATE &
AUCTION
Aurora,4, 7 '1`;

6 Cylinder Tune-Up

31.95

V8 Tune-Up

36.95

ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION
MURRAY MOTEL
REAL ESTATE-PERSONAL PROPERTY

Carburetors Rebuilt

37.50
29.50

2 Barrel

Auction Sale
Saturday,Sept. 15th
at 10:00 a.m. at the home of the late
Mr. and Mrs.
Milburn Holland at 301 North 12th St. in Murray,
Ky.

Will have for sale a complete three bedroom house of
furniture. To list a few
items, Stratford couch and chair, Duncan Phyfe coffee
and end tables, B&W
1'V, large mirror, candle holders, wall clock, brass firepla
ce set, floor lamp,
two fancy corner what-nots, odd tables, record cabinet,
oak bedroom suit and
desk, beautiful mahogany bedroom suit,fancy oak bed, small
child's chair, iron
half bed, odd dresser, fancy oak table, old and good picture
frames 4 and 5
molds, mantle clock, two small pink vanity lamps, old
oil lamps, two old wall
reflector lamps, treadle sewing machine, wicker sewing
basket, wicker clothes
hamper, Kirby vacciun cleaner, old quilts, quilt
tops, and quilt box, cedar
chest, linens, lace table cloth, a beautiful Duncan Phyfe
table and six chairs
with matching buffet and glass door china cabinet, silver
tea set, two sets Roger
silverware, old glass and china, berry sets, amber glass
set, Iris bowl, milk
glass,8 place Ironstone dishes, green glass, glassdoor pie
safe, iron skillets and
dutch oven, many other pots and pans, pressure cooker, old
laundry stove, coffee mill, flour barrel, churn and dasher, dough board
and rolling pin, Fenton
blue bridal basket, stone jars, jugs and churns, wash kettle,
blue fruit
dated 1858, ice tongs, washboard, school desk, typewriter, Frig. jars, one
stove and
refrig., upright deep freeze, chrome dinette set, picnic table,
lawn chairs, lawn
mower, garden tiller, hand and garden tools, many other
items too numerous to
mention. Eats and drinks available. Not responsible for
accidents.
Sale Condcuted by

Dan Miller Auction Service

For more information call 435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky.
Real Estate Auctions held
jointly with Boyd Majors.
Man Miller
Dan Farris
Auctioneer
App. Auctioneer
"Our Service Deesn't Cast, It Pays"

Brakes on all 4 wheels, disc or drums, on moi
American cars

46 50

Includes shoes, pads, and labors

Beal's Carburetor & Tune-Up
643 North 4th Street

753-8119

For Sale
Or

Trade
For

House or Land

Grocery store in good location that did
$68,000 last year. Doing better than that
this year. Includes large building with
room to expand. Over $10,000 of stock
plus fixtures. Also 1974 12x65 House
Trailer and nice lot. Traile
is extra nice
and all electric. Reason rfor
selling is
other business. Owner must sell!
Business and place to live
in the $20's.
Will sell together or separaall
te. Phone 3452125 or 435-4555.

ATTENTION: Investors - Sororities - Fraternities
Estate settlement offers you the rare opportunity to purchase.at a public auction the
building, grounds and
contents of the Murray Motel. This 11 unit complex features two room suites and
5 large single room
suites, central gas heat and plenty of storage in the basement. ch unit has a bath with
shower. The two
story building is in excellent condition and is situated on a 125 x 275 lot with front and
rear drives. The
building is ready for immediate occupancy and will sell complete with 12 large window
air conditioners.
Excellent potential for apartment,sorority or fraternity house.
FURNITURE • PERSONAL PROPERTY
Complete Motel furnishings including: double beds, single beds, dressers, chairs,
couches, linen and
miscellaneous.
Terme: Real Estate 20% down with balance within 30 days Personal property cash.
Possession: With deed
Cooperating Broker
Owner: Mary E. Everette estate.
Kopperud Realty
Nat Ryan Hughes,Executor
Sale Conducted by
Easley & Clymer R•al Estale & Auction
247-7864
Mayfield. Ky
Auctioneers
Larry Clark
Gerald Easley

eA-StE--4
[NEAL

STA

6 aU

753-1222
Murray Ky
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Living room
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and more
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Irvan
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)o large
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43. Real Estate
Three bedroom cedar cabin
Panorama Shores
with
Franklin fireplace Call Purdom
& Thurman 753-4451

"
.
BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753 8080 _
ProlC1,1011JSC,.1.. ittl

ht.

tenit

A Bit
Of Woodland
Just listed, neat 2
bedroom frame home,
situated on 442 acres,
mostly wooded, only 3
miles from city off 94
E. Spacious living
room, eat-in kitchen
has new cabinets, elec.
heat, large back porch, outside storage
Modestly
building.
priced at $27,500.
kW.
Of Gas
This practically brand
new 2 bedroom cabin
in the woods is the
week -end
ideal
Completely
retreat.
furnished, beautifully
decorated. Elec. heat,
air cond. All this for
only $10,500. Its worth
a look.

V13. Real Estate

43:Rig Estate

The football crowd will love to
pop corn and relax in this
warmly paneled rec room with
fireplace! This home also has
living room with fireplace dining •area, well-organized ushaped kitchen extra garage
area for cars, boat, and lawn
equipment Much too nice to
describe Come by our office at
1200 Sycamore or call 7531492 for more details on this
exceptional home Offered by
Loretta lobs Realtors
Never lived in - brand
new 3 or 4 bedroom, 2
with
bath, brick
central heat and air,
fireplace and 2,000 sq.
ft. of living area.
large cypress deck on
three sides. Located on
large, excellent main
lake front lot. Built for
year around living.
$61.900.

AiRn eleayi:Ayuscaliloens )
(0( evoun ANC!,

Starting up or slowing down?
In either case. your needs are
limited and so are your means!
This extra neat 2 bedroom
home may be just perfect for
you Nice garden spot on this
2 acre lot. Call today for more
infomation. 753-1492 ..Offered
by Loretta lobs Realtors.
Three bedroom, 1 baths, living room, kitchen and den, city
water and sewer, single garage
with concrete drive in
Westwood Subdivision. For
more information call Purdom
& Thurman. 753-4451

farm? We have it!
Just listed an 18 acre
farm with 2 bedroom,
frame
furnished,
house ready for occupancy. Land is
highly productive and
level. Call us for more
information conceping this farm.

753-7411
1KOUND THE CLOCK

Very .nice older home in New
Providence Living room, kitchen, utility, 2 bedrooms and
bath on main level 2 bedrooms
on upper floor Nice wooded lot
and priced at only $18,750
Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate,
759-1707

5-ETC.
Kis,(14
suites,
met,(1)
)edroom
antique
Dles, (1)
%is, (7)
) desk,
;.

[DENTS

WILSON
INSURANCE
E. REAL ESTATE
753-3263 ANYTIME
3921121h Si.
Older farm home with acre and
1.7 lot located on black top road
is a real bargain for the "fix-up
specialists-. 7 large rooms,
electric and wood heat, good
well, is a receipe to make
money for a bargain hunter.
Spann Realty Associates, 7537724.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Thursday, September 20, 1000 A.M., 1979
Rain or the
PARIS, TENNESSEE
Sale will be held on the farm 9 miles northwest of Paris on the Paris and
Mayfield Highway No. 69, only /
2 mile east of Solo's Market. Watch for sale
1
arrows.
Johnny Fry & Myrtle Fry have commissioned ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE S. AUCTION
SALES to sill their Farming Equipment at Auction.
FARMING EQUIPMENT
Massey Ferguson Md. 124-2 Row Corn Header, John Deere - 14 FWA Disc(Tandem Wheel), John Deere Trailer with Hoist, John Deere 7' Off-Set Disc, Waldon
Front Blade (extra brackets), Marvel L-84 Rotary Mower, Implement Trailer,
Air Tank, New & Used Tin, John Deere 20 Hole Grain Drill, John Deere 4x14
Breaking Plow,2-4 Wheel Trailers with Dump Bed, John Deere 3020 Tractor, MFarman with New Idea 2 Row Mounted Corn Picker, John Deere 493A-4 Row
Planter, Two Wheel Trailer, Ghel Mix-All Grinder, Hog Waters, Massey
Ferguson 300 Combine with Cab, Blower, Diesel Engine, 4 Row Bean Header
(used on less than 200 acres); Ford Ranger F350 - 1 Ton Truck, 1977 Md. 13,347
miles, 12' Parkhurst Grain Bed with fold down racks and hoist.
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
725 Gallon Gas Tank, Air Tank, New and Used Tin, Wood Heater, Wizard Garden Tiller, Fruit Jars, Citation Air Conditioner - 20,000 BTU (less than 1 year
old), John Deere 112 Garden Tractor - Mower, Push Mower, Camping Equipment.
For more information contact...
JOHNNY FRY
MYRTLE FRY
Route 1
Owners
Route 3
Cottage Grove, TN 38224
Dresden, TN 38225
or...

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES

ky

1973 Thunderbird, has all the

43. Real Estate

47. Motorcycles

$100. Call 753-9710.

Residential building lots
Westwood Subdivision, city
water and sewer Priced from
$3000 to $5000 Call Purdom
& Thurman 753-4451.

1974 Harley Sportster, good
condition, chrome accessories.
Call 753-5093 before 2,30 pm.

1962 Chevrolet pickup,
cylinder. straight shift, slip
side bed, $275. Call 753-8124.

Mervin E. Alexander, Auctioneer Lic. No. 67
Oft. 239 University St.
Phone 901-587-4244
Martin, Tennessee
Night:
Tarry Oliver
Mervin E. Alexander
Wendell Alexander
901-581-4561
901-364-2199
901-364-2855
ilioiTssiON ALIZED SERVICE HAS CAUSED STORE PEOPLE TO SELL THE ALEXANDER WAY

50. Used Trucks

1978 Honda 750, four cylinder,
like new. 437-4130 after 6 pm.

49. Used Cars

753-1222

FOR SALE BY OWNER

m.

eatun.<„

479

COUNTRY LIVING
Three acres and a
tri-level
beautiful
home situated on a hill
is what you can have
for only $56,900. This 4
bedroom, 2 bath home
is uniquely designed
and decorated for the
large family wanting
room and privacy.
Part of the house is unfinished and ready for
your own ideas. All
this located just
minutes from the lake.
Call today for an appointment. Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222.

51. Campers

1977 Chrysler Cordoba under
40,000 miles, regular gas, good
gas mileage. Call 492-8834 or
753-7208.
1974 Cutlass Salon, excellent
condition, white on white, dark
red interior. $2475. Phone
753-8635 or after 5 pm 7537_146.
1972 Datsun stationwagon,
radial tires, automatic. $850.
Call 753-8124.
1974 Datsun 610 stationwagon
with air, in excellent condition.
753-8670.

Dune Buggy, 1835 Volkswagen
engine, real nice. 489-2670.
1975 Gran Prix U model. good
condition, two-tone red and
burgandy, loaded. Must sell
best offer. 753-8257.
1977 Monte Carlo Extra sharp
Three bedroom, 3 bath home, 753-6562.
den with fireplace. fenced in
yard, city school district. Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.

Good 15' aluminum runabout
with 85 h.p Mercury outboard,
comes complete mirk trailer,
canvas top, skis, ski rope. and
3 life jackets. Call 153-1916,
ask for Karen, between 1 a.m.
& 3 p.m. $2,600.

1976 Fisher Marine water
rover, 25 hp motor, trolling
1977 Chevrolet pickup. $2350. motor and trailer, excellent
Call 753-8162
condition. Must sell! 7591974 El Camino Classic, 1943.
$2200; 1975 VW Scirocto, 1974 16 ft. Glasstron with a 65
$2900. See at 1704 Greenbrier hp Evinrude motor. Must sell.
after 430; 753-4981.
Call 527-1925.
1976 Ford Van, $2395. 16 ft. 53. Services Offered
Pontoon boat and motor.
$1050. 1967 Ford Van, $495. Byers Brothers & Son-General
1960 Dodge pickup. $195. Call home remodeling, framing,
759-1801.
aluminum siding, gutters, and
1967 Ford pickup, 6 cylinder, roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1straight shift. utility bed, $650. 362-4895.
Call 753-8124.
Concrete and block work. Block
1979 Ford Courier mini-truck. garages, basements, driveways,
Half ton hauling capacity. New walks, patios, steps, free
tires. 15,000 miles. 28 mpg. estimates. 753-5476.
$4700. 753-2316.
Carpentry service. Whatever
1967 Ford pickup, long wheel your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565.
base. 492-8352.
cleaning, at reasonable
Carpet
1978 Luv pickup, 14,000
and efficient serPrompt
rates.
or
437-4546
nice.
extra
miles,
Carpet
Custom
vice.
Care. 489437-4171.
2774.
1975 Van. Plymouth Voyager.
power steering and brakes. Call Insulation blown in by Sears,
753-3792.
save on these high heating and
1974 Jeep Cherokee S. sharp. cooling bills. Call Sears, 7532310, for free estimates.
Call 753-1463 after 7 pm.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
500hVde

SqUare

Murray, Kentucky

753-4451

44. Lots For Sale
For sale: Wooded lot. 1.6 acres
two miles from Murray on Concord Road. Phone 753-8715, 9
til 5, or 753-3428 after 5.
Lot in Croppie Hollow Shores,
Unit II. Call (901)656-2941.

53. Services Offered

1976 Cutlass Salon, light free auto awning with puryellow and tan all extras chase of new 1979 Starcraft or
Roadranger travel trailer
Phone 753-6725 after 6 pm
White's Camper Sales, Highway
1976 Cutlass Supreme. low
LETTE RS miles. $3350 1969 Buick 94 E. Murray, KY. 753-0605
LeSabre. $375, in good condi- Overhead camper for long
filID (AND tion
wheel base truck, in good conCall 753-1887
dition $600. Call 492-8515
*014
Must sell! 1970 Cheyelle, 350 1973 Winnebago. 20 ft sleeps
$11••••
automatic, 22 mpg, sharp. 8, power plant, roof and motor
gatabayr•
$750 Also 1968 Pontiac air, hitch, excellent condition
••••••••••••••••-•
wagon. 350 automatic, 18 Call 753-4746 after 4 pm
/1011111•••••
mpg, dependable, $210. See at
700 Meadow Lane.
52. Boats and Motors
1971 Plymouth Fury II, beige,
air, FM 8 track, power steering 1979 Fisher Marine aluminum
bass boat, 25 hp Johnson
and brakes. Call 759-4024.
motor, fully equipped Also
1974 Pinto Sportswagon. low ideal for duck hunting $2900
mileage on complete new Call 753-2316
engine, radial tires, in excellent condition Call 2473773.
FOR SALE

extras plus a new set of tires
If neither snow, nor rain, nor heat, nor $1350.
Phone 1-354-6217.
gloom of night stays your couriers, then
Volkswagen, $800, good
1967
what's doing it?"
Been wanting a small
condition. 1964 Plymouth,

JOHN SMITH

Three bedroom brick with chain link
fence, 12x30 patio, concrete drive, pantry, utility, city school district. Low
utility bills. Good subdivision for
retiring couple or young family.
$32,000. Call 753-1702 after 5 p.m.

49. Used Cars

SANN
REALTY

46. Homes For Sale
5 bedroom. 2 bath brick home
with living room, fireplace and
den. 30x50 concrete block
body shop. Located on 3 acres.
Priced to sell Call 436-4382 or
753-8213.
Two bedroom home for sale by
owner. Located in Marshall
County on Calloway county line.
Call 437-4386.
2
/
Western Cedar 4 bedroom, 11
bath home with half basement.
Conveniently located on large
lot in city. Priced to sell. Phone
753-0707 or 753-6781 for appointment.

ASSOCIATES
753-7724

cleaning
free
Carpet
estimates. satisfied references.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827
Can't get those small lobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry, painting. plumbing, aluminum
siding, patios. small concrete
jobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm.
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 7539490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
For your coal needs. call 7978318 or write Edward lpock,
Rt.l. Dawson Springs, KY
42408.
Fence Sales at Sears now Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs.
For your chain link fencing
needs, contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 7531966.
Firewood for sale. Call 7536774 Monday, Wednesday. and
Friday between 8 and 5, after 7
call 435-4439.
Guttering by Sears. Sears continous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753.2310 for free estimates.
Have your driveways white rocked before bad weather. Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison.
753-5429 after4 pm.

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, will do plumbing,
heating and air conditioning.
Call 753-7203.
Home anchors.
Mobile
Aluminum and fiberglass
underpinning, white, beige,
accl brown. Roofs sealed. Also
patio awnings, open or screened in, with Or without windows.
Also carports. single and double sizes. Jack Glover, 7531873 after 6 pm.

53. Services Offered
Ken's Lawnmower and chainsaw repair 718 South 4th Fast
service 753-7400
Licensed electrician. Service
calls our speciality. Call
Earnest White. 753-0605
Herndon's
Portable Welding
Service
Rt. 6, Box 154,
Murray, Ky.
753-9507
Painting done to satisfaction
Interior or exterior. Free
estimates Experienced. Call
after 5 pm 753-8442.
Paper hanging and interior
painting. Call 437-4617.
Termites. You spend thousands
of dollars for a home but never
think about termites - they
cause the most damage next to
fire. Have your home treated
now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest Control. 100 South
13th Street, Murray, KY. Over
33 years experience. Home
owned.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah.
KY 42001, or call day or night
1-442-7026.
Wilk do housecleaning and
houseplant care. Call Kim, 4928857 or 436-2667.
Will lay carpet. Free estimates.
Call 759-1823 after 5 pm.
Will do plumbing. heating and
air conditioning, repairs and
remodeling around the home.
such as; painting, carpentry.
and concrete. 753-2211 or
753-9600.

56. Free Column
Free kittens. Call 436-5502.
Free! Three yellow male kittens, one grey male and one
grey female also. 436-5468
Gentle, loveable, and healty.
FREE Kll lel1S, to
good home. Three
black, one tiger stripe.
Call 753-5322 after 5
p.m.

Are
Ise,
not new)re
gmwing•
No, we're not a new real estate agency in town
We've been here all along, as Guy Spann Realty
But we've grown- - now we can give you the
personal service you expect from a small agency
plus the expert advice you'd expect from a big one
Listing or selling? Give us a call - you'll he sold

905 SYCAMORE
MURRAY I<Y.

oh us

-,•.am•mankdra.
..-ZriZialac.•

ids and
e room
[he two
es. The
boners.
2 bath quality home,
/
Superbly built, new 4 BR., 21
with 2900 sq. ft. Many distinctive features, including fireplace with heatolator and double

ien and

Newly decorated and carpeted, 3 BR., B.V.
home, large kitchen-den, spacious master
2
/
bedroom, carport. Located on 641 N. about 51
miles from Murray $39,500.
•
Audr] Moody 753-9036
Warren Shropshire 753-8277
Romer Miller 753-7519
053
1

This 5 bedroom, 6 bath prestigious home will
details,
breathtaking
you,
captivate
economically heated with central gas, located in
Gatesboro,

e.

2 acres,
/
Neat 2 BR., frame home, situated on 41
(mostly wooded). Only 3 miles from city off 94 E.
Modestly priced at $27,500.

Located at 815 Bagwell, close to shopping center,
beautiful new home. 3 bedrooms, 2 bath, den.
Has heat pump,fireplace, 2 car garage. In 50's.

2 bath home, located on 5 acres
/
Lovely 3 BR., 11
of level land just 6 miles from Murray on 641 N.
Has central electric heat and air. A real bargain
at $58,500.

1530 Beckett, new 4 BR., 3 bath home, large
sunken family room with fireplace. Economical
heat pump, you must see to appreciate.

30 tendable acres, west of Murray, neat 3 BR.,
home electric heat, carpet, large family ,RM.,
over 1,000 ft. frontage on 94 W7High 50's."
Barbaro Erwin 753.4136
B.8. Hook 753-2387
Reuben Moody 753-9036
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Heavy Casualties Reported As
Quake Dumps Half Town In Sea

Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Alexander's
Rites Held Today
Graveside rites for Mrs.
Mary Lou Alexander, widow
of Lawton Alexander, were
held this morning at 10 o'clock
at the Murray City Cemetery
with the Rev. Dr. Walter
Mischke. Jr., officiating.
Eli
were
Pallbearers
Alexander. Jr., Jon Alexander, Sturat Alexande, Tom
Adkinson, Dean Alexander,
and Steven Alexander. The J.
H. Churchill Funeral Horne
was in charge of the
arrangements.
Mrs. Alexander, 903 Man
Street, died Tuesday at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
She is survived by two
Nell
Mrs.
daughters.
Adkinson, Fairfax, Va., and
Alexander,
Madge
Ms.
Murray ; two sons. Jack,
Benton. arid Eli, Murray;
three sisters, Mrs. Ilene
Downs and Mrs. Mamie Cole,
Paducah, and Mrs. Euna
Allen, Sedona. Ariz.; eight
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.

Funeral Is Today
For R. G. Martin

Father Of Murray
Man Dies Monday;
Rites Are Today
Raymond F. (Crickett
Giles, father of Ronnie Horn
Giles of Murray, died Monday
at 8:10 p.m. at St. Thomas
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. He
was 69 years of age and a
resident of Wickliffe.
The deceased was an
ironworker and a retired
conservation officer. He was a
member of Wickliffe Masonic
Lodge No. 125 and the
Baptist
First
Wickliffe
Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Kathleen Giles; one
daughter, Mrs. Judith Giles
Vance, Wickliffe; two sons,
Giles,
Chad
Raymond
Covington, and Ronnie Horn
Giles, Murray; two sisters,
Mrs. Virginia Giles Holt,
Bandana, and Mrs. Jessie
Giles, Henderson, Cape
Girardeau, Mo.; 13 grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Milner and Phillips
Funeral Home, Wickliffe, with
the Rev. Bruce Wills officiating. Burial will follow in
the Wickliffe Cemetery.

The funeral for Robert Gene
Martin of Hazel is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the Hazel
United Methodist Church with
the Rev. Atkins officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Willie Kendall, James Tharpe,
Glen Hart, Darrel Bray:ley.
Robert Lee Martin, and Terry
Todd. Burial will follow in the
Hazel Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mr. Martin, 37. died
Tuesday at his home.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Shirley West Martin;
mother, Mrs. Alberta Dumas;
four daughters, Teresa Cavitt,
Gloria Jean Cavitt, Tracy
Martin, and Patty Martin; one
step
three
son;
step
daughters; five sisters; three
brothers; six grandchildren.

Homecoming Will
Be, Spring Creek
The annual homecoming of
the „Spring Creek Baptist
Church will be held Sunday.
Sept. 16, with the pastor, the
Rev. Greg Burton, to speak at
the 11 a.m. services.
Sunday School will be at.10
a.m. A basket dinner will
follow the morning worship
hour. A gospel singing will be
held at 1:30 p.m. with with
Dwane Jones as master of
ceremonies.
The public is urged to attend. Persons unable to attend
may mail their contributions
toward the upkeep of the
cemetery to Lexie Watson,
Route 2, Murray.

Revival Services
To Start Sunday
At Blood River

Rites Are Friday
For Mrs. Redden
Funeral services for Mrs.
Odie Miller Redden of Detroit,
Mich., will be held Friday at
10:30 a.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
• with the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
White officiating. Burial will
follow in the Old Salem
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Redden, 67, died
Tuesday at noon at a hospital
in Highland Park, Mich. She
was the daughter of the late
Ernest and Lillie Lee Miller of
Calloway County.
She is survived by her
husband, Arthur Redden;
three sons, Charles, Grand
Rapids, Mich., Ralph, Troy,
Mich., and Sam, St. Johns,
Mo.; one sister, Mrs. Opal
Miller Smith, Nashville,
Tenn.; two brothers, James
Miller, Nashville, Tenn., and
Robert Miller, Bee Springs; 10
grandchildren; four great
grandchildren.

Revival services at the
Blood River Baptist Church
will be held from Monday.
Sept. 17, through Saturday,
Sept. 22, with the pastor, the
Rev. Jerry Norsworthy, as the
speaker.
Leland Peeler,song director
for the Blood River Baptist
Association, will lead the
music. Special music will be
featured nightly.
The church deacons invite
the public to attend the services at 7:30 each evening at
the church, located on Highway 444, four miles from New
Concord.

Mrs. Roy Stewart
Dies At Hospital
Mrs. Roy (Ryan)Stewart of
1404 Hughes Avenue, Murray,
died Wednesday at-the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn.
She is survived by her
husband, Roy Stewart; one
daughters Mrs. Eddie (Bobs)
Shroat, and one son, Dr. Chad
Stewart, both of Murray; two
grancLsons, Chad Stewart, Jr.,
and Jerry Hopper; one great
granddaughter, Mitzi Hopper.
The J. H Churchill Funeral
Home will have charge of the
arrangem,fits which are now
incomplete.

building caved in."
By GHAFUR FADYL
Murray said the first shock
Associated Press Writer
JAKARTA, Indonesia AP) lasted about 45 seconds and
— The most powerful earthere were three or four more,
thquake in two years plunged
followed by nine milder
half an Indonesian town into
tremors in the evening.
the sea, officials reported, and
He said he and his friends
heavy casualties were feared.
drove around Biak City and
The quake Wednesday afthe surrounding countryside
ternoon measured 8.0 on the
but did not spot any casaulties
Richter scale. Officials said it
or serious damage.
devastated Ansus, a town of
Officials reported tremors
8,000 on Yapen Island some
were felt along a 3,000-mile
2,300 miles east of Jakarta.
arc stretching westward to
Yapen, with a total of 40,000
northern Sumatra along the
people, is in Cendrawasih
Java Trench, a quake-prone
Gulf, on the'northern coast of
area where the massive,
Irian Jaya, the western half of
shifting portions of the earth's
New Guinea.
crust known as the Australian
Half the houses in Ansus
and Pacific Plates overlap.
were swallowed up by the gulf,
The U.S. Geological Survey
Interior
Department
in Golden, Colo., said it was
spokesman Faisal Taimin
the most powerful quake since
reported. But he said there
another 8.0 tremor hit the
was no word on casualties yet
Indonesian island of SumTaimin said the quake also
bawe, some 1,500 miles west of
caused major damage in the
Yapen,on Aug. 19, 1977, killing
town of Serui, some 40 miles
east of Ansus, where it
the district
demolished
forget-me-not sale Saturday at
government and legislative
The Disabled American Veterans will be holding a
ot Chapter 50 of the DAV,
buildings, three schools, a
various locations around town. Joe Smith, left, commander
fit-0 sales to David Benton,
the
make
drive,
the
of
church, a police barracks and
chairman
right,
Card,
and Glenn
other buildings.
second from left, and Brent Hatcher.
Interior Minister Amir
Machrnud and a team from
the office of the governor of
Irian Jaya flew to the area.
The quake also rocked Biak,
FORT THOMAS, Ky. AP)
an island of 76,000 people
Former Broadway star
about 70 miles north of Ansus,.., Danny Scholl was recently
and an American staying in a sent more than 7,400 get-well
hotel there said he and his 'cards following a singing
friends felt the ground
appearance on a regional
of
and
women
Our country is stronu. working men
tremble and saw the peaks of
STEUBENVILLE, Ohio
television show.
)hro's coal region."
enough to withstand
buildings sway.
( API — President Carter's
Scholl, partially paralyzed
for
Congress
blamed
are
Carter
people
if
...
our
challenges
"The quake scared the hell
call for a tripling of tlie use of
bound to a wheelchair
and'
willing to make sacrifices and the delay in working toward a out of everybody and almost
domestic coal by 1995 was not
following his fourth stroke, is
energy
nation's
to
the
,olution
president
the
panic,"
out
cooperate,"
in
ran
everybody
enough to satisfy many of the
planning another comeback.
problems.
said.
said Joe Murray of Freeport
east Ohioans who listened to
-Any time there is
He said Congress has not Indonesia, a subsidiary of
When the president finished.
the president at a town
about me in the
something
of
line
single
of
"a
to
New
passed
Co.
chance
a
had
Minerals
few
Freeport
selected
a
meeting Wednesday.
handicapped
lets
it
media
question him about their ;egislation concerning oil York, which is mining copper
Nor were their minds set at
know Danny, Scholl
people
in
the
power
the
of
area.
in
because
the
concerns.
for
is,
what
ease regarding
made it," he said.
"We rushed out of our hotel
One man who identified past of the oil companies."He
them, a critical question:
Scholl was a $10,000-a-week
himself as an unemployed added he feels now that the oil to an open parking lot to avoid
Whether federal clean air
in the 1950s.
star
the
in
case
beams
your
the
falling
of
the
"All
the
any
rest
and
told
for
Carter,
miner
allow
companies
will
standards
plans seem fine for the future, ,.ountry are about equal in
continued use of Ohio's hie
but us coal miners, we want to their influence on Congress.
sulfur coal.
The U.S. Environmental
At the afternoon meeting, work now, not 10 years from
now."
Protection Agency came
about 1.500 persons gathered
In Columbus,Gov. James A
under heavy fire from the
in the sweltering auditorium
Rhodes said coal use should
audience for policies that have
of Steubenville High School to
adversely affected the area's
hear Carter promote his increased more quickly tta
called for by the itresictr .,:
coal and steel industries.
energy program.
In response to the criticism,
The president said in- The Republican gover 7
a
the president said the EPA is
creased coal production 'said: "Gearing up
should help the country cut production by 1995 is not (r, an independent agency which
he doesn't control. But he
back on oil imports, which he enough. Unless the .1e;gy
problem is solved bef re
pledged, "We'll do all we can
said mean more inflation and
economic difficulties. He we are looking at a 16-year, within the bounds of enman-made depression which
vironmental standards" to
offered as a slogan, "Instead
promote the use of Ohio coal.
of foreign oil, use more Ohio will cause serious harm h the
nation, to Ohio and ' the
coal."
energy
said
Carter
problems can be dealt with
"without scapegoats or fear of
labor.
future" if
the
management and government
work together.

Hog Market

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP', — USDA —
Cattle 400. steady. slaughter bulls 160.200
higher
Slaughter cows utility 1-3 45 0041 00;
cutter 1-2 45 00-49 25. bulls 1500-1730 lb
67 00-71 75, 1-2 1050-1500 lb 59 5046 00,
choice 220-350 lb wilier! % 00-100 00;
calves untested, feeder steers 230-2'70 lb
11500.129 00; 350-500 lb 90 00.106 00. 500.700
lb 79 50-90 00. 1-2 including hoisteins 460650 lb 65 00-63 00, 750-1065 lb 60 00-66 00,
heifers 330-475 lb 80 0044 75. 1-2 500-710 lb
68 00-78 75, 350-475 lb 67061.060, stock
cows 700-1050 lb 47 00-64 50.
Hogs IMO. barrows arid gilts 25 higher. I.
2 210-240 lb 4050-4075, 210-245 lb 40 0040 50; 2-3 230-2130 lb 9050-4000. sows 50
lower. 1-2 300-400 lb 31 25-32 25. 400-765 lb
32 00-33 00; 350-525 lb 3025-31 50. boars
nver 300 lb 31 00,
Sheep 25. slaughter lambs steady.
slaughter lambs choice and prime 67-110 lb
6000

How Kentucky's
Congressmen Voted
On Renewing Draft
AP) WASHINGTON
Here is the way Kentucky
congressmen voted as the
House defeated an amenddraft
renew
to
ment
registration for all I8-year-old
men by a vote of 252-163
Wednesday night.
A "yes" vote was a vote in
renewing
of
favor
registration. A "no" vote was
a vote against it.
Voting "yes" were 92
71
and
Democrats
Republicans.
Voting "no" were 172
80
and
Democrats
Republicans.
"xxx" means not voting.
There are no vacancies in
the 435-member House.
Democrats — Hubbard.
yes; Mazzoli, no; Natcher, no;
Perkins, no.
Republicans — Carter, xxx:
Hopkins, no; Snyder, no.

Chrysler!

(MOSIER

1

Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore

"1,was the John Raitt-type. I
played all the parts he
played," the 'native, Cinsaid. He 14"
cinnatian
recuperating in the Army
hospital at Fort Thomas.
Scholl's speech has returned
to normal and he is talking
about performing sitting
down.
"I was on the Bob Braun
televison show the other day
and when I saw those women
in tears, I broke. It wasn't just
that, but when they played my
record, I was thinking, 'Will I
be able to sing like that
again?" he said.

Priest Sentenced For
Smuggling Pot In Jail

A$4ct00mCHECK
dire fro
when you buy or lease at retail any
new compact, mid-size or full-size
car, van or domestic truck during

Wheelchair Bound Former
Broadway Star Encouraged
By TV Audience Response

Carter Calls For Increased Use
Of U.S. Coal In Energy Battle

Federal-State Market News Service September 13, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act 416 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows steady 50 lower
128.50-39.60
US 1-2 200-230 Ihs
638.25-38 50
US 2 200-240 lbs..
137 25-38 25
US 2-3 240-250!be
US 2-4900-280 lbs
Sows
$2850.25 00
US 1-2 270-350 Its
$27 00.2960
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
n13.00-3000
US 1-3460-500 lbs.
$30 00-31.00
US 1-3500-650 Its
00-27 00
126
US 2-3 MO-5001ln
Boars 25.00-T7.00

more than 100 persons.
Fourteen months earlier, on
June 26, 1976, mote than 800
residents of Irian Jaya were
killed when an earthquake
measuring 7.1 on the Richter
scale hit the island. Several
entire villages were buried by
landslides.
The Richter scale is a
measure of ground motion as
recorded on seismographs.
Every increase of one number
means a tenfold increase in
magnitude.
A Richter reading of 7 is
considered a "major" earof
capable
thquake
widespread heavy damage,
and an 8 reading is considered
a "great" quake capable of
tremendous damage.
The San Francisco earthquake of 1906, which occurred before the Richter
scale was devised, has been
estimated to have had a
reading of 8.3.

763-0832

LA GRANGE. Ky_ Al' —A
Roman Catholic priest who
admitted
smuggling
marijuana into the Kentucky
State Reformatory has been
sentenced to ja:: in rilriham
Circuit Court
The Rev. John 11 Modica,
543, was sentenced "fuesday to
serve each Mn)'. and
Tuesday for the next two
months in the Campbell
County Jail at Alexandria.
Judge George F W:Iliarnson
ordered the sentence r.arried
out there luecau,e
the
defendant has beett uhder the
jurisdiction of the 1.) use of
Covington."
Modica also is required to
report monthly for ( -tinseling
to the Campbell County
le Office
Probation and Par,
for six months after the jail
sentence.
He was arrestvd I.. 6 at
the reformatory after ,mards
found several one-ounce bags
of marijuana in the shoes of a
prisoner he had visiti-d
The prisoner. Mark M.
Brown,20, Maysville. also was
charged with promoting
contraband. He was Ivor) a
sixmonth sententy to run

concurrently with the 20-year
term he was serving for
conspiracy to commit murder.
Modica, a priest for 30
years, once held a pastorate at
Maysville's St. Patrick
Church, where he met Brown.
The original charge against
the priest was promoting
contraband, first degree. The
charge was amended to
a
degree,
second
misdemeanor, when Modica
pleaded guilty.
Sentencing was delayed
underwent
he
while
rehabilitation at the Servants
of the Paraclete, a church
institution in Jemez Springs,

Now youll love comin' to

SIRLOIN STOCKADE,

And our quality winnow you amnia back
BEL-AIR CENTER

An ASN Special Report

Practical Energy Conservation:
Tests Prove Merit of Timer-Controled
Hot Water

'In 1966. about 28 per cent of water
heaters installed were electric In 1976
nearly 46 per cent were electric Nationwide. there are now some 29 million electric water heaters in use The trend is apt
to continue
•Electric water heaters use more electricity than any other home appliance In
some areas of the nation electric bills are
greater than mortgage payments And
rates continue to rise
*A time switch can be installed on an
electric water heater in 30 minutes or
less It can pay for itself in dollar savings
during only a few months

Stock Market

,,st at
Prices of stocks of lx,
noon, EDT,today. furnistwd t I se Murray Ledger & Times b‘
Irct of
/.f.
Michigan Corp , of Murr,,
follows
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
Amencan Telephone
Bonanza
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A.F.
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire .
Goodrich
Hardees
Heublein
IBM
Jen('o
K Mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Texaco
Wel Mart
Wendys

Just *3.99. A 6-ounce Sizzlin
Sirloin steak plus 6 ounces of
broiled German Sausage. baked potato or fries.
and Stockade toast. It's a lot of great food at a
feature price right now. And you'll love it.

Saving Energy Is Saving Money

206 E. Main

Wholesale Electric
Supply Co.

This Timer
Will Save
You
$SS$

753-8194

